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Explanatory notes

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this

publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part

of the secretariat of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa

concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area, or of

its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or "boundaries.

Symbols of the United Nations documents are composed of capital letters

combined with figures. Mention of such a symbol indicates a reference to a

Uaited Nations document. United'JSfoiions documents symbols which are preceded

by the designation E/CN.14/ ... indicate that the documents are issued under
auspices of the Economic Commission for Africa*

«« .The .following symbols ,haye been used in this Surveyi

•;;; *not available - nil or-negligible

A billion is one thousand million.

Tonnes or tons mean metric tons unless otherwise specified.

Prefatftty'ftote

The Survey for 1977-1978 is also the fourth biennial review uf progress

dtirinfe* the" Second' United Nations 'Development Decade' and" is published' in' two" parts.

Part I.,includes, a summary,and after reviewing the international ecpnomip,sj.;tuatioB;

and the international development strategy it then provides information on economic
and s66ial'developments in-the*African region this decade. Part II'covers current

economic.developments, and.policies of the individual oountries. of the. ECA region

for the period 1970 "to 197^ and is presented in tvo sections, sections A and B. .

S/CN. 14/697 (Par-* II)
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RWANDA

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1970-1978

1. Introduction.

Rwanda is a land-locked and mainly agricultural with a high population density

which exhibits all the characteristics of a least-developed country. Since 197Os

economic growth has been slow and un a per capita "basis production has only increased

marginally* However in 1976 and 1977* the boom in coffee prices has greatly benefited

the country which derives most uf its export earnings from this crop. As coffee is also

the largest commodity in the modern sector the econumy has grown sharply and government

revenues have been buoyant.

During the years 1970 to 1977> GDP at current factor cost rose at the average

annual rate of some 15-8 per cent. Over the same period, inflation has been high. For

the whole period 197Orl977j the average annual rate uf increase in consumer prifes

was 13«1 per cent per year compared with only 2.6 per cent a year from 1965 to 197O»

In the absence of a GDP deflator it can perhaps be stated that GDP in real terms rose at

an average annual rate of 2.7 per cent yearly during the first seven years of this

decade judging from the movement in the consumer price index*

Economic prospects for 1978 depend very much on coffee prices and output. In the

period January-ttrtftiiy ±^78, coffee wholesale prices were 75 per cent uf the 1^77 level

and for the year as a whole the percentage will be less. However they should still be

at least twatre-as-iii^r*as-in 1^75' and "economic results, although not as'good as in 1977»
will still be relatively satisfactory.

2» GDP by industrial origin

Few changes have occurred in the structure of the economy since 1970. In 1977,

agriculture produced 75°2 per cent uf GDP at current factor cost, mining cnly 1.7 per

cent, manufacturing 3-3 per cent, construction 2.2 per cent, trade and commerce 6.3 per

cent, transport and communications 0.9 per cent, public administration 8 per' cent and

other services 2.4 per cent. The share of agriculture in GDP increased between 1970 and

1977 from 73 to 75-2 per cent while the share-of whulesale and retail trade declined

from 8.4 per cent to 6.3 per cent.

Rwanda: Table 1» GDP by source, 1970 and 1975-1977 (millions uf Rwanda francs)

. 1970 ..Percentage 1977 Percentage

Agriculture, forestry and

fishing

Mining

Manufacturing )
Electricity and water )

Construction

Wholesale and retail trade

Transport and communications

Services

GDP at current factor cost

14 955
4I6

630

452

1 718
248

2 062

73.0

2.0

3-1

2.2

8.4

1.2

10.1

34 229
648

1 314

846

2 654
345

4 365

38 447
- 850

1 600

090

020

400

160

42 973

989

1 876

1 284

3 618

510

5 930

20 481 100..0 44 401 50 57 180

75-2

1.7

3O

■2,2

6,3

0.9

100.0

Sources ECA estimates
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3. Selected economic sectors

($) Agriculture, forestry and fishing. The agricultural' sector contributes 75 per
cent of GDP, and occupies over 90 per cent of active population. It is still heavily

subsistence-oriented but commercial crop production has been growing at a fairly rapid

rate as1 indicated by the figures given in table 2. The food crops are diversified and

include bananaSj cereals,\ root crops (mainly cassava and potatoes), oilseeds, vegetables
and fruits*., Food production is sufficient, .in the main, although there is a relative short
age oif- oils and fats in the diet* The conditions "of production are such that it is over
whelmingly dependent, on the weather and in some years as in 1974 there can be serious

difficulties, .Also some regions in the country have been fairly isolated in the past, so

that localized food shortages have occurred from time to time. However, with the

development of the road uetworfc, the possibility of localized food shortages has been
reduced and-probably eliminated. ■

Theviain commercial, crop 'isvcoffee, followed by tea whose cultivation is being
enoouraged to diversify exports; Other commercial crops are pyrethrum, cotton, sugar
cane and cinchona -bark.

Rwanda; Table 2. Agricultural production. 1970 and 1974-1977

1970 1974 1975 1976 1977

Food crops (thousands of tonnes)

Banans

Cereals

Rootorops /

Beans and peas*'

Commercial crops (tonnes)

Coffee

Tea

Cinchona

Pyrethrum

Seed cotton

Sugar cane

1 651

225

918

216

1 245

235
556

257

4 315

648

191
082

173

734
219

243
227

820

234
302

237

3 432

456
1 301

100

9 352

3 995
333

1 753
238

14 000

4 976
187

1 500

180

18 000

1 896

251

1 348

247

19 240 19 000 24 385 24 478 20 684

5 356
616

1 136

?40

32 000

Sources Rwanda Ministry of Agriculture,

a/ Including groundnuts.

The FAO production index indicates a growth rate in agricultural output of 3.6 per

cent per year on the average for 1970-1977- Local data show that food production has

grown by 3 per cent per year and commercial production by 4.8 per cent per year. The

increase in production has been almost entirely due to more land being cultivated, the

area under crops growing by 3.5 per cent per year to reach 904,300 hectares in 1977.

Rwanda has an. exceptionally high population derisity and-growth rate and there is a limit
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to its cultivable area. According to the Ministry of Agriculture,, there .was frora_l*8 ha

to 2 ha available per .family in. 1970 but-this was. reduced in.l.977» -There.is more land:

available in the east, where the average per family is 2.5 ha, whereas the average is

only half a hectare in the west. Among the solutions needed for Rwanda is the

-intensification■ of-agriculture through the' use of more manure and fertilizers» better

seeds and the control of erosion- One policy being followed by the Ministry of

—Agriculture is to -encourage livestock: and already 25 per cent of peasants are producing

manure from their animals, it is projected that all of them will be doing so in five,

years time. " "

Prices to coffee producers were virtually doubled in 1977 as part of a policy of

trying to prevent production losses. Tea production has become increasingly popular

with output rising from 1,245 tonnes in 1970 to 5*35°" tonnes in 1977» Similar trends

are observable in sugar cane production with output in 1977 at 32,000 tonnes. The

increasing pressure on the land for crops has brought about a fall in the number .of^.:^_

cattle whose land requirements are high, while the holdings of sheep, goats, pigs, and .

poultry have increased.

Present indications are that agricultural production was affected in 1977 "by. the

fall in coffee output- Pood production has increased but there was a sharp fall in

coffee output, the trees probably res.ting to some extent after two years of heavy

production- In 1978> since the weather has been, good, prospects are" more favourable-
For ooiffee, marketing data indicate that production has recovered significantly.

Ql) Mining. The four ores mined are cassiterite, wolfram, oolombo—tantalite and
"beryl. Mineral production in total has remained more or less stable in volume since

1970 but there has been a sharp fall in beryl output and export revenues have declined.

There is methane gas in Lake Kivu* . .

Cp. Energy. There is some methane gas production from the reserves contained in .
Lake Kivu but not a significant scale, so that practically all urban energy needs are

covered by uil imports. There is also substantial use of wood for fuel- From.1970 to

,-; 1976 "the total quantity of oil products imported doubled, the average rate of growth .

reaching 14 per cent per year, with specially high rates uf increase in 1975 ^d 197°*

of 20*9 per .cent and 28.9 per cent respectively. Electricity output has grown from

1970 to 1976 at an annual average rate of 7.6 per cent.
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Rwandai Table 3. Mineral and energy indicators., 1970 and 1974-1976

1970 1974 1975 1976

Production

Cassiterite (tonnes)
Wolfram (tonnes)
Colombo-tantalite (tonnes)
Beryl (tonnes)

Electricity (million kWh)

Imports

Oil products (*000 tonnes)

2 049

627
29

292

29.2

2 214

528

75

59

35-1

2 032

644
46
18

40.8

2 229
808

45
46

45.6

18.0 24.2 29-2 37.7

Sources- Compiled from official data from Rwanda.

(d) Manufacturing. There is no recent quantitative information on manufacturing
output. The sector is still small and according to ECA estimates represented no more

than 3-1 per cent of GDP in 1977- Food and agricultural products are the most important

branches of industry and in 1973 the food and beverage section accounted for half the

total value added in manufacturing.

The increases in output of the commercial crops between 1970 and 1977

would suggest that industries processing agricultural products have made quite consider

able progress. Most new industries have appeared in food and agricultural products

processing. In 1977 four new factories were completed and four others were under

constructions including one for processing of pyrethrum, a banana wine factory and a

sugar factory. On this evidence it seems that manufacturing is in fact a fairly fast-

gxowing sector in Rwanda.

(e) Construction. The development of the capital Kigali, whose population has grown
to 100,000 people and the extension of the country's road system have both helped to

maintain activity in the construction industry. Imports of cement increase* at an

average annual rate of about 4*1 per cent between 1970 and 1976» However, it seems that

the sector has experienced some fluctuations and that in 1977 the level of activity was

somewhat lower than in 1976 despite measures taken by the Government to encourage civil

servants to build their own housesP

(£.) Transport. Rwanda is sited in the centre of Africa and south of the equator

and its transport links with the Indian Ocean extend for 1,000 kilometres through other

countries. The transport of imports and exports is costly and the time taken is very

substantial. Much of the traffic passes through Uganda and Kenya to and from the port of

Mombasa. Another route goes thruugh Burundi to Dar es Salaam in the United Republic of

Tanzania. Some high value traffic is handled by air.

A great effort has been made to improve and develop the road system. By 1977> thre

important roads totalling 313 km had been tarred and these will facilitate traffic

connexions with neighbouring countries. Work on two other major roads from Kigali to

Akanyaru (155 km) and Kigali to Cyanika (125 km) were due to start in 197&. At the same
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time the Government has established a corporation to handle and rationalize the supply of

goods to the country, known as STIR. ' ' .....

There are only limited statistical data on, transport .and-tli«se ehow a d&ubling of

passengers handled at airports between 1970 and 1976 tut an apparent drop in the number

of vehicles in use on the roads despite a substantial increaae in passengers transported

"by road-

4<- Expenditure and__GDP

Expenditure on consumption and gross.fixed capital formation has been consistently

in excess of GDP at market prices since 1970 and the gap has been financed by a greater

inflow of"foreign resources*.,...£he...evternal,deficit has increased from 4.3 per cent of GDP

in I97O to 10.6 per cent in 1977" The share of private consumption has ekropped from 89,3

per cent to 85.4 Pe** cent of GDP while the share for public consumption has increased from

8 to 8»3 per cent and thus the share of domestic savings in GDP rose from 2.7 per cent in

1970 to 6.3 per cent in 1977* This shows how small the domestic -savings effort in Rwanda

iso The proportion of GDP on investment has risen from 7 P©*1 cent in 1970 to 16.9'pe*1

cent in 1977« These figures are mainly indicative but are more or less corroborated by

other data- ... ..

Expenditure- an?. GDP,;1970 and" 1975-l"977""(mi'liio'ns of Rwanda'francs)

1970 Percentage 1975 1976 '1977 Percentage

Private consumption 19 64O 89.3 42 700 48 200 54 656 85,4

Public consumption • 1 760 ' 8.0 3 900 4 600 5 286 8-3

Gross fixed capital formation 1 550 7.0 7 700 8 900 10 802 16.9

Ksports less imports of goods ..

and services -950 -4.3 -7 200 -6 100 -6 78O -10.6

at current market prices 22 COO 100,0 47 100 55 600 63.964 100,0

5= External trade and the "balance of payments

Trade flows have been much influenced by price movements,- sora-e favourable as -in the

case of coffee and some unfavourable as in the case of higher import prices. Since 1975

ozports have increased in value considerably because of the coffee price boom, wifch the

tctal rising to 7-54 billion Rwanda francs in 1976 against 3,92 billion'in 1975s in 1977

the total reached 8«54 billion compared with 2".48 billion Rwanda francs in 1970. Since

1970 imports have virtually quadrupled in value with a particularly large rise in 1975 of

65 per cent. As shown in table 5 imports were valued at 2.91 billion Rwanda francs in

-970, 5*39 billion in 197 v ^*92 billion in 1975 and reached 10,6 billion Rwanda francs

in 1977. The increases in 1976 and 1977 were 7*7 per cent and 10.2 per cent respectively.
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Rwanda s

of
Table 5. External trade and balance of payments, 1970 and 1974-1977 (millions

francs}

1970 1974 1975 1976 1977

External trade

Exports

Imports

Balance

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)

Private transfers (net)

Government transfers (net)
Capital

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

2 48I
2 910

-429

-950

-230

1 810

-60

-400

-170

3 459

5 394

-1 935

-2 859
—9

2 989
93

269

-483

3 919
8 923

-5 004

-6 359
-65

5 440

2 711

-1 458

-269

7 535
9 607

-2 072

-3 844
111

5 283

1 133
-2 330

-353

8 540
10 590

-2 050

-4 568
186

6 452

-306

-1 402

-362

Sourcea 3MF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXX, No, 12, December 1977,
vol. XXXI, No. 9, September 1978.(Balance of payments figures converted from United
States dollars).

Because imports have risen faster in value than exports since 197Ojthe trade deficit
has increased both as a proportion of exports and in total value, This deficit was 429

million Rwanda francs in 1970 but rose to 2,050 million in 1977. However this latter

figure was much reduced from the exceptionally high figure of 5,004 million francs in

19.75.

In 1970 the basic balance of payments was in surplus but a deficit of 269 million

francs was recorded in 1974* However, since then there has been a substantial surplus

recorded eabh year with the large and increasing inflow of Government transfer (aid)

receipts being largely responsible. In 1975 and 1976 the-e was also a substantial capital

inflow. Reserves rose by 5.29 billion francs in the three years 1975 to 1977. Over the

same period the inflow of Government transfers was I7.I8 billion francs. '

6. Development aid and external debt

Available data show that external aid is very important in relation to the size of

Rwanda's economy. Prom 1970 to 1977* "the total of net Government transfers and net

capital inflows has grown from 1,750 million francs to 6,146 billion, or three and a half

times. The bulk of the aid now consists of grants in line with the recommendations of the

"United Nations and other agencies on the terms of aid to least developed countries. Capital

flows have been very irregular but over the period 1974 to 1977 there was a net inflow of

3.64 billion francs, most of it in the very difficult year of 1975.

The external debt was valued at 5,995 million francs in I976 with most of it in the

form of soft loans. The debt has been increasing rapidly with rises of 26,2 per cent in

1975 and 32.2 per cent in 1976, but the debt service in terms of interest payments

amounted in 1976 to only 0.6 per cent of the receipts from the exports of goods and
services.
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Government revenue and expenditure

8 !^!fk ^S increased raf ^y s™°* 1970 and in.1976 there was,a rise of
:°P^9ent b^ause of. exceptional- receiptsit dti ii

^ ed raf ^y s™°* 1970 and in.1976 there was,a rise of
9 . of. exceptional- receiptsiromexport duties arising from high coffee

million^°+hreCUrrnt reVSnUe Wa3 1>943 milUofl Ewanda franos -d in 1976 it wLmillion with customs revenue accounting fur 76 per cent. In 1977. there was a "

es ?or 197872,ri^r +rSVTe rOf at aa aVerag6 rate uf 23 per oent a year-hllf?™ w. f? optimistic and project a decline of recurrent revenue to 7.6
billion because of lower coffee prices.

The rate of increase uf recurrent expenditure has not been as fast as that of
revenue but it has teen more regular; with the exception of 1970* 1976 and 1977
expenditure has oeen higher than revenue. The surplus on recurrent accost was IsT
million francs in 1970.and 1,474 million in 1976. Between I9T0 and 1976^eO™rent
expenditure grew by 19.5 per cent, a year, . . .■ „ ■ -. ^^ recurrent

isn diffi°ult .t0 comment: un the development budget as ^uch because it oriiv covers
rfBJ ILT^I SPSnding Undertaken * - on behalf of the Gover^ent. It

K^ are eztremely hi*and have
8> Money and banking •

Up to and including 1974 the major determinant in the increase in the monev suml*
l^^ill^ dreSti0+°-d"' Betw«- "70 and 1974 net cla^s'n Gov^en? rosefm l^^ill r+«-"70 and 1974 net cla^sn Gov^en? rose

fro" 472$to 1 8.2ni?l?oCS ^fl1 milliOn Snd °UimBo °n the priTOte 8eotor inPre*Sed™" 472 to. 1,852 million. Net foreign assets were 825 million francs at the end of

flit P°^ored^lth P milll°n at December 1970' The resul* »~ ««t money Proper rosefrom 2 160 million to 4s98l million francs over this four year period equal to a rate

^^r^^^^'oi^1^:^-!and in any ~*-;■-«•*and in

•n.a ? +V \ d fa°tOr tehind the ln°rease in the money supply has been the
andinni976 ^^TlTZf?^ ^ ! oofinati- "f - inf^ow^f^oreign resource,
«,„„.*,: Prl°eS° AS Sh°Wn in table 6 net foreign assets rose by-

1976 a^d 7 ^7 ^H' " ^ i1"" J"",0; 3t Deo^er 1975, to 4,544 million at December
1976 and 7,227 million at December 1977- A total rise of 6,452 million francs in the
three years to December 1977 was accompanied by an increased money proper of ^474
? in ^t *? tal mnney SUMly inoludi^ W*™"™T uf 4,706 -illion^-^-f' The

^ f on Government was 2,758 million francs in this period but other

°F r°r ty 2'032 million' °ver the ful1 ««ven-year period to. December 1977
*?U fll^ST 7 an aV^agS °f 23<3 Per °ent a year and o1^ on «». private sectorby 34.9 per cent a year. The rapid rate of increase in the money supply has obviously
had some influence on.Ewanda's substantial rate of inflation. enviously
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SSSS&' ^^A' Monetary survey, 197O yH^H-OM (millions of Rwanda francs)

December December December December December ' April
L 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Net foreign assets ^7 oOE- 7T77 " ~
Domestic credit ' 25 2 °55 4 544 7 227 8 .286

tfet claims on Government 1 166 ^017 o /<n i ^,
Claims on official entities 21 3 $ 2%9 * *4 ■ -717
Cl g? g ^

aims on official entities 21 $ %
Claims on private sector ^ g2 ^ jg 1 682 2 g?

^si-money 2 J£? 4 ** 5 421 7 215 9 355 8 310
Other items (net) Jg, l\\ ^ , 3|5 506 299

y d0> 732 895 1 06I 1 690 1 568

1977.

a/ Includes other financial institutions

Wages and prices

TQ7, ^thS Pf1"3,under review waSes and salaries have teen adjusted several times In
betweenXTol"l^rVol T^"^ ™8 "^^ 3nd the±r Wa^e a"d -alarT^X-^edBetween 33,600 to 391,200 francs per year. In the private sector minim w tbetweenXToll^rVol T^"^ ™8 "^^ 3nd the±r Wa^e a"d -alarT^X-Between 33,600 to 391,200 francs per year. In the private sector, minimum waee
vary according to occupation and economic sector. ?he lowest rate Was oTfra^s

to 1973 the rate of inflation was fairly modest, but since then substantial

T^r oT33 Pl'°" ^ ^^ * ^ g" ^VTol^Tr oes
indications are of a further rise in 1978, Over all, the level of ^riceTin^^

ullilZ°S *hl*» thaV» 197°" F°Od Prices at th* Produo^ level measured from
** "* J WJ- «fil XuUJ. vulc Cldua SxlOW ri.Y\ fl VOTS fyfl rmnT.I+Vi ^-.J> 1 C _i_
- ■] 0^7-7 m, ovciagc giuw i,q 01 x\) per cent per year between 1972

consumer! ^ Oonsiderable inflation, and it has affected most types of

10= Employment and unemployment

n ±S increasinS rapidly and there is similar growth of the active
a large emphasis on self-employment In agriculturefwage earners

^ S^^^ 133000 ^^ S^
The bulk of active population being employed in agriculture, the impact of

unemployment is not particularly visible. A survey in 1970 estimated thai 4 per cent of
the active population was unemployed, and it seems likely that the percentage has
increased since then or at best has not fallen. The increasing pressure on the land and
the desire of school leavers for wage employment could combine to create a
unemployment problem in the future-
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!!• Other social sectors ' ' ■■- ■* : ' "■"

(a.) Education. For the school year 1976/77 there were 457*566 pupils and students
enrolled in various educational establishments in Rwanda distributed as follows? 434*150

pupils in primary schools9 9S319 students in post-primary education, 12,510 students in

secondary schools and 1,577 in higher-education* including 508 students abroad. The

level of education expenditure already accounts fur 24 per cent of the total recurrent

budget and it is probably fortunate that there is this overwhelming emphasis on primary

education. However the primary enrolment rate is still less than half the eligible, age

group and between 1973-and 1977 when the number of school-age children grew from902,000

to 987>OOO, the number of pupils enrolled in primary schools grew from 400,000 to 434,OOC

so that the enrolment ratio remained constant at 44 per cent. Any significant advance ii:

the primary enrolment ratio would appear to depend very much on more external aid for

education- ■ . , ■ .-. , -.;>■ x;. ,iV

A reform of the school system is being introduced by the Government so that.; '-.

education will..prepare youngsters to live and work in the rural areas* This_is to help .

speed up the ..development of agriculture. _ . ,- ■'.■,' a:

Qi) Health. Infectious and parasitic diseases are still widely prevalent and
diseases such as malaria, measles and influenza are also affecting the population,..

However progress has been made in controlling diseases, and in the period 1970-1975*

over-all mortality rate has fallen by 21 per cent, to reach 24 per 1,000 population. In

1976 there was an average uf one doctor for each 39*661 people. The number of doctors

is still very low in relation to the total population but there has been a distinct

improvement since 1970. At "the end of 1976? there were 349 hospitals and other medical.-

institutions in the country against 220 in 1970* The number .of "beds in these ;- ■ .

institutions had grown to 6,709 beds against 4,689 in 1970. During the year- .1,976, in ■.,

the framework of the self-help "umuganda" programmes, the population.built for.itself a

number of dispensaries and health e'entres. However, once built there was the problem of.

their staffing in the light of the limited numbers of personnel being trained ,.each year.

B. MAJOE PROBLEMS

Its geographical position imposes cunstraints on Rwanda's economy especially with

the high cost uf transport to and frum the coast. Congestion at various ports on the

coast uf the Indian Ocean has aggravated the problems of supply encountered by Rwanda.

The high density of population and the lack of new land to exploit are becoming

serious and at the same time, erosion is threatening existing cultivated areas.

These particular problem areas serve only to reinforce the need for international

assistance to Rwanda,

C. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

Since indepencence two development plans have been launched, including the current

plan covering the years I977-I98I. Policy aims are to develop the basic transport

infrastructure with the aim of improving the internal system and in co-operation with

neighbouring countries, to attempt to lower the transport costs on imports and exports;

second the intensification of agriculture where more modern techniques are needed to

raise productivity per unit of land so as to meet the needs of the rapidly increasing

population. In the framework of the second plan, specific programmes are designed to
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create an improved form of housing taking into account the traditions of the country and
its resources; to reform education in order to adapt it to local needs and especially the
local job market^ to rationalize public investment and to decentralize administration
so that smaller units will become the focus of development.

The high rate of price increases for both imported goods and local products including
food has presented particular problems to the authorities but Rwanda has little control
over the cost of imports and internally there is little that has been done to date to
reverse the reaction of small-scale producers trying to maintain their purchasing power
by raising food prices in the light of increasingly costly imports. '

P:. PROSPECTS FOR I978 TO I98O : ■ " ■

^ wlU be a^ved again in the
tS£ iTTw t^^QT/o^ ec°nom^ resul*s m 1978 are likely to be less favourable
than in 1977. In 1979 and I98O much will depend on the level of capital expenditure and
the level of foreign aid. The prospects here seem fairly hopeful and it can be assumed
that Rwanda will continue on its present course of moderate growth.

Co-operation with neighbours is essential for Rwanda which depends for virtually all
its imports -aa<l exports on other countries' transport system. So persistant efforts have
been made to reinforce these links and relationships with Uganda, Kenya and the United
Republic of Tanzania. Rwanda has also entered into the Economic Community of the Great
Lakes Countries (CEPGL) in partnership with Burundi and Zaire. This group has facilitated
relations with Burundi, enabling Rwanda to use the port uf Bujumbura under more favourable
conditions. The Community has also begun to co-operate on industrial projects and agree
ments have been reached between* Rwanda and Burundi to share and allocate some industries
so as to avoid duplication and unnecessary competition. Further, the community holds the
promise that some import projects like the joint exploitation of the methane gas of Lake
Kivu will be undertaken, with the related possibilities of fertilizer production.
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SENEGAL

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1970-73

!• Introduction

The economy of Senegal in the period 1970 to I978 has been influenced most strongl
by the variations in the rainfall pattern which has affected the size of the major crop',
groundnuts, and the wide variations in this crop has had a particular impact on govern
ment revenues, export earnings and the output uf the manufacturing sector. The switch
back record of output of groundnuts has made it difficult to maintain the planned level
of investment, made it difficult to achieve a regular growth pattern in government
current expenditure and has caused wide fluctuations in the incomes of peasant farmers.
After three relatively satisfactory years for groundnut production in the seasons ending
in 1975, 1976 and 1977 there was a fall.in output in 1977/78 and this has had the effect
of reducing exports from Senegal in 197& by more than one-third from the level of 122
billion CFa francs achieved in 1977- There had been growth in the economy estimated at
constant prices at more than 4 per cent a year in both 1976 and 1977 but the sharp set
back in groundnut output in 1977/78 eliminated all the gains in these two years so that
the 197o GDP at constant prices will probably be little changed from that of 1975.

The impact of the drought years of the early 1970s was serious in Senegal and :
between 1970 and 1975 the average GDP growth rate at constant prices was only 2.3 per
cent a year, rfith the setback in 1978 the average GDP growth rate between 1970 and
197o appears to have been reduced to below 2 per cent a year at a-time when the
population growth rate was 2.8 per cent a year. There thus appears to have been a
reduction in GDP per head over this period. From 197Q to 1977 the average annual. GDP
growth rate at constant prices was in the regiun of 2 per cent. At current prices the
rate of increase was about 12 per cent a year but there was a fall of about .5 per cent-
at current prices in 197^. The'apparent GDP deflator between 1970 and 1977 averaged
9.8 per cent a year which may be compared with the average annual increase in consumer
prices of 9.5 per cent. Measured, by the index for Africa families with traditional
patterns of expenditure the increase in consumer prices was 11.4 per cent a year.

While inflation in Senegal has nut been.excessive during the period under review,
there were rises of 13.9 per cent in consumer prices in I974 and uf 22 per cent in 1975
the years of relatively high inflation. In the years.1971, 1972, 1973, 1976 and 1977
rises in prices of around 6 per cent a year were more-typical.

The banking sta.tis.tics...show. that from Deeember 1970 to December 1977 money and
guasi-money rose by .an average of .19.7 per cent a yeasj this rise in money supply was
linked to the increase in domestic credit of 23-3 per cent a year at a t.ipie when net
foreign assets" moved from a positive CFAF 5.2i billiun to a negative CFAF 12-93 billion.
The rise in both domestic credit and money supply continued in I978 and in the second
quarter of 1978 consumer prices were 10 per cent higher than in the same period of
1977 with some increase in the level of inflation between April and August I978. Net
^T^S? ass?ts cuntinued to decline in 1978 with the July figure falling to a negative
CFAF 21«5 billiun.

_ The balance of payments figures show a strong capital inflow and an increasing net
inflow uf net transfers to the Government but in certain years notably 1973 and I978
there have been substantial falls in the level of Senegal's international reserves
because of the very large deficits in the external trade account. One result uf the
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substantiaJUcapiial—inflow-this-xlecade is that the coimtryJ-&-"external--4ebt has-risen

substantially and debt service has begun_±o~pr«&ent problems in a year such as I978

when export earnings have fallen su drastically.

; ' ■. * •

The rains from July to October 197^ appear to have been very good and this should
produce bumper crops in the 1978/79 season bringing some easing of the balance of pay
ments situatiun in 1979*

2- GDP by industrial origin "

The estimates, of Senegal's GDP given in table 1 have been made at'ECA based on :

incomplete data from that country. These estimates show rises in GDP between 1970 and

1977 which average 2.1 per cent at constant prices and 11.9 per cent at current prices

with implicit GDP deflator of a mere 9*8 per cent yearly. For agriculture which is

still the predominant sector in the economy, the annual growth rates in its value adde'd

were 9.8 per cent at current prices but only 0.2 per cent at constant prices. The

virtual stagnation in agricultural production has been due to the very erratic nature

of the rainfall pattern and has had-the effect of encouraging very extensive migration

from the rural areas to the towns and cities.

Agriculture's share of GDP at current prices fell from 27 per cent in 1970 to 23.6

per cent in 1977* This compares with rises of from I4.6 to I5.9 per cent for manufactur

ing industry, from 4.3 to 5.2 per cent for the construction industry and from 18,7 to

20*0 per cent for commerce.

Senegal» Table 1. GDP by source, 1970 and 1975 to 1977 ( billions of CFA francs)

1970 Percentage 1975 1976 1977 Percentage

Agriculture, forestry

and fishing

Mining.

Manufacturing

Electricity etc.

Construction . ■

Wholesale and retail trade

Transport and communications

Other services

QVP at current factor oost

GDP at 1970 factor cost

56.5
2.2

30.5

5.1
8.9
39.2

16.5

50.5

209.4
209.4

27.O

1.1

14.6

2.4

4.2

I8.7

7.9

24.I

100.0

- .

111.0

20.6

52.7

10.5

16.5

■ 70.4

31-5
84.2

397.4
225.4

112.1

12.8

60.7

12.4

19.5
80.4

33.8

91.2

422.9
237.2

IO8.5

11.0

72.9

13.5
24.1

91.7
35-3

102.1

459.1
242.2

23.6

2.4

15.9 <
3.0

5.2

20.0

7.7
22.2

. loo.o

Source? ECA estimates based on national data from Senegal.

The, growth rate of value added in manufacturing industry at constant prices was

7.2 per cent a year between 1970 and 1977 but for the remainder of the non-agricultural

economy, the average increase was only 1*5 per cent a year. The services sector's in

particular were adversely influenced by the very poor real growth in agriculture*
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3* Selected economic sectors -• .....:>

(a) Agriculture, forestry and fishing. While the share of this sector to GDP had
fallen to only -23.6 per cent-of the total in 1977, agriculture and livestock herding

occupies a lar~ge-proportion' of- the labour force- However", the series of drought years

so far this decade has had an important influence on peasant agriculturists and pastora-

lists with the result that large numbers of workers in these pursuits have been moving

to the urban areas and cities in an attempt to change their way of life.

Groundnuts are the key product in the economy and when rains are poor as in 197Os

1972, 1973 and again in 1977» the impact on groundnut production and the economy as a

whole is particularly severe. The rainy season July to October 1977-was. below normal

and patchy and-the groundnut crop reaped in the I977-I978 season was less than half

that of the 1976-1977 season and just over a third of that of 1975-*1976* Millet and
sorghum production also fell in I977-I978 but by no means as much as for groundnuts.

In the first seven months of 19789261,400 tonnes of groundnuts were sold to the

major oil works. The totals in 1974 had been 422,^00 tonnes, 1975, 725,300 tonnes,

1976,900,000 tonnes*and 1977,816,000 tonnes.

Senegal; Table 2. Frincip-al-aj

1977/78 (thousand tonnes)
ioultural production, 1969/70, 1970/71 and 1975/76 to

1969/70 1970/71 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78

Groundnuts-

Groundnuts sold

Seed cotton

Millet and sorghum

Rice paddy

789
601

12

635
156

583

454
12

401

91

1

1

444
178

39
621

134

245
960

45

554
112

600^/
459

37

491
84

, Source 1 Based-on .national data, from Senegal . ... - ._

. ...a/.. ISst.imate.bas.ed on amount-sold. . - ...- .. .

Cereal production hast been inadequate for domestic consumption fora very long perio.

and imports are generally around 300,0p0 tonnes a year although in difficult years such

as 1974 and 1978 the level of importation can increase substantially. In 1978
it was forecast that a further 180,000 tonnes of cereals would be required.

The livestock sector is also important in Senegal a^d herds which were hard hit in

the drought years had recovered by 1977 when there were 2,670,000 cattle and around

3 million sheep and goats. Pig holdings were 173,000 and there were also some 7 million

The fish catch is large and had ^rown rapidly from 169,000 tonnes in 1970 to '

347*000 tonnes in 1974* However the catch has stayed at around the 1974 level in the

three years 1975 to 1977* Tunny fishing is important commercially and the catch in 1977
was 11,902 tonnes.
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Mining? Twu types of phosphate are mined* calcium phosphate and aluminium

phosphate, the former is much more important.

Output of. calcium phosphate was 998,000 tonnes in 1970 and had'increased to 1,'600,OC

tonnes in 1975 and stayed at this levul in 1976 and 1977- Ihe qjaetify of wfrmHwhnn phosphate

-vast 130,000 *>nnes inl97O and this rose to 201,000 tonnes in 1975» 208,000 tonnes in

1976 and 275jOOO tonnes in 1977-

In the first eight months uf 1978,1,060,000 tonnes of calcium phosphate and 147,000

tonnes of aluminium phosphate were produced.

(c) Manufacturing a Output in this sector is heavily influenced directly by the

lev<;l of the groundnut crops and indirectly by the size of the peasant's incomes and

their impact on the demand for locally produced consumer goods. Products range from

food, drink and to'bacco through textiles, fertilizers, soaps etc., to petroleum refining

An index of industrial production is published which includes the output of mining

and electricity and water undertakings. This index based on 1969 was about 107 in 1970

and had risen to 147.6 in 1975? 165*0 in 1976 and I85.O in 1977. In the first half of,-,

1978 it fell back to 139-4 because of the poor performance uf the oil expressing plants.

For comparison the figure for the first half of 1977 was. 153»8*

For manufacturing industry the index had risen from 105 in 1970 to I46.3 in 1975*

I65.5 in 1976 and 182.2 in 1977- In the first half of 1978 there was a decline to 127.1
but'-s-ome part of this- fall was due to seasonal factors.

-output of selected manufactured products is given in table 3* There is a projf

under development to add 200,000 tonnes to the capacity of the oil expressing industry

which at present is 1,030,000 tonnes. This new plant should be operational in 1981*

In August 1978 various changes were made to the customs tariff to provide a greater

level of protection for certain manufacturing enterprises. .

Senegal: Table..3* .-Output of .selected manufactures, 1.97.0. and .1975.. to.,1977 .. ._

1970 1975 1976 1977

Crude groundnut oil ( thousand tonnes)
Beer and soft drinks ( thousand hi)
Lump sugar ( thousand tonnes)
Textiles (tonnes)

Shoes ( thousand pairs)
Tobacco products (tonnes)

Cement ( thousand tonnes)
Petroleum products ( thousand tonnes)
Tunny fish (tonnes)

4

5
1

10

177.4
258.2

21.d

3652/

292

647
241

546

549

5
2

14

250.

46O.

32.

•. •

172

I89

357

541
225

5
6

8

4
6

2

16

307.1
513.8

33.3

455
15-1
217
396

645
044

5
■ 6-.

2

11

286.

644.
44.

131

0'43

265

329

668

670

4
8

2

Sources Based on national data from Senegal.

a/ 1971.
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(jl) Electricity. The rapid growth in electricity production and. consumption
prevalent since I960 has oontinued in the 1970s. Output was 323 million ktfh in 1970

and reached 495*2 million in 1977 equal to an average growth rate of 6,3 per cent a

year.

(je) Construction. Output in this sector has risen substantially since 1970 and as
shown earlier there was an increase in its share of GDP from 4*2 to 5*2 per- cent between

1970 and 1977* At constant prices the growth rate was 4.2 per cent a year. The level

of investment planned for the 1973-1977 plan was CFAF 322.4 billiun but actual realizat

ions reached only CFAF 170.5 billion. For the I977-I98I plan the investment planned is

GFAF 410 million a very substantial advance on what was actually realized in the previous

plan period.

(fj Transport services. The port statistics and those for the international airport
show considerable growth but the railway tonnage figures reflect a situation of stagnat

ion. There has been an advance in tlie number of commercial vehicles on the road in

dicating some tendency to move to road transport at the expense of growth in rail trans

port* Some data are presented in table 4.

Senegal1 Table 4. Selected transport indicators, 1970' and 1975 to"1977

1970 1975 T976* 1977

Port

Freight loaded (thousand tonnes)

Freight unloaded (thousand tonnes)

Railways

Freight (mn tonne/km)

Roads

Commercial vehicles (thousand)

Airports5'

Passengers handled (thousand)

1 668

1 900

337

2 188

1 562

369

2 346 \ Z 630

1 636 1 907

22.1

351.9

26.8

625.7

331

28.1

306

636.5 757.1

Sourcet Based on national data from Senegal.

a/ Dakar only.

Consumption of petroleum products excluding diesel oil and fuel oil was 170,000

cubic metres in 1970 and 286,000 cubic metres in 1977: the growth rate was 7.7 per cent

a year. Over the same period consumptiun of. diesel fuel rose from 28,300 tonnes to

40,500 tonnes with a growth rate of 5.2 per cent" a year.

All the pertinent indicators point to a growth rate in the volume of transport

services of at least 5 P©r cent a year. However, the value added by transport for the

GDP at constant prices shuws a growth of only 0.6 per cent a year.
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(£) Tourism. There-was_'_a rapid growth in. the number of visitors-fronr:4Q, 000 in
1970 to 168,300 in 1977 and earnings from tourism have helped the economy to develop.

The "building of a number uf additional rooms at hotels and holiday villages had been

proposed during 1973 to I977 to add to the total of 3,340 beds available in 1973. *"

4« . Expenditure .and the. GDP

As shown in table 5 consumption expenditure, both private and public, took 88.7

per cent of the GDP at market prices in 1970 and 88.8 per cent in 1977. Thus domestic

savings were 11.3 per cent of GDP in 1970 and were virtually unchanged at 11,2 per cent

in 1977* However, over the period under review the net inflow of goods and- services

rose from 4.4 to 7-2 per cent of GDP and this increased inflow enabled the proportion of

resources to be spent on capital formation including additions to stocks to raise from

15.7 per cent to 18.4 per cent of GDP.

Senegal; Table 5. Expenditure and the GDP, 1970 and 1975 to 1977 ( billions of CFA
francs)

1970 Percentage 1975 " 1976" 1977 Percentage"

At current prices

Private consumption

Public consumption

Gross fixed capital formation

Change in stocks

Exports less imports of goods

and services -10.6 -4.4 -22.2 -22.5 -37-0 -7.2

177-3

35-7
30.0

7.7

73-8

14-9

12-5
3.2

325-2

61.8

63-0

15-7

340.8

70.0

77-0

7.0

375-9

78.9
85-5
9.0

73.4

15<4
16.7

1.7

GDP at current market prices 24O.I 100.0 443.5 472.3 512.3 100.0

1Source: ECA estimates.

5* External trade and balance of payments

There- has been an increasing trade deficit recorded for Senegal so far this■decade

and for 1977 the estimated trade figures show that exports covered 75 per cent of imporJ

compared with 78 per cent in 1970. For 1978 after the disastrous groundnut season of

1977/78, the coverage of imports by exports would have fallen drastically probably to
a figure of around 50 per cent.

Groundnuts and its products (oil and residues) made up 56 per cent of exports in
1976 and the percentage would not have been markedly different in 1977. Other signifi

cant products include fish and canned fish and orude phosphates.

Major groups amongst imports in 1976 were foodstuffs, fuels and lubricants and

machinery and transport equipment. Since 1970 the value of imports of fuels and

lubricants have risen fastest because of the large price rises but the cost of food

imports has virtually'doubled while for machinery and transport equipment the value has

more than doubled because of price rises and a greater investment effort.
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The data on the balance of payments to 1975 show-that;jth© increasing.,deficit for *

goods and services has been covered by a higher net inflow of transfers and capital but

that the, international reserves were also run down significantly in 1973 and to a lessor

extent.in 1974* The use of IMF credit enabled the international reserves to be inoreasc.

substantially.in more.recent years.

.■"■...-, ." ■ *

Senegalt Table 6. External trade and balance of payments, 1970 and 1975 to 1977

(billions of CFA francs) '. : . ■.

1970 1975 1976 1977

External trade

Exports .

Imports

Balance

42.18

53.86

99-10

124.62

117.09

153.8?

-11.68 -25.52 -36.80

Balance uf payments

Goods, ^ and:.se_rjrices, (n©t}_ ._' ._ ._ _ .-13..64- , .."36-,3,X
Private transfers "(net) -2.50 6.64
Government transfers (net) 11,66 17«3O

Capital r: - -- -3.78 19.01

Reserves and related .items: ■ , . -3*22 O.96

Errors and omissions 3.92 . -1..54

122.0^
163.6^

-41.6

/Sources Country data and IMF,International Financial Statistics; vul* XXX, No..-12,

December 1977 and .vol. XXXII, No. 1 January 1979. . v 1

Rou-gh--

6* development and- external -debt ■ ■ - * ■ .,..;.. J.^_ ^-._ —:_..-...-

The balance of "payments figures show that*net transfers receipts to the Government

increased from CFAF 11.7 billion in 1970 to CFiF 17.3 billion in 1975- It seems likely

that the aid inflow represented by such figures has increased'further since 1975 and one

report stated that French aid had doubled in the five years to I977 and was valued at

approximately CFAF 22 billion in that year.

Apart from aid proper, Senegal has been borrowing fairly heavily and the level of

its external debt has increased. Investment payments rose to CFAF 16.4 billion in 1975

from CFaF1 4.8 billion in 1970. According to the World Bank, Senegalfs service payments

on external debt were equal to 6.1 per c-nt of exports of goods and services in 1976.

VJith the fall in exports and the increasing trend in debt service payments, this propori

ion would have risen significantly in 1978*
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1" Government revenue.and.expenditure

As indicated earlier;\th.e- actual level of- government revenue varies being dependert

to some.; extent on -the size yf the groundnut crop and the level of peasant incomes. In

a good crop year consumer demand rises sharply and customs and excise collection increa:

accordingly. However, the data given in table 6 show that over the seven years I970/7I

to I977/78 recurrent revenue has increased at an annual average rate of l^per cent but
figures for "the" years" not given in the table shuw~a relatively small rate of increase
up to 1974/75 t>ut large subsequent rises.

Government recurrent expenditure has risen less rapidly than revenue and up to

1977/78 it was possible to allocate the larger surpluses to the capital account. The
average increase in recurrent expenditure from I970/7I to I977/78 was 12 per cent a
year and the recurrent budget surplus in 1977/78 was CFAF 22*7 billion compared with
CFAF 2.0 billion in 1970/71- However, the budget estimates for I978/79 show that the
budget'surplus could be as 16w as CPAF 2.5 billiun as revenue is expected to fall slight

ly at a time of increasing expenditure.'

The level uf capital spending has risen very rapidly this decade from CFAF 1.2
billion in i9W71'to CFAF"26.1 billion in 1977/78.

Senegal % Table 6. Government revenue and expenditure, 1970/71 and 1975/76 to 1978/79
("millions of CPA francs)

1970/711975/761976/771977/78^ 1978/79^

Recurrent receipts

Recurrent expenditure

Capital receipts

Capital expenditure

Balance

38

36

1

933

954

75-
169

"68

.. -60

8

728

313- .iS:

578"'
853

80

„ 74
■ 4
16

466

577
748
226

103

81

• *

26

882

181

112

103
101

32

35

470

000

530

000

+ 885 +1 140 -5 589 Nil

Sources National data up tu 1977/78, Press repurts for 1978/79.

_a/ Estimated outturn.

b/ Budget estimates.

Up to December 1975 the size ^.f government borrowings from the banking system was

quite small but in 1976 net claims of the banking system on the Government rose by

CFAF 12.14 billiun and there was a further increase uf CFAF 2.66 billion in 1977- Data

for the first seven months of 1978 suggest a further substantial rise in the government1>

debt to the banking system.

A press report in 1978 stated that measures had been talcen in August by the Govern

ment to raise various customs duties in order to increase both revenue and the degree of

protection for local industry.



8. Money and banking

The data given in table 7 show that Senegal has pursued a generally expansionist
credit policy since 1970 and total domestic credit has increased from ■3Hr-37i(52-
December 1970 to CFAF 162.72 billion at ~ "
rate of 23«3 per

at

Senegal £ Table 7. Monetary survey, 1970 and 1975 to 1978 (millions of CFA francs)

End

1970

End

1975

End

1976
End

1977

July

1978

Net foreign assets

Domestic credit

Net claims on Government.

Claims on private sector

Money

Quasi-money

Other items (net)

5.21 -10.31 -10,70 -12.93 -21.49

-0.03

37-55
34.50

2.77

5.4?'■'-

I.87

106.94

75.17
10.92

12.41

14.01

122.97

94.89
I8.76

12.64

16.67
146.05

. 109.12

21.85

18.83

18.27
I64.86

113,-89
30.28

17.47

Sources IMP, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXX, No, 12, December 1977;
vol. XXXII, Ho. 1, January 1979.

Over this period the level of net- foreign assets has declined from a positive '
CFAF 5.21 billion to a negative CFAF 12.93 billion and this has helped to keep down the
rate of growth in muney supply. There has also been a particular rise in the quantity of

money held on savings and time deposits so that the increase in money proper has averaged
17-9 per cent a year. Including quasi-money the rate of growth in money supply was 19-7
per cent annually.

Figures uf the rise in consumer prices show an annual rate of only 9.5 per cent
between 1970 and 1977 which is very much less than the growth in money proper.

In the first seven months of 1978 net foreign assets continued to decline while
domestic credit, imrney proper and quasi-money all recorded rises. The increase in muney
proper was. only 4.4 per cent between Deceiabcr I977 and-July 1978 but for qu£si-money the
rise was,38.6 per cent.

9* Wages and prices

Wage rises were granted in 1974 and 1975 to compensate for the reduction in sub
sidies on basic food items." These rises were given on a sliding scale with high increases
for low wage earners and much smaller unes for high.salary earners. Data since 1975 are
not available. ,

Consumer prices rose by an average of 9.5 per cent a year between 1970 and 1977 and
when measured by the expenditure pattern of the traditional African family the average
rate of increase was 11.4 per cent. There were particularly large rises in consumer prices
in 1974 of 13.9 per cent and in 1975 of 22 per cent but since inflation has been reduced
to 6 per cent in 1976 and 6.6 per cent in 1977- In the first eight months, uf 1978 the
consumer prices index rose by 7.6 per cent with an acceleration in the rate of inflation
since April 1978.
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Employment and unemployment

In 1976 there were 140,000 persons in wag© employment- There were possibly a
further 40,000 in 1976 working in the informal sector and the total of 180,000 probably
compares with about 130,000 at the start of the decade. However the main activity of

the 2 million or so persons economically active in Senegal is self-employment in agri

culture, although there are now thought to be about 400,000 persons economically active

in the growing urban areas. In the period of the fifth development plan 1977 to I98I

• it is hoped to create 60,000 additional jo"5s in the private and public sectors but this
total would not be enough to provide wurk for all.

Unemployment has become increasingly serious in Senegal and is openly visible in

the urban areas in particular. The very erratic nature of the rainfall pattern is the

recent period in Senegal has acted as a spur to migration from the rural areas and such

migration to the urban areas has had its own impact on urban unemployment.

10, Other social sectors

(a) Education. The enrolments at the various level in education in 1977 were
346,774 primary, 71S865 secondary and 8,753 higher students? in 1970 the corresponding
totals w^re 257?7O89 51,221 and 3,559- Education development in Senegal has thus tended
to emphasize the secondary and higher levels since 1970 and the primary enrolment rate

in 1977 was still only about 34 per cent. However, the faster growth rates in secondary
and higher education mean that now Senegal is in a better position to meet its future
requirements for higher- and middle-level manpower.

The fifth development plan aims as a minimum objective at maintaining a growth rate
in primary enrolments which is at least equal to the growth rate of the children in the
eligible age group.

(£) Health services. The growth in hospital beds since 1970 does not appear to
have kept pace with the increase in the population so that in 1976 there were on average
844 persons per hospital bed compared with 812 in 1970. The data on the number of
doctors and nurses appear to show the same tendency but the figures available may not be
reliable.

The fifth development plan calls for some increase in the coverage.of health

services and emphasizes regional healtn centres and supporting units at the required
level. Training facilities are also being extended.

C) Housing* There is a shortage of housing in the urban areas- and only 10 per
cent of all wage and salary earners have incomes enabling them to take advantage of the

facilities offered by the Office for Housing at Moderate Rents. The Government has

therefore accelerated the development of its site and service policy as well as other

programmes to increase the availability of housing. At least 5,000 dwellings and 22,100

site-and-service plots are expected to be developed in the four years to 1981.

B* MAJOR PRQBLMS

Probably the most serious of Senegal's problems is the erratic nature of the rain

fall which can cause a variation in total crop productiun of as much as 50 per cent

between seasons. In the particularly bad drought period of the early 1970s livestock
losses were also very heavy.
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In seasons where agricultural output is seriously affected^the country's "balance

of payments in the following calendar year can reach a dangerous level of disequilibrium.

This is the^case in I978 when the poor groundnu"t crop of 1977/78 .has led to a fg.ll in
export earnings estimated, at around CFaF 50 billibri or about 40 jier ceh-fc of the value of
exports in 1977* At the 'same time Government revenues can be hard-hit and very low

peasant incomes have an adverse impact on consumer demand. In addition the oil express-

ing plants can only wurk at a portion of their capacity because of shortages of raw
materials. ■.■■•■■

One other adverse effect uf the 'switchback: in groundnut production which has

prevailed much of this decade is to encourage migration from the rural areas. One

estimate is that emigration from these areas is running at 50,000 a year or equal to

about 1 per cent of Senegal's total population* The scale of this migration is creating

problems in the urban areas, not least of rapidly increasing'unemployment. .. .: :

Senegal also suffers from a permanent deficit in its cereal output related to

demand* In bad years this 300,000 tonnes deficit has to be supplemented by as much as
an additional 200,000 tonnes.

0. ETERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES"

The authorities have been striving for some time to diversify the economy in order

to reduce the dependence* on the single crop, groundnuts, but there is also evidence of '

a desire to increase the capacity of the country's oil expressing plants which must

presumably be related to the expectation of a continuing increase in total groundnut
production on a long term trend basis.

In the field of manufacturing industry the strategy for development in the 1960s
was import substitutions in the 1970s export industries received some emphasis and the

latest strategy is towards more fully integrated industries to increase linkages within
the economy.

The GDP growth rate aimed for in the 1977 to 1981 plan period is 5.8 per cent a

year and the investment forecast of CFaF 410 billion over 4 years is more than twice as

high as that actually realized in the previous plan period. The division of investment

expenditure emphasizes agriculture, industry and the infrastructure. For industry a

growth rate uf 7 to 8 per cent a year is aimed for.

As mentioned earlier, in August I978 measures were taken to increase the level of

tariff protection on selected sectors of manufacturing industry to improve their capacity

working.

The Government has been following policies aimed at. stimulating agricultural

production and there is an emphasis on increasing food output, prices to farmers have

been increased and the marketing of groundnuts has been reorganized.

Measures to control of the country's water resources are being carried out in

co-operation with neighbouring states all of whom are in the Sahel group of oountries.
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The year 1978 has proved to "be extremely difficult with a large deficit on external

trade account, stagnation in Government revenue, a substantial fall in the GDP at

constant prices and some tendency towards increasing inflation. One estimate is that the

GDP at constant prices may fall by 10.per cent but this may prove to be an overestimate.

For 1979 the prospects are much brighter, the rains in July to October 1278 w©re gocd

and a bumper groundnut harvest is promised. This should more thanioffset the losses

incurred in 1978 and restore growth in the economy. :

E. ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION

Senegal is actively co-operating with Mali and Mauritania On the development of1 the

River Senegal basin and with Gambia on the development of the basin of the River Gambia.

In the River Senegal the building of two large dams, Manantali and Diama is *tb-

proceed in stages and of the total cost currently estimated at $US 872 million, contribut

ions totalling $US 4O6 million have already been obtained. The projects cover agricultur.

industrial, mining, developments and river navigation.

In the River Gambia basin it is hoped to irrigate an area of 100,000 hectares and to

produce hydro-electric power. A number of dams are tp be built. ...
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SEYCHELLES

A. ECONOMIC A2TO SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1970-1978

1 • Introduction

The rapid growth of the economy of the Seychelles since 1970 originated in

the opening of the international airport in July 1971 which has led to increasing

numbers of tourists visiting the islands and to a fast growth of hotels and other

tourist facilities. The construction industry expanded rapidly in the early

years of the decade and after some fall managed to maintain its level of employment

in recent years as development expenditure has continued,at a substantial rate. The

population in 1977 w^s counted at 61,900 and there were 37 per cent living in the

urban'area of Victoria and its suburbs. Virtually all eligible children were attending
primary school and substantial numbers were in junior and senior secondary education.

There were 23*400 persons actively employed and 2^600 others seeking work.

The growth rate of the economy at constant prices from 1970 to 1977 has probably

averaged 6 per cent a year; at current prices it has been much faster because of the

substantial rate of inflation sparked off to some extent by the development of tourism

but also by international events. Between 1971;and 1977 the GDP growth rate at current

prices was about 26 pe-r Rent a. yft^-r giving pr\ i mpH M t ftDP fi fi-fi a.t.nr of 19 per cent

a year. In fact consumer prices rose by-224 percent or an average of 18.3 per cent

a year between 1970 and 1977*,.In 1978 the rate of inflation appears to have declined

to 11.7 per cen.t. * ■ ■ .

Total imports and exports were valued at "67,8 million Seychelles rupees in 1970

and at Sey.R's 427*5' million- in 1977 eqiaal to an average growth rate of 30.1 per cent

a year. However, imports have grown much more rapidly than domestic exports and

their net total excluding reexports rose from Sey.R's 54-2 million in 1970 to 296.3

million in 19775 domestic exports grew from Sey.R's 10.2 to 24.4 million.

The. .very large and increasing, trade ..deficit has been covered by the earnings

from tourism and the inflow of foreign funds for development. In 1977 tourist earnings

(gross) were estimated at Sey.Rrs 175 million but this may be an overestimate.

Whatever their level they were certainly sufficient to pay for more than half the

visible trade deficit of Sey. Rfs272 million in 1977- The capital and aid inflow

covered the remaining part of the deficit and there was a small increase in net foreign

assets.

The development of torism and associated capital expenditure on the economic

infrastructure and hotels has had an important ripple effect on the economy as a

whole but major beneficiaries apart from hotels and restaurants have been commerce,

transport and services. Unfortunately, the major productive sector agriculture,

forestry and fishing has seen little increase in the volume of its output this decade

and imports of food and live animals have risen much more rapidly than the value of

agricultural output in order to meet the increasing demand.,

The development plan for 1978 to 1982 is intended to attempt to remedy the housing

problem, to improve the living conditions of all Seychelles, to raise food production,

and to aim for full employment. The plan covers a total investment of Sey.BTs 661
million at 1978 prices and includes a high element of construction*estimated at 510
million. The major sectors are fishing, agriculture*,water development, education

and housing and port expansion*
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In 1978 the tourist industry has continued to grow with arrivals 19 per cent

higher in the first 11 months of the year than in the same period of 1977* This

has probably led to a further rise in imports while higher capital expenditure has

had the same effect. The rise in consumer prices in 1978 has been more muted than

in earlier years', "the index for January to October 1978 was 11.7 per cent higher than

for the first 10 months of 1977. ^e indications are for a further rise in GDP at

constant prices of about 8 per cent and at current prices of about 20 per cent in 1978*

2« GDP By industrial origin .

The data for the GDP are constantly being revised'and it is likely ' '._...

that "estimates prepared for 1971 are npt strictly comparable with those for 1976.
Ho-wev'er,' what is available is presented- in table' !...;■ .

Seychelles: Table 1. GDP by source. 1971 to 1976 (million Seychelles rupees)

Current prices. . 1971 Per cent 1975 1976 Per cent

Agriculture, forestry, fishing

Mining

17.5
0.2

1.1 /
0.7^
16.1

10.4

3.5 ■"''
33.2

21.2

0.2

1.3

0.8

19.5

12.6

4.2

40.2 .

31.0

... )
10.0 )
3.0

20.0

.. 50.0

63.0^-

52.8

16.2 .

4.1
35.0-V

62.1?/

51.72/
111.6

15-8 .

4.9

■1.3

10.5-

18.6

15-5
33.4

Manufa? turing-

Eleptricity and water

Construction

Wholesale and retail trade

Hotels and restaurants

Transport and'communications

Services

Total GDP at factor cost ' 82.7 100,0 207.0 333.5 100.0

Source; Based on national data from Seychelles,

a/ and handicraftsa

b/ Electricity only. ;. . ;

c/ Estimates. ....

Between 1971 and 1976 the share in GDP of commerce, hotels arid restaurants,

transport and manufacturing including handicrafts expanded considerably. The
particularly high increase of from 4.2 per cent to 15.5 per cent for transport and
communications was due to growth in all forms of transport. The handicraft sector
has grown to meet tourist demands while there have been a number of new factories

developed in manufacturing. The share of manufacturing and handicrafts in GDP rose
from-1,1 'to about 4.8 per cent and of commerce hotels and restaurants from 12.6 to

about 18.6 per cent. ' ■ ... , ■ , :..-..

Sectors to show declining importance/in the GBP between 1971 and 1976 include
agriculture, forestry and fishing," down "from 21.2 to 15*8 per cent? construction
with a fall from 19-5 to 10.5 per cent and other services from 40.2 to 33.4 per cent.
While the economy has been diversified over this period it has become increasingly

dependent on tourism.
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3. Selected economic sectors

&) Agriculture, forestry, fishing. Tree crops are particularly important in
agriculture and exports from the Seychelles are still heavily dependent on copra and
cinnamon bark. Coconut palms and cinnamon are grown on plantations in association

with fruit and other trees. Approximately 29,000 acres of the total area outtable for
orops of 55rOOp a.crea are planted with ooconuts and the total area under tree crops

is about 53,000 .acres. In the recent, period an increasing: proportion of the cooonuts
produced ha,ye; ,b,een used for. food and drink and as a source of cooking oil and soap.

The diversion 'of labour from agricultural employment to construction and tourism has
led to a considerable decline in copra production between 1971 and 1976 and the volume
exported fell from 3491 long tons (of 2,240 1b) in 1971 to 2748 tons in 19765 there
was a small recovery to 2918 long tons in 1977. There was also a decline in cinnamon

bark exports from 1277 long tons in 1971 to 1153 tons in 1?76. an.d 799. lon^ tons, in 1977.

Other-agricultural products include sweet potatoes, yams, cassava, bananas,

sugar-cari'e .'arid ■ tea, also fruits such.as mangoes, pineapple,-"pawpaw and citrus. It
was shown earlier that-imports of food products have risen sharply since 1971.

In 1977 there were 9472 acres under forests but only 18OQ acres were exploited
commercially. There is a policy of replanting areas to hardwoods and the current
programme covers some 200 acres a year.

Fishing production is in the;;r©gian of '5,500--tontres a year mainly for domestic
consumption but more recently exports have been developed. In 1977 a total of 417
tonnes of frozen fish was exported,.

The Seychellois are large fish eaters and it is intended., to develop the fishing
industry to catch a higher propbr'fibn of the fish round the islands. There is a

project under development to catch tuna fish and four vessels should be used in this

way in 1979- Most of the catch will be exported in frozen form. Another development
in fishing is -the proposal to license foreign vessels so that Seychelles can begin
to benefit from the fish caught in its 200 mile economic zo'rie. The total area of the
Indian Ocean covered is in the region,of 400,000 square miles and licensing will
restrict the. types of gear and- fish to* be caught'as well as charging an annual fee
based on the, total ca-tch. ■

In agriculture itself it is proposed to move towards more self-sufficiency in
food production and to raise the level of cattle, in the islands to about 6,000 from

the present 2,300. The more common livestock a.t. present are pigs, with 10,600 held by
householders in. J977* and..po.ultry. - -

(£,) Mining. This is restricted to the mining of guano used as a fertilizer.
There are extensive deposits on some of the islands but production has been declining

due mainly to the attractions of other types of employment. Production has fallen
from 9,400 tonnes in 1971 to 5,300 tonnes in 1977.

(2) Manufacturing. There are approximately 50 establishments but apart from a
few, all are very small employers. The larger units are a brewery, a cigarette factory

and a plastics factory. Other factories produoe local handicraft items, furniture,
clothing, boats and bottle soft drinks.

Output of beer and stout rose from 1 million litres in 1972 when production

started to 3.2 million in 1973 and after a decline to 2.6 million litres in 1975 has

risen to 3-7 million litres in 1977- Production of cigarettes started in 1974 and
output reached 22.6 million units in 1977.
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(d) Electricity. The installed capacity was 3,380 kw in 1970 but had risen
to 10,880 kw in 1975 and stayed at this level in 1976. Pi^dua±i*6h!ia^«wn':-sharply
from 6,856,000 kWh in 197? to 37,430,000 kWh in 1;977^ with particularly large, rises
in output in 1971 to 1973v The average rate o£ production increase""£as been' 28'Tper-
cent per year. It was down to 12 per cent in 1977. '• r. .-i.--,

"(a) Construction. This was a sector:of..considerable growth in tn:e years 197Q "'
to -1973 as. substantial investments were made in the hotels and tourist infrastructure^
*iiere was a fall in employment in 1974 and 1975 as investment was affected ty the
general world recession-but since 1975 a steady rise in employment and output'has
bten reoorded, In 1976 this sector contributed 10.5 per cent of total GDP and'the
result for 1977 will probably be similar. The new plan 1978-to 1982 calls for a '
high rate of investment which should serve to create more employment in the construction
industry. ... . . ...■■..

(f) . . [Transport services. Some data on the physical output of this sector are
presented in.table 2. A major growth sector has been in air traffic especially
cmce the international airport was opened in 1971. Not shown in the table is'informa
tion on road traffic developments- but figures on new vehicle registrations suggest
a subGtantial build up since 1970. Prom 1972 to 1976 total new vehicle registrations
were 31.8, a.high figure in relation to the total population and the existing vehicle
stock, ■■ ■ '

Seychelles: Table 2. Transport indicators. 1971 to 1977 - . . ...

1971 1972 1975 1976 1977

Port

Ships calling ■ - 340 324 302 . 295,. 324

Sea freight (thousand, tonnes) . ■ . - . ... . ' ;

Imports - ■ 83 # 8- 106.7 102.8 112.4 132.5

^Po**8 -: ' 14.5 16.0 10.8 4 1.2,3 13.0

Air^traffio^ (passengers) . ■

Intenatioiiai (thiousand) . ... 45 112 T48 186
Domestic (thousand):, . : . ... g . *.v 25 ' '■■■■38 72 "

Source: National data from Seychelles. ,..:... ,

Imports by sea havV risen in volume "by 58 per cent "from 1971 .to 1977 but exports
have fallen due to"1 th'e'substantial reduction in exports of guano from the outer: ."
islands. ■ ■ ■ "■ *

The'number of air passengers handled has risen particularly rapidly..-frVi""51 j'OQQ
in 1972 to 258,000 in 1977- Prior to 1971 air traffic .'was probably virtually
non-existent. ■ ' '
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(b) ' Jburiam. As already mentioned this has "been a sector of high growth and

it has also stimulated a rapid advance in the economy as a whole. Table 3 provides

information on tourism developmentsB

Seychelles: Table 3» Tourism, 1971 to.1977

1971 1972 1975 1976 1977

Visitor arrivals (thousand) 3.-2 15-2 37.3 49.5 54.5
Hotel.bednights (thousand) ..-••. 148 316 449 487
Occupancy rate (per cent) ... 64 62 66 68
Tourist earnings (million Sey.rupees) .... 18.0 85.0 140.0 175.0

Source-;• Natione-1 data from Seychelles.

The number of hotel beds has risen from 550 at January 1972 to 2040 at December

1977 and a further to 2250 at September 1978.

4# Expenditure and the GDP

In 1976 private consumption totalled Sey. R's 240.3 million (or 64.I per cent
of GDP), public consumption 80.8 million (or 21.6 per cent of GDP) and capital
formation 119 million (or 31-8 per cent of GDp), Total GDP at market prices was 374-6
million,™ The share of domestic savings in GDP was about 14.3 per cent indicating

a resource gap of about 17.5 per cent of GDP. or about 55 per cent of capital forma
tion which was'covered by resources inflows from1abroad. Hough data suggests that

in 1971 the ratio of capital formation to GDP was 38 per cent and in 1975 it was

30 per cent.

5# External trade and balance oi payments

The large'and increasing trade deficit of the Seychelles has already been

mentioned. Table 4 gives the data for the external trade and balance of payments.

They show a large and increasing trade deficit but overall a surplus on the basic
balance of payments due to the large inflow of foreign capital.

The current account deficit of the balance of payments is much less than the,

balance of visible trade largely because of the increasing earnings'from tourism.

Another factor is a rising level of net transfer receipts but details of the latter

are not available.

There has been a rising level of capital inflow over the years shown in table 4
and as the net total has been higher than the current account deficit, Seychelles

foreign reserves have been increased.

The detailed external trade figures show little evidence of any rise in volume

of domestic exports since 1970 but at the same time imports have risen in volume

while their prices have also increased.
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Seychelless Table 4<- -External-trade and-"balance of payments, 1970 and 1972,

1975 to'1977 ^millionSeychelles,rupees);.

External trade 1970 1972 1975 1976 1977.

Exports

He-export

Imports

1' .■

Balance

Balance,of payments

Current account (net)
Capital^net)
Reserves and related items

TO. 16

1^73

55.92

-44.03

*..

-9«53

3.75
111-67

-28.39

-79.9
86.6

-6.7

12.90

22,10

191.35

-156.35

-61.9
88.6 '

-26.7

17.91 -
39.73

290.62

-232,98

-69.3
111.8

-47.5

. 24.39

53.37

34Q.74

-271.98 :

-50.5
...

Source: National data from Seychelles. , ' ■ .'

a/ Includes errors and omissions. . ■ ..■;:.-.

The external trade figures for 197^ are not yet available but higher tourist .

earnings would suggest a further rise ,in imports and a higher visible.deficit.

A feature of the trade figures since 1970 has been the sharp rise in re-exports
from Sey.H's j ,73 million to Sey.R's 53.37 million virjfcually all the inc-reaB* .being

due to higher petroleum, oil. and lubricant sales to ships and aircraft. -

6. Development aid and external debt

In the period 1972 to 1977 grants received from various sources but largely from

the United Kingdom totalled 236 million Seychelles rupees. Over the -same period th'e

public external debt increased from Sey. R!s 6y$ million to 11.0 million* In 197^
it&elf a-large proportion of the large, capital budget was expected to be financed

from foreign loans* . . , . .

[Che public debt service charges in '1977 shown in the budget estimates were

Sey.R's 2.14 million, in 1978.the figure increased, to 4-;°4 million.

7. Government revenue and expenditure . _. -.. ... , : ,

There have been large increases in recurrent revenue and expenditure from 1972'
to 1978 and the; capital expenditure estimates show a particularly ..sharp, r-is-e .in 1978
itself, ■■ ■ ■ - ■ :■:■;.,

The increase in local recurrent revenue fromSey. ETs 43-2 million in 197,2 to an

estimated 185.4 million in 1978 is equal to an average annual'.growth rate of 28 per
cent. For recurrent expenditure the increase,is from Sey^R's 43-1' million_to.^?5f.2
million on a comparable basis giving an annual average rate of growth 6f 28.6 perJcent.
Capital expenditure was estimated at Sey.R's 128.2 million in 1978 (including minor
capital works included in the recurrent budget) which is more than three times the

level of 1972.
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Seychelles: Table 5- Government revenue ;and expenditure, 1972 and 1975 to. 197.8
(million Seychelles rupees)

. . . ' " '" " HevV'Est, ' Estimates

197? 1975''■' 1976 1977 1978

Local' recurrent revenue .' 42.21 78.5 ■ 107.0 '139.3 / 185.4 /

Hecuri-ent expenditure • 43.V 89.8 \ ' 120.2 16X8^/ ' 205.2^
Grants (mainly UK) ;•' 37-5' 32.7' 52.6 51.4 23.3
Other capital r'eceipts '•■_ 0..2". 3.5"* ... ... ,.,

Capital expenditure " ' 38.1'- 33-7'' 45-0 40.0 11$.2

Surplus or deficit -1.3 -8^8 ... -5,6.•.

Sourp.ej Natiqnal data from Seychelles.

a/ Include^ ^inor capital expenditure items totalling_14.4 million in 1977 and

10 million in, ,4.978." , '.-. -.-,..,. . .,,'-_. . - .J . ,'*■■'■ t '■'.''

■■■.■■'•■■■:/.- - ; • - ' ■ ; 'tr"l i ,. ... :■..-■; ....;.■•■■.■ ."'■■
Information on; .the financing of the. capital "budgets in 1977 and 1978

is not complete but.it seems that external loans were a major source of funds in
1978. ' ' *■■"■■ ' .

The development plan ta;£un ,for five years.^from June 1978 calls for a total

investment, expenditure byt government of #S,ey~'R!s 8*61 million at 1978 prices with

particularly high rates of 200 .million and 247 million' respectively in the first two
years of the plan period.

Money and banking

- The Seychelles.rupee has a fixed exchange rate with the pound sterling and,

consequently its ;\ .ilue has fluctuated in line with that of the pound, On .1st ■■

Deoember 1978 it was proposed to create a monetary authority for the Seychelles which
will progressively take on functions similar to those, of a central bank. At

present there are 7 commercial banks and the Development Bank of the Seychelles began

operations in February 1978- Initially this bank is expected to concentrate on loans

to the agricultural sector and to small businessmen. ' • '■

The growth of domestic credit to the private sector has been.high and the total

has risen from Sey.R's 19.4 million at December 1971 to 117*4 million at December

1977 and further to 127-1 million at June. 1978. The annual rate of growth from 1971

to 1977 was 35 per cent a year. Net claims on Government rose from Sey;E's 1 ,'1

million at December 1971 to 10 million at the end of 1976 and "then fell to

Sey.H's 8.2 million by December..1977<v. Between 1971rand 1977, the average annual growth
rate was 39-8 per cent. . , ., ■.

Net foreign assets have also grown rapidly from Sey.R's 27.6 million to 76.5

million over this period'but here the.annual growth rate averages 15.8 per cent.
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Seychelles:- Table 6. Monetary survey, 1971 and 1975 to 1978 (millioTa-Seyehelles rupees

„ - ...

Net foreign assets

Domestic credit

Net claims on Government

Claims, on private sector

Money

Quasi-mon.ey

Other items (net)

Source": National "data

■End

1971

27.6

1.1

19-4 .

25.4 -
22.2 .

0.5 .

from Seychelles.

End

1975

42.9

7.1.

55-2.
48-0.

54.5.

2.7

■ End -

1976

68.6

10.0

83.9
66.1

82.6

13.8

- End

1977

76.5

8.2

117-4

81.3
96.2

24.6

June •

1978

83.2

. 7.7
127.1

90.1

101.8

25-6

Money proper grew at a lower rate than quasiwmoney between 1971 and 1977 and as
a result the total quasi-money (sums held on time or savings deposits) was more than
money proper at December 1977. ^e annual average growth rates we're 21.4 per cent
for money and 27.7 per cent for quasi-raoneyj: fbx total money supply including quasi-

money the growth rate was over 24 per cent yearly. Such relatively high rates' of

increase in total money supply have been associated with the substantial increases

in consumer prices.

In .the first half of 1978' .net foreign assets continued to rise and credit to

the private sector increased by 8.3 per rent. Money was 11.3 per cent higher at

June 1978 than December 1977 and quasi-money 5.8 per cent more.

9« Wages and prices

Between July 1972 and June 1976 basic monthly wages of unskilled unestablished

government workers rose from 155 to 359 rupees per month, those of skilled workers

grade 1 from 250* to'473 rupees and of senior tradesmen from 474 to 793 rupees per

month. Over the same period minimum wages of labourers in the construction industry

increased from 1.04 to 2.26 rupees per hour, of joiners from 1.75 "to 3.66 rupees
per hour and of plumbers from 2.90 to 6.04 rupees per hour.

In November 1974 average earnings of all workers were 538 rupees per head and
in December 1977 1045 rupees. The averages for the public sector were more than

those for the private sector at both dates. .

Thus the available data shows that wages have increased substantially since

1972 and certainly in the period 1974 to 1977 real earnings increased probably by

as much as 30 per centD

In 1978 the Government announced that it would formulate a wages policy to guide

future increases.

Consumer prices have risen rapidly so far this decade at an average annual rate
of 18.3 per cent. The worst period for inflation was 1972 to 1975 when the average
increase was more than 20 per cent a year. In January to October 1978 consumer prices
rose by 11-7 per cent over the same period in 1977 indicating a slowdown in the rate

of price inflation.
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10, Employment and unemployment

As mentioned earlier the population census in August 1977 counted, 23,400 .

persons acively employed and 2,600 others seeking work. Of the persons actively

employed 19» 773 were in wage employment and 3,077 were self-employed^ a further
489 were classed as underemployed.

Formal wage employment as measured by regular enquiries has grown from 11,730.

in November 197*1 to 16,160 in November 1977}an increase of 38 per cent in 6 years.

Despite this relatively high rate of increase, the census of 1977 showed that

about 10 per oent of the labour force was seeking work.

11. Other social sectors

(a) Education. 'The growth in enrolment since 1971 has been largely in ■
secondary education as primary education had already achieved a high enrolment

rate at the start of this decade. In 1977 there were 10,051 primary school pupils

compared with %669 in 1971» the total in 1977 being less than the peak of 10,275

recorded in 1973. The primary enrolment rate in 1977 was 95 per cent of the

eligible age group.

In junior and senior secondary schools the total enrolment was 4208 in 1977

and in 1971 it had been 2,310. Most pupils are in junior secondary schools,

I!he new development plan 197^ to 1982 introduces a new approach to education to

make the people better understand the developments around them and to help create

a better place for the future. Education must also endow the skills and attitudes

needed to achieve higher standards of production. 1b achieve this and other aims

education in the broadest sense and of the highest attainable quality must be

made available equally to all.

Health. The Seychelles is relatively well served in terms of hospital

beds and doctors per head of population but there is no good spread of facilities

outside the main urban centre. The main hospital is situated on the outskirts of

Victoria and has 142 beds. It was bein& redeveloped in 1976. There are cottage-

type hospitals at Anse Royale in South Mahe and on the islands of Proslin and

La Digne, The medical division of the Government service had 14 medical officers and

specialists in 1976 and the nursing service a total establishment of just over 200
nurses and midwives. The public health service had 24 nurses, eight of whom lived

and worked at peripheral clinics. There were also five private practitioners in
practice.

Policy is to upgrade the preventive health services and to upgrade facilities

at the Victoria Hospital. Under a national health plan in process of formulation,

free services will be provided to all residents except those who. insist on private

service. Preventive health cure emphasizes a policy of taking.health care to the
people and thus most 01' thu pro^racme is for clinic development,

(2) Housing* It is the main priority of the Government to provide adequate housing
for all the people. Housing needs involve removing the backlog by replacing



unsatisfactory dwells andTadlfcrs^ttb^b^^

conditions and also meeting the new demand. The plan 1978-1982 covers a total of ^^
Sey.H a 96 million for housing with 1*50 new units to be built by the Government or
with Government fur-.ds0 A new home owners,alp scheme is being introduced.

(4) In2om£d|s|ribjition« A sample of private employees covered by the provident
fund in November 1975 showed that approximately 20"per cent earned less than 200
rupees a month, and a further 20 per cent were paid 600 or more rupees a months
Government employees were better paid on the average but for them also a similar
type of income distribution is thought to exist. Data on the incomes of the self-,
employed are not available but there were obviously wide variations amongst the 3,077
self-employed and 489 underemployed persons counted by the census in August 1977.

CS.) 52£i5±JIS,!£are* *he National Provident Fund is a major vehicle for social
security and its coverage has increased rapidly since 1971 as have the annual
contributions. Obese totalled Sey.R's 9.0 million in 1977 compared with 1.1 million
in 1971 and because of low pay-outs and earned interest the fund stood at Sey.R's 37.0
million in December 1977. In 1977 loans from the fund to Government increased by
Sey.R's 4.25 million to reach 11.25 million, •

A new social security scheme is to be worked out based on contributions of a
fixed, proportion of income,, The scheme will-offer flat-rate benefits for sickness-
invalidity and maternity and flat-rate pensions on retirement and for survivors, also
a funeral grant, The basis of the payments will be a minimum subsistence level which
has been calculated for Seychelles,

Bo MAJOR PROBLEMS

Perhaps the most important problem is bow to maintain the substantial growth
rate recorded since 197i- A high growth rate for the economy is essential to create
employment sufficient to absorb new entrants to the labour force and the 2,600 persons
seeking work in August 1977*

The relatively poor per:;3rm&nce in agriculture since 1970 has to some extent
resulted from the attractions-of. other tyr.es of enployaent, eog. in construction : :
ana the tourist industry, The result has been a lower volume of export products
and more recourse to imports of food items to feed the population and the tourist
visitors,,

High capital spending is creating a problem of obtaining sufficient funds.
With only limited domestic savings r ^ is being made to foreign borrowing.

There is at present a very large trade deficit financed both by receipts from
tourism and the foreign capital inflow. There is some danger in this combination and

the Government is attempting to diversify the economy to reduce the dependence on
tourism in particular „ .

A shortage of qualified manpower calls for more emphasis on the right sort
of education at the secondary level. In the social field it is also necessary to
improve the geographical spread of health services and to remedy the present acute
housing shortage from, which many loTr-income families are suffering. '

C, INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

The policies for the social sectors3 education, health, housing and social

security have already been discussed. Progress in the directions indicated will go

s. long way to improving the living conditions of those most in need and prepare

people better to contribute effectively; economically and socially.
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In agriculture there is a requirement to achieve a high degree of self-suf

ficiency-1 in fbocTprdduction. By expanding domestic production food can berprovided

for the local population and tourists and imports can be reduced bringing benefits

to the balance of payments. More local production will help supply .the1 needs- of
industries dependent on' agricultural inputs.' Agricultural exports need to be

restored to previous levels.

To help achieve these aims, it is intended to ensure that all land is used in

the best available way and to provide the essential infrastructure and services

required by the industry.

Fishing will be encouraged and there is a project for commercial fishing of ■ -'
tuna for export. The extension of Seychelles economic zone to 200 miles has-meaht

that the fish stocks in the zone must be exploited to the country's benefit. A

licensing system will be introduced for this purpose.

In industry it is considered there is a major scope for the development of

agro-industries such as production of oils, soap, etc. Small-scale enterprises are

expected to predominate but there is scope for some export-oriented production.

The further development of tourism is expected to result in a total of 100,000

visitors staying 10 days on average by 1982. The total hotel beds should rise to

4,100 in 1982. Further investment in training facilities for the tourist industry

is proposed. ^tourism has a potential in other islands in the group and this is being

studied. The benefits to the economy from tourism including government revenue will

be maximised.

The outer islands have a high potential for agriculture and fishing and need
to be developed properly. They must be better integrated into the whole of the

Seychelles to see that economic benefits are more evenly spread.

Administrative, financial and construction capacity constraints to development

are "being tackled to ensure that none act as a brake on the investment programme

proposed.

The level of inflation has been a problem in all years this decade and a wages

policy is now necessary so as to reach a more acceptable level of price increases

and reduce inflation. Productivity increases are not inflationary and it is
Governments intention that everyone should share in productivity increases according

to his ability- Price control is also being used to help contain inflation.

The five-year education development plan,in pursuance of education policy,aims

at providing 9 years of universal education from age 6, equal opportunity and the
expansion of senior secondary and technical and vocational training.

In brief development strategy aims at remedying the housing situation, improving
the material conditions of all Seychelles, achieveing a high degree of self-sufficiency
in food production, achieving full employment, making optimum use of available humaa
and physical resources, providing decent health services to the whole population,
introducing responsible family planning and preserving the natural environment.



.!>• PBOSPECTS FOB 1978 TO 1980

la general these, depend on the;• ■ooarfciauttw^ of, growth in the- tourist indus
the .effective: achievement of a high.I-eve-1- of. ijw-vrfeient expenditure.and-early ■ /
production from projects £eing: Implemented., For 1978 the,nuob.er of-visitors has :■■
increased by 19 per cent and thus ..higher-earnings from: tourism will "benefit the,. -
economy. The investment programme has been heavy and this with tourist-expenditure
has probably led to a widening of the visible trade gap. On balance a GDP growth
rate at constant prices of about 8 per;cent and at. least. 20 per cent at current
prices was\}probably achieved in 1978. ..; ... ■ ; ■.■ . ■:

For the years 1979 and 1980 the most appropriate forecast is that the economy
will grow at near the rate of 6 per cent achieved in the first seven years of this
deciade, .--./. ■ .' = ."...-
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SIERRA LEONE

A. ECONOMIC AND. SOCIAL.. DEVEJ0PMEM1, 197Q-197& . -. .;. . ,. - . . - :

!• Introduction . ■.'■•.■ .

>-;. ..In. the past Sierra Leone "was heavily dependent on its mineral production and

above all on diamonds, which alone contributed 17.5 per oent. of GDP. in 1970 and

supplied 76.3 per cent of exports* .Up to 1974/75 the economy was growing at a rate;
equivalent to the rate of population increase, but a combination of factors including

the world recession, the decline of Sierra Leone diamond production and later the ■;

complete cessation of iron ore mining, produced a drop in aggregate production. In

1975/76 GDP at factor cost fell by 2 per cent at constant prices_,but_ in■ I^j6/jj the
economy'recovered' somewhat, GDP growing by i.l per cent while provisional estimates. .

show ahrincrease of 1.5 per cent in 19J7/78. This small improvement iiijeconomic
"c6^h3I"ticoii*"bver tnese two years was due essentially to higher prices for Sierra Leone
exports and in particular for coffee, coooa and diamondsc. The improvement of: ■ ':

c0nd4.iti.0ns in;$he world, economy, contributed.and there, were larger external resources

available but. domestically policy measures were introduced by the Government to .. .

control imports, to reduce the increase in public expenditure and raise revenues'.-..

. . .. . - •. . > '.'■■'■'''.'■'■'...'•'''

.Between 1970/71 and'1976/77. the average, increase, in GDP at current prices was "
13.1 per oent a year and at constant prices 1.4 per cent giving an apparent GDP

deflator of llf5 per cent which' compares with.an annual increase in consumer prices

of 9*9 per cent. Over the period under review there was no increase in investment

as a,proportion, of GDP b.ut starting in 1975/76 there were large balance of payments
deficits and substantial deficits in the Government budget with recourse to the

" to" fill" the"gapV

i1a~~c^^ 5 per cent in the

first years of the decade rose to 14-4 per cent in 1974, 19 «9 per cent in 1975, 17.2

..par.!o©n.t..in..l9.T6 but-.felX-ito.,-S.-4:-p-er cent in-19-77-alt£ough it appears to have ris'eri
at a faster rate.in 197§._: A. major,1: cause has been the.policy of deficit financing and

. high-oredit .expansion. foJ.law&d--b-y -the authorities---— -■■- - - •-

^y■ 1;5 per' cent"iA: 1977/78 bti'fc-there were'adverse developments
mainly-in the Gove'rJiniejat'-budget.,and- In-iii-e^ -ba-land-e-of payme-nte. The budget performaace
deteriorated sharply with a large increase in the deficit for the fiscal year 1977/78,

and in the first half of the fiscal year 1978/79." This"was due to the substantial
rises in Government expenditures in both 1977/78 and I978/79, The monetary statistics
show-.that:ithe. net.claims.^n ..Government b.y-the ."bajaking system rose from 108.7 million

leones at June 1977, to^Le 17.1*8 million at.October 1978 and.this was the primary cause

of. tb,e expansion in the money supply,.with attendant inflationary impact. .:. -.

.In 1978 there was a wider deficit in the balance of payments despite a rise of ;

some Le 40 million in exports to Le 187 million as the increase in imports was about
Le 50 million to a total of Le 265 million.

For:the-period 1979 and I98O there will probably be some reduction.in export

earnings,and it will be necessary to attempt to contain the balance of payments more

effectively by restricting imports. This seems likely to have a stultifying effect

on the growth of the economy.
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2. GDP "by industrial origin

The main treris from 1970/71 to 1976/77 were the relative growth of the
agricultural sector and the decline of mineral output. Agriculture which contributed

29.9 per oent of GDP in 1970/71 had its share raised to 39-9 per cent in I976/77
beoause of the growth of rice production, the decline of diamonds production and the

cessation of iron ore mining. The share of GDP from mining which was 17*5 per cent,

in 1970/71 dropped to 10,2 per cent in 1976/77* Measured at current prices, the share
of.manufacturing decreased from 6.4 per cent to 5.4'per cent.

Sierra Leone: Table 1.' GDP by source, 1970/71 and 1974/75 - 1976/77 (millions of leones}

At current prices .1970/71 Percentage 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 Percentage

Agriculture, forestry,

fishing

Mining

Manufaoturing

Electricity and water

Construction

Wholesale and retail"

trade a/
Transport and

communications

Other services

GDP at faotor cost

Indirect taxes less

subsidies

GDP at producers prices

Source* Sierra Leone

94.5
55.3

20.4

2.4

13.1

42.5

35.3

53.0

316.5

.

32>1

348.-C

29.9

17.5
6.4

0.8

4.1

13.4

11.2

16.7

100.0

Government. Central

Digest 1976; National Accounts of Sierra Leone,

186,1
76.8

30.0

0,2 .

15-7

75-4

57.9

78.9

521.0

51.7

572.7

Statistics

1972/73 to

213.0'

60.4
31.2

■4.7
17.4.

68.4

65.5
98.0

558.6

64.9

613.5

Office,

263.9

67-7
35.4
4.7

22.1

88.6

. 71.1
108.2

66I.7

75.6

737.3

Annual

1976/77 (June

" 39;?:.
10.i
5.4

0.7
3.3.

13.4

10.7

16.4

100.0

Statistical

1978).

a_/ And hotels and restaurants.

Measured by GDP at constant prices, agriculture has grown by 2.5 per cent on

average a year. The mining sector has declined at an annual average rate of 8 per

cent and manufacturing has grown by 6.9 per cent. The decline in "the relative share

of manufacturing industry in GDP when measured at current prices between 1970/71 and
1976/77 must reflect a fall in relative prices compared with other sectors of the

economy.

The construction industry has been stagnated between 1970/71 and 1976/77 while
there has been only marginal growih in the contribution of commerce to GKP and for

transport and communications the average growth rate was 2.4 per cent a year. Other

services including those of Government grew by 12,i per oent a year.
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3. Selected economic sectors

(a) Agriculture, forestry, fishing,. Mb sector contributed two fifths of GDP
in 1916/17 and employed some three quarters of the working population.. In ±J II
agricultural exports represented 45 per cent of .the total value of exports. This
is an exceptional figure "brought about by the very high coffee prices but it points
to both the importance of agriculture in the economy and its potential. .

Because of climatic conditions crop production rather than livestock raising is
the most important activity. Among food crops,, rice is the basic one providing the.
main element of the diet in almost all regions and accounting for 42 per cent of total
output. Apart from rice, the most important crops are palm kernels, cocoa, coffee and
ginger which are exported, some after partial processing locally.

From 1970 to 1977 agriculture production has increased roughly,,in line with
population at about 2.5 per cent a year.'. The increase has come chiefly from rice
production for which the Government has pursued a, vigorous policy aiming at self-
suffioiency. Prices to producers have been raised,-credits provided while advice
on improved techniques and, more inputs were made available to ^e/^me*f- +As a .:.:
result rice production which was 471,000 tonnes in 1972/73 reaohed 610,500 tonnes ,._;
in 1976/77 and the country is now very.near self-sufficiency.,

According to the Ministry of Development and Economic Planning there as now a

marketable surplus of 40,000 tonnes of rice every year. ,,; ■ .

As for commercial crops, available data do not indicate any upward trend! in
production between 1970 and 1975- However, in the last two years, with_th^ujjward
revision of producer's prices and with the very favourable price situation,in .
international markets, there has been more acreage devoted to commercial crops and
definite increases in production. In 1978, crops were poor especially for rice
because of early rains? one result was an increase of imports to 10,000 ;tonnes or.,

rice in 1978.

The size of the cattle herds is estimated at around 800,000 head but meat supplies
have to be supplemented by imports probably accounting for half the total. As for
fish, the catch was estimated at 44,000 tonnes in 1975/76, 10 per cent more than in
the previous year. This increase was due.in part. tajjh*_ very high price of ?»»**}£
has produced a shift of demand "from meat To fish. There are in fact good bpportunlties
for fishing off the coast, and joint ventures are being organised to increase the

catch and train fishermen.

Sierra Leonej. Table 2. Output of selected agricultural" products," 15T2/73 - 1976/77.
(thousands of tonnes)

1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77

Eioe

Groundnuts

Palm kernels

Palm oil

Coffee

Goooa

471-3

10.0

53.5
42.8

22.0

6.6

471.3

10.2

46.5
37.2

22.0

8.0

518.7
10,5'
48.0

38.4
21.0

7-5

570.6

' ' 10.5

53.0

42.4
22.0

8o0

610.5
10.7

38.2

44.5
22.0

8.5

Source: National data from Sierra Leone.
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Government-policy gives a high priority for agriculture^ . In the 1977/7.6
development programmes out. of a total of. 53*7 ■ million* leones of planiiedr^^

agriculture has "been allocated 15*4 million,.; the most important allocation io, any . ,^
sectors 'Most of the investments are designed to increase crop production eepepially ,

rice. There is a fertilizer distribution programme in operation and 7*500 tonnes.,

were distributed in 1976/77* For rice the programme is concentrating on the swamp
are'as where the greatest' potential exists but it is hampered among other factors by

the lack ©f manpower. The^opening of new rioe fields requires-a great amount of

labour which sometimes is not available* . ' . -.'..,'"

(]l) Mining* Production of .diamonds, the most important product, has been *

declining for some time because the easier alluvial deposits have become exhausted

so that''the cost of extracting diamond has grown considerably. One result of the

fall of ^daamond production is reflected in the fact that,,agricultural exports exceeded

the value-of mineral exports in 1977 for the. first time since the 1930s. . However,. .:

diamond^rices were favourable .in 197^ &&& 3-977 and this helped to raise the value.1 - .
of export- proceeds. Diamond production is carried.out through the. alluvial diamond"'

mining scheme which allows independent small producers to mind diamond's on their own,.-;

account and also by DIMINGO/a corporation which nlines diamonds on a large scale in ;.

specific areas reserved to it by the Government. - .,

Iron ore production, which declined from 2,259,000 tonnes in 1974 to 1,324,00O.;

tonnes in 1975, was halted in 1975 because of the exhaustion of the better quality

ores and unprofitable exploitation conditions. , . «, .

Bauxite production was 725,000 tonnes in 1977 compared with 436,000 tonnes inL .

1970 and 716,000 tonnes in 1975* ■ > . ..-., ; ,. Vi .'<

In 1978 mineral output has: declined once, again mainly because of a further " ,„ ^

reduction in diamond production. There are, however, new projects and continuous ; .,'

prospecting for new deposits. DIMIUCO has started underground mining at Koidu and

when rutile production restarts, this will help the mining industry to, regain some

of its'lost ground* Continuous efforts are being made to reactivate the iron mines,

at Marampa. . , . '. ' ■. ■•■■•'

Sierra Leone: Table 3. Mineral production, 1970 and 1975 r- 1977 ... ;

1970 1975 1976 1977

Diamonds (thousand carats)
Iron ore (thousand tonnes).
Bauxite (thousand tonnes)

1 000

2259

436

732

1.324
716

483

'652

Source: Bank of Sierra I»eone»

771

725

Total value of mineral exports (million leone) . 63»4 79*1 %*& 70<>0

There was also rutile production in 1970 but this had ceased by 1975*
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(b) Manufacturing. Output measured by value added rose by 6.9 per cent a year
on average from 1970/71 to 1976/77', which is a very good performance in view of the •
poor growth record for the economy as a whole. From 1975 to 1977 the growth-.rate was
less than in the years 1970 to 1975* The main factors behind this lower growth rate
have been a lower demand since 1975 and the low level of investment especially in
the private sector at :a time when the public sector did not have a sufficient oapacity
to exeoute industrial projects or to conduct feasibility studies. ■ .

Most of .the factories ia^xiateno.g .supp^,::oonsufflption goods like beer, cigarettes,,

matches, footwear or salt and many of these products show increases in production

relative-±o 1970.

^mong. new industrial pro je.cteL. which, have..started, in the recent period include a
sugar complex at Tonkolili which will cover 3,310 acres and will have a capacity for
milling 400 tonnes of sugar-oane per day. Another project is factory for the j.^
production,of clay bricks. The Gambia-Mattru Oil Palm Project is now in operation
and the Forest Industries .Corporation, is achieving.some success in meeting export
demand. Exports of sawn wood increased from 526,000 cubic feet in 1975/76 to

1,441,000 in 1976/77- :v.\-..'^J

Sierra Leonei Table 4.. ;■ Output of selected manufactures, 1970 and 1975 - 1978 ' ;

1970 . *■ 1975 1976 1977 .„-. .1978
(6b

Petroleum products (million gallons) 69.0 48.6 50.6 46.9 26.6
Beer (thousand gallons) 1 261 2-273 2 356 2 263 1 370
Cigarettes (million) - 490 ■ 1 841 1544 1503 855 :
Matches (thousand boxes) 50-8 18.6 21.5 46.3 31«2.
Plastic footwear' (thousand pairs) 549 603 454 233 132 .- ...
Salt (thousand pounds) ... 6 852 -6847 16 082 4 017 r ■ :-

■■" ■■ ■ ■■ ■-, "■ * - • ' . • .. -- - -•' • • ■-.■..'.

Source< Official data from Sierra Leone.

(d) Energy. Consumption appears ;to have, fallen in Sierra Leone since 1970* ^
Electricity production which was 197 million kWh in 1970 is reported to be only 1J9
million leWh in 1975. ■ There has been at best a very slow growth in electricity ;'_
production which reached 200 millionkWh in 1976,only 1*5 per cent more than in;19J^
Some part of the stagnation in energy consumption must be related to the problems of

the mining industry* v: ...

Even with very low growth in consumption, increases in oapacity have opntinued
to be made. In 1976 a fourth generating unit.was added at the King Tom power station,
and the Government contracted loans to build diesel power units in provincial' stations
and to improve the distribution system. Two major projects under preparation or; _ J
completion are the Bumbuna hydro-electric project.and.the Guma hydro-electric-projeot

for which an agreement has been reached with China., . , .
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(e_) Construction. The growth rate of value added to GDP at constant prices
was 0.6 per cent a ^ear from 1970 to 1977* There --was in particular a-recession in

the sector in 1974/75 when value added declined by 3,0*8 per centr since then some
recovery has occurred. ■ ,

(f) Transport services. Maritime transport, handles most of the foreign trade. ...
and road transport is used for internal transportation and for links with neighbouring
countries.

■Sierra Leone: Table 5« Selected transport indicatorst 1970 and 1975 - 1976

1970 1975 1976

Pwrts

Freight loaded (thousand tonnes)
Freight unloaded (thousand tonnes)

Airports

International services

Passengers handled (thousand)

3 006

737

2 080

652

50.5 -"-' 101.3

686

543

107.3-

Sourcei Sierra Leone Government, Central Statistical Office, Annual Statistical

Digest 1976.

■Since 1975 with the recession in the economy and in particular the ending of.. ■

iren ore production there has been a sharp drop of the quantities of freight handled

and port traffio has fallen from 3,743,000 tonnes in 1970 to 1,229,000 tonnes in 1976.

This-contraction of activities was also felt in other transport sectors. The.Sierra

Leone Shipping Company suffered a decline of 28 per cent in sea and air freight

from I975/76 to 1976/77, losing 21 per cent, of its revenues. Sierra Leone Airways
however was able to increase its international operations. The number of passengers

handled at airports on international services rose from 50,500 in 1970 to 107,300 in

1976» For land transport it is difficult to give estimates since the information

available is very limited. It is reported however that a main highway linking the

capital to the provinces was completed in 1977, and this following the completion of

other major road transport projects in particular the Bo-Kenema road, and., road .bridges

linking Sierra Leone to Guinea and Liberia has helped open up the road system, I1>" i-a

also reported that 80 per cent of the 650 miles of feeder roads listed in the last -■ : ;

five year plan were completed "by the end of 1976/77°

4» Expenditure and the GDP

. Total expenditure has tended to grow faster than GDP and as a result there has

been a greater inflow of external resouroes. The net inflow of goods and services '

was only of 1.1 per cent of GDP in 1970/71? but increased to 7»5 per cent of GDP in
197.6/77 • Unfortunately this increase of expenditure benefited chiefly private and ■
public consumption with the share of private consumption increased to 83«9 per cent' "

of GDP in 1976/77 from 76.8 per cent in 1970/71, while that of public■consumption
increased to 9.8 per cent from 9 per cent. From 1970/71 to 1976/77 the share of
investment in GDP dropped from 15«3 per cent to 13.8 per cent.
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Sierra Leonet Table 6. Expenditure and the GDP, 1970/71 and 1974/75
(millions of leones) ..;. . . :.-.., _..

- 1976/77

Private consumption

Public consumption

Gross fixed capital

formation

Change in stocks

Exports less imports of

goods and services

GDP at current market

prices

Domestic savings

1970/71 Percentage -1974/75 1975/76- 1976/77 -Percentage

267.7
31.5

47.4

5-9

-3.9

34a.

49 • 4

76.8

9-0

13.6

1.7

-1.1

100.0

14-2

476.6

63-5

76.0

14.1

-57.5

528/9

59.0

76.8

»2.3

-48.9

618.3

72.4

86.6

15.6

-55.6

572-7 613.5 131

32.6 25.6 46.6

83.9
9.8

11.7
2.1

100-0

6.3

Sources As table 1.

i

According to the Ministry of Development estimates, public investment has increased;

much more than private investment, and in 1977/7# ©u* of an estimated total investment
of 121.8 million leones, public investment provided 44 per cent and for private
investment 50 per cent, compared with figures of 36 per cent and 64 per cent

respectively in 1973/74- .'.;,..- :!>.; :. .. .

The fall in domestic savings Since 1970/71 from 14.2 to 6.3 per cent of GDP has
been accompanied by some fall in the proportion of GDP spent on investment from 15-3
to 13,8 per cent. Foreign resources accounted for more than half the investment

spending in 1976/77* ■

5* External trade and balance of payments

Exports increased in value in 1977 mainly because of higher export prioes with
a growth of 19,2 per cent and a higher growth rate has been forecast for 1978. Exports
were 72*2 percent higher in value in 1977 than in 1970 equal to an average growth
rate of 8O1 per cent a year. Imports were valued at 216.5 million leones xn 1977, _
123 per cent more than in 1970 and this higher growth, in imports has led to a widening
trade deficit which reached 69.1 million leones in 1977- The terms of trade moved
against Sierra Leone particularly in the period to 1975 *ut price rises for 0000a,

coffee and diamonds since then have helped improve the position.

The rising trade deficit has been translated into an-increasing deficit on goods
and services, which has resulted in large deficit on the balance of payments in the
years 1975 to 1977. In 1977 there was a rescheduling of Sierra Leone debts^agreed
upon by the Paris Club, a move which averted a major balance of payments crisis.
In 1978 capital inflows from the IMF, and debt, relief have helped oontain the position.
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Sierra Leones. .Table .7* External trade and balance of payments, 1970 and 1975 - 1977

(millions of leones) .- .

Internal trade

Exports

Imports

Balance

Balance of .payments

Goods and services (net)
Private .transfers (net) ■
Public transfers (net)
Capital

Reserves ajad..J*$l&ted. items.

Errors and omissions

1970 1975 1976 1977

85-6

96.9 .

-11 a 3

-17.6

1.5

2.7
13n6

0.7
-0.9

116.7'
167.9

-51.2

-66,3
2.2.

'1.3
42.1.

19-4

123.7

171.3

-47.6

-6O.7
4«6

5-0

22,4
24.0

4.7

147.4

2l6o 5

■-69.1

-50.9
4.1

13.7
■8.2

26.3

-1-4

Source 1 IMF, International Financial Statistics, volo XXX, Noo 12, December 1977*

vole XXXII, No, 2, February 1979-"

6« Development aid and external de^t

The increasing current account deficit has led to a rising net foreign resouros

inflow. On the basis of -the Ministry of Development estimates, in 1977/78 these
foreign resources represented 8*1 per cent of GDP against only 1.1 per cent in 197O/7-"U
The capital inflc 7 was at a peak level in 1974 and 1975 v?.th a net total of 100»8
million leones in the two years. However; since than the net inflow has been reduood

but in 1977 transfer receipts were valued at 18O8 million leones, OECD has estimated

that the net flow of resources from all sources to Sierra Leone rose from $US 24«8

million in 1975 to $US 25.7 million in I976 and &US 33.2 million in 1977.'

There has been a sharp increase in the public debt which reached 362«9 million
leones at March 1978; as a substantial part is short term suppliers credits, it is this
that has given rise to the balance of payments problems of the country, to the debt

rescheduling agreed in 1977 and the IMF assistance of recent years.

7O Government revenue and expenditure '

The budgetary situation in Sierra Leone became diffioult in 1975/76 with recurrent
expenditure continuing to rise but stagnation in the level Of revenue. There were

considerable recurrent budget defioits in both 1975/76 and 1976/77 and although revenue
rose substantially ih 1977/78 because of higher export earnings expenditure in that

year appears to have risen much more slowly resulting in the re—emergence of a

recurrent budget surplus^ ■ • •
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The capital budget has been o*vered almogt"entlrely by borrowing in the last
three financial years and this has meant a substantial rise in public debt. At June

1978 claims on the Government by tne domestic banking System were Xe 149*5 million

compared with Le 108.7 million at June 1977 and Le 76«7 million at June 1976.

Sierra Leonet Table 8. Government'revenue and expenditure, 1970/71 and 1974/75 - 1977/78
(millions of leones)

■1970/71 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77^ 1977/78

a/
Recurrent revenue ' 55-8 97*8 96.9 H8.3 152.?-^'
Recurrent expenditure" 48.1 8l'.2" 119*2 133.8 146.'

Surplus/deficit . .

Capital reoeipta

Capital expenditure

t Extrabudgetary expenditure

Publie. debt at end year

External 46.7 ••* 153*0

Internal ' 23.T ... 82.0 115,

: Sourcet Based on offioial data from Sierra Leone,

a/ Estimated aotuals.

b/ Forecast*

c/ Maroh 1978.

d/ Based on increase in net claims on Government by domestic banking system.

For 1978/79 it has been forecast in January 1979 that the budget deficit would
rise substantially despite a. 15 per cent increase in recurrent revenue. Total ,

expenditure based on the period July to December 1978 has risen at a much faster rate

than revenue. There is an increasing tendency for the budget deficitto be financed

by the banking system with serious implications for the economy as a whole.

8. Money and banking

Despite a very large fall in net foreign assets between 1970 and 1977> money

supply has risen at a rapid rate because of the sharp rise in domestic credit especially

to the Government. . . .

Net foreign assets were Le 27»2 million, at December 197O.but only lie 2.3.million

at the end of 1977 B.nd a negative 10.3 million at October 1978* Net claims on,. .

Government rose at a very high rate from Le 2.5 million at the end of 1970 to Lell9»7

million at December 1977 and Le 171*8 million at October 1978.
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Sierra Leone: Table 9* Monetary survey, 1970 and 1975 - 1978 (millions of leones)

End

1970

End

1975

End

1976

End

1977

October

1978

"Net foreign "assets

Domestic credit

Net claims on Government

Claims o"n official entities

Claims on private sector

Money

Quasi-money

Other items (net)

27,2 13,8 -4-9 2.3: -10.3

2.5
0,1 .

10.3 "

28o9
14*3

.5-7. .

56.7
0..6

41.1

60,3
31.3 .

20.6;..

.107-3.
0.8

43.7
72.1

39.8

35.0

UQ.-7 .

3.3
46.8

84.5
51.8

35-9

171.8

5.0

60.8

101.7

74.5
51.0

Source; IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXX, No. 12,-December 1977

and vol.>£XXII, No. 2, February 1979* . n .

Over, the same period claims on the private sector rose from Le 19.3 million to

Le 4608 million and then to Le 60*8 million. Thus by far the most important influence

on the expansion of mbiiey supply has been' the deficit financing policy pursued by the

Government.

Money proper increased at an average annual, rate of 16.6 per cent between.,.1970

and 1977 and including quasi-money the rate of growth in money supply was 17.8 per

cent a yearo These high growth rates were eclipsed in 1978 when between December

1977 and October 1978 money proper rose by 20.4 per cent and with quasi-money the

increase was 29O3 per cent. The inflationary influence of the increasing money supply

does not yet appeal, to have abated,

9. Wages and prices

As reported in last year's survey in 1974/75,11 out of 15 trade groups were
awarded wage increases ranging between 8 and 30 per cent; in 1975/76 only four trade
groups were received wage rises but in 1976/77 "the increase in daily wage rates
ranged between 24 and 79 per cent and affected 13 of the 15 trade groups.

These substantial wage increases have been made necessary by the rise in oonsumer

prices. From .1970 to 1977 the consumer prices index rose by 9 per cent or at an

average rate of 9.7 per oent a year. The rate of increase was highest in 1974? 1975

and 1976 and lowest in the first three years of this decade. For 19$& consumer prUoes ■

in the second quarter of the year were 11.5 P©*1 cent higher than in the same period

of 1977. ■■- ; ■

10. Employment and unemployment * ■

In 1976 there was a fall in the numbers in wage employment because of the cessation

of iron ore mining and the stagnation in the modern-sector's of the economy. The

number in employment at the end of 1976 was 61,
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Registered unemployment ...rose from a moniJily^veag&p^l^0^^ij3&19T4/T5
to. 14»70p in 1975/76 and in the last..quarter of 1977 increased to 16,433. $he total.
fell to 15*357 in the first quarter of 1978. ... ...

llo Other social sectors ....

(&) Education. Since 1970/71 the number of pupils in primary education has
risen from 166,107 to 207,000 in 1977/78 a total increase of 24.6 per cent or 3.2
per oent a year which is only a little higher than the rate of population increase.

The primary enrolment is still less than half the eligible age group.

The secondary enrolment was 33?3l8 in 1970/71 and 52,000 in 1977/78? here the
xate of increase has "been 56 per cent or 6*6 per cent a year which is much higher

than that recorded for the primary enrolment.

Enrolments at the Fourah Bay and N'Jala colleges totalled 798 in 1976/77
there were a further 3»200 students being trained as teachers. This hea-yy effort in

teacher training should help to reduce the proportion of unqualified teachers in

primary schools which was more than 60 per cent of the total in 1977*

Under the IDA education project a large number of schools, oolleges and training

?enti»es were being improved or were expected to become operational in 1977/78.

Gl Health. In 1976 there were 3>O37 hospital beds in 37 hospitals and four
clinics serving a total population of about 2.8 million- There were 293 medioal ; . ..■

practitioners in the Sierra Leone medical Bervioe. and. this gives a dootor/population-.-
ratio of 1:9,560 while there were on average 920 persons for each hospital bedo ....;. •.-•■

The number of health centres run by the Government was 102 in 1976 and there; . ,

vere also 24 dispensaries. Judging from the number of persons attending these health

oentres and dispensaries they were very busy places indeed.

In line with a polioy of integrated health care the para-medioal school at

Be is to train medical assistants who will be able to diagnose and treat those

diseases frequently found at the village level. Apart from the training programme

for this sohoul, there is the Fourah Bay College's Department of Community Medicine

aad the work of the Institute of Health Sciences.

The West African Health Secretariat has been established in Lagos to 00—ordinate

health developments in four English-speaking oountries of the region. A West African

Post—Graduate College has also been established.

($0 Housing. The Government is continuing to provide loans to civil servants
for the construction of individual dwelling units and as reported in last year's

survey further attempts were to be made to complete the formalities for setting up

a housing finance company to provide loans to individuals to build their own houses.

Experiments have been made to build low-cost housing units.
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(<*) Income distribution. Measures taken to provide wage earners with compensation
for rises in consumer prices have had the effeot of narrowing income differentials to

some extent as it is generally the low-income groups that have been favoured-. At the

same time producer pricing has helped raise rural incomes having the general effeot of

narrowing the gap between rural and urban income levels. However,, there, is still
evidence of wide income differentials in the community as a whole.

B. MAJOR PROBLEMS

The substantial and increasing deficit in its merchandise account leading to
difficulties in financing the over-all balance of payments is probably the most

important-problem facing Sierra Leone. A reliance on short-term credit to finanoe

projects with relatively long gestation periods has resulted in-sicewness in the foreign
debt profile which has further aggravated the already tight liquidity position of the

Government, The deterioration in the balance of payments position, the substantial
loss of net foreign assets and the severely intensified pressures on the budget in

1976 were in part due to the heavy debt servicing obligations of Government during
the year. ■• ■ ■'■..■'■"■■ ■

C. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

Measures, have been taken in the past two or three years to attempt to overoome

the difficulties arising from the balance of payments and budgetary problems. Customs
duties were increased in 1976 and there was a one year stand-by arrangement with the

IMF which became effective on 2. June 1977* Expenditure increases for the Government
were to have been held down and pay scales frozen at existing levels with vaoanoies

unfilled. There was a debt rescheduling arranged by the Paris Club in September 1977

and in 1978 net foreign short-term borrowing and debt relief from the Paris Club was
valued at Le 16 million. At the same time official Capital inflows under the IMP
Trust Fund amounted to Le 6.8 million. ,

It is obviously essential to stabilise the economy and relate expenditure to

domestic resouroes plus what is available from external sources. The Government has
already taken steps to formulate such a stabilization programme with a view to halting

the deterioration in budgetary performance and the" balance of payments, and ultimately

creating an environment conducive to sustained and vigorous growth in the economy*

On 2 November 1978 measures were announoed affeoting the leone. This was de

linked from the pound sterling, pegged to the Special 'Ss-awing Rights' (SDR's) with a

new SDR/leone"rate established. These changes were necessary to give the leone a more
meaningful exchange rate. * . ■

D* PROSPECTS FOR 1978 TO I98O " ^ -: :;,_;

The rise in export earnings in 1978 was substantial due to higher prices for the

major export items. Imports also increased at a fast"rate and there should have been

considerable growth in economic activity measured at current prioes. However,

inflation was higher in 1978 than in 1977 and the growth of the GDP at oonstant prioes
was only moderate.
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For 1979 and I98O the production of diamonds is expected to stabilize at 1978
levels while rutile mining will be restarted, in 1979- ^e development of agriculture
is the main priority area and the price incentives announced should result in

increased production which should also benefit from more effective extension services

and higher investments allocations* Cocoa, coffee and ginger production are ejected „■

to increase while expanding rioe cultivation is a continuing preoooupation of the
authorities. The integrated agricultural development projects in Kenema, Makeni and
KoinadU^u with World Bank and EEC support cover credit for inputs, feeder roads,
market':centres, eto* The prospeots, for these two years will be influenced substantially
by the'measures taken to stabilize the eoonomy but on balance a continuation of a ;

moderate rate of advance of GEP at constant prices is in prospects ■ -
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SWAZILAND

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENTS, 1970-1978 . ' ■

1- Introduction ■ ■ .

Economic development has been rapid in Swaziland this decade and the indications

are that this trend should continue. High world prices for the major export, sugar,

contributed materially to this situatiun in the years 1974 to 1977 but other major

factors' were the doubling of capacity at the country's pulp mill and high growth rates -

in government spending. " No detailed GDP estimates are available since 1973/74 hut rough
order—of-magnitude figures suggest that growth at constant prices since 1970 has been

around 6 per cent a year and at current prices about 20 per cent a year, showing that,

judging by the implicit GDP deflator, prices rose at the average annual rate of about 13.2

per cent during the 1970s*

The commodity producing sectors have provided a push for the development of the

economy and services in general also grew at fast rates. In particular education and

health services have expanded substantially and employment for Swazis within Swaziland

registered rapid growth. In 1970 there were 45,400 persons in wage employment in

Swaziland and by 1977 the total had grown to 69,300* Unfortunately inflation has been

rapid in the country, particularly since 1974 and the indicators available show that

consumer prices almost doubled between December 1970 and the average for 1977 registering

an average annual increase of about 10 per cent. A further rise of 6.4 per cent took

place in the first half of 1978 as cumpared with the average for 1977- The higher rise

in prices shown by the implicit GDP deflator as compared with the consumer prices index

indicate that prices of items other than consumer products increased even faster.

External trade statistics show that domestic exports grew from 50*37 million

in 1970 to I47.4 million in 1977 although this latter figure was below theg

record of 166.4 million emalengem. in 1976. Imports have risen continuously from 42.7

million emaJ^SigeHijto 195 million and, as receipts under the Southern African Custom

Union Agreement are related to imports, the rate of increase in customs receipts has also

"been rapid and the funds concerned have helped to provide finance for the increased level

of government expenditure.

The balance of payments was particularly healthy in the year 1975 to 1977 and as a

result Swaziland's net foreign assets rose from 22.1 million emalajigenx. at the end of

1974 to 94.7 million at the end of 1977* After a further rise in the first few months of

1978, these reserves had started to fall in the second quarter of the year in line with

the very high level of development spending embarked upon in 1978/1979-

Total government spending was 16.6 million emalsngemi in 197O/1971 bu-fc the budget
for 1978/1979 envisages total spending of 169-4 million emaJLeageni.. This tenfold increase
emphasises capital expenditure but current expenditure has nearly quadrupled over this

eight year period. The very high capital expenditure in 1978/1979 includes two large
projects, a third sugar mill and a railway link between Phuzumoya and Lavumisa, the

latter to ensure that the current assets of the existing railway are not lost with the

cessation of iron ore exports.
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The development plan for the period starting 1 April 1978 has not yet been published
and the draft is still to be finally approved but it appears that a substantial level of
development spending is envisaged with some peaking of expenditure in the first half of
the five-year plan period. This probably means ttiat the high growth rate of the economy
will be maintained at least up to the end of this decade.

2. GDP by industrial origin

The lack of detailed estimates makes commentary on the distribution of GDP difficult.

In I973/74 the two largest sector were the agriculture, forestry and fishing sector and
that of manufacturing, <rjntribuiing 35 per -cent and 29 per cent of GI3P respectively. Since
then it seems likely that the services sectors have grown in relative importance despite

continued growth in the two major commodity producing sectors,

3» Selected economic sectors

() Agriculture, forestry and fishing. Swaziland in 1976 had 165,000 hectares under
cultivation, 1,206,000 hectares as grazing area and 95>6O3 hectares under commercial

forests. The major commercial crops include sugar cane, citrus fruits, pineapples, seed

cotton and rice. Some data on these crops, meat processed and the major cutting of trees
for pulpwood and sawlogs are given in table 1.

Swaziland! Table 1.

Sugar cane

Citrus fruit

Pineapples

Seed cotton

Rice

Meat processed

Wood used for

sawlogs and

pulpwood i

Commercial i

J'000 tonnes
J'000 tonnes
['000 tonnes

tonnes).

tonnes)
tonnes)

'ooo-3)

Sources Official data.

agricultural

1

. .. - 2

8

3

production

1970

420

58.4
11.2

-700

105

907

782

1

10

4

3

• 197-0

1975

867

63.6

19c 2

700

188

412

982

and 1975-1977

1976

1 929 1

74.4

20.0

12 200 14

3 674
7 788

1

1977

992

21,6

555
• • •

• ■«

ill

a/ For canning only.

Production of sugar cane, citrus, pineapples, seed cotton and timber used for pulp
wood have been on a rising trend since 1970. The amount of maize produced varies

significantly in line with climatic conditions but the general trend appears to be upward
although output fell in I976/1977.
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The modern, agricultural sector which,.e.mploys nearly 30,000 workers is primarily
engaged in tha^pjco^ction and processing of products for export. In 1977 sugar product
ion rose to 226,000 .Jonnes despite a fall '■n th,e average care yield. Work commenced in
1977 on a third sugar,mill which will- cost some 129- million eaalengeni'- eibiudiiig an ear4h
dam which will cost a further 22,million. In the 1978/79 financial year approximately ■
40 million omalengeni was appropriated for this project by the Government, the Swazi
nation and seven foreign investors. This mill will have a capacity of 100,000 tonnes of
raw sugar and capacity at one of the existing mills is also being-raised. Total sugar
capacity could thus rise to 350,000 tonnes a year.

Wood pUlp production.rose by about; 7 per cent in 1977 and the total quantity of
prifnary roundwood" processed, for pulpwood, sssriogs, veneerlogs1, logs for sleepers, mining
timber and poles reached 1,136,459 cubic meters. Sales "of products from the forest
industry factories were valued at 38 million emaleiigeni as compared with 47 million in
1976. This fall was due to the reduction in woodpulp sales.

Mining. This sector has "been declining in real terms" since I976."" The decline
was mainly in ,th« production of iron ore while, output. ofi~ashgatpa increased. Jn 1978 the
iron-ore .mine had closed but exports continued fron>^accumulated" stockpiles? "however, : -■-■
these are expec.ted to ,be used up. in 1979. Swaziland also has large unexploited coal :
deposits., chiefly low. grade bituminous coal..: Theae reserves are -estimated- at I64--million
tonnes. Table 2 shows the output of the maj.or minerals.

Swaziland:; TabXe.^:....Qiit&Ut-,dX..ma-^o^-maneyalg-< l-97-O-:and-l-97»-l977 '('thousands of tonnes')ji

—- --" --■

3.970 197.5 1976 , ; 19.71

Iron °re 2 348 2 240' ■"■" 1 936 1 44I
Chrysotile-asbestos- ■ • 32.8 ,37-59 39.33 38.05 ' "

Coal •■ ■"■ - -138.2 126.87 126.14 128.9Q

Soxirce: Swaziland Government Central Statistical Office- The Monetary Authoritv of;i
Swaziland.

Manufacturing. A small number of large scale establishments account for a major
???L2?^ttl.0-u*PM..?£em. *feiS. se.ctor but .W.we^e. also .a^growing. number^of .small manufaot^
urmg units. Growth has come both from increased output in the large establishments and
from the new smaller units being added. - ■ '

The National Industrial Development Corporation was established early this decade to
promote industrial growth. Much of its activities in 1977 were designed to support
existing ventures which were encountering difficulties due to the downturn in economic
activity in southern Africa. However£■■ several new projects were established with the
corporation? s assistance .in l$77v toe major ones being a sawmill, a bakery', a construction
firm, a paint factory and knitwear and ceramic factories.- In addition 13 projects
involving a projected capital outlay of 25 million emalsngeni were under examination.
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The Small Enterprises Development Company was adscr-established xk"13fO to promote
and assist small-scale enterpreneurs. Its activities include new industrial estates and
intensification .of .small-business management training-programiffesv * "■" '

... Outpu_t...of. selected magor products—is-given in table 3. - ' "

Swaziland^ Table 3. Production of selected manufactures, 1970 and 1975-1977

1975 W6-- " ™-1977-

Sugar O000 tonnes)

Molasses f-'OOO tonnes)

Sawn timber (000 m3 )
Veneer sheets (000 m^ )

Citrus canning (!000 tonnes}^
Pineapple canning ('000 tonnes)^

156.5
40.2

75-5

•..

5-5
11.2

211.5

62.8

92.6

347.5
9-0

lf9.2

208.3
.65.8

94-9

143.3

17.5
20.0 '

226.0

. 69.2 b/
■ 98.4

' 255-5
13,3

...-:.:. -21 • 6

Sources Swaziland Government Central Statistical Office. , .-''..

a/ Fruit used. b/ Estimates,

The output of woodpulp is not available but the value..of exports has risen from. 9.56
million margEgeni in 1970 to 39.58 million in 1976 although it fell back to 21.47 million
in11977..

GU Electricity. Swaziland imports part of its supplies from the grid in southern
Africa. Consumption has risen from 90.4 million kWh in I97O to 2O4.I million in 1977, an
over-all growth rate of 126 per cent or 12 per cent a year.

(fi Construction, This sector has also been growing.rapidly in line with the
increased Capital expenditure in both the public and the private sectors. However, the
use of foreign contractors reduces the impact on the economy. Employment in the

construction industry as measured by wage employment grew, by nearly.40 per.cent between
1970 and 1977 but in 1977 still accounted for only about 3,500 persons. The very high
level of development expenditure in 1978/1979 should have raised this total substantially.

Transport services. The railway in Swaziland was built to carry iron ore to the
port of Maputo but a cessation of iron ore railings was expected in mid-1979. A rail

link was being built in I978 between Fhyzumoya and Lavumisa to connect with existing
railway systems in the area, .

Some data on transport services are given in table 4.

The 1977 railway freight tonnage was reduced significantly because of the much lower
railings of iron ore.
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Swaziland: Table 4* Selected transport indicators, 1970 and 1973-1976

1970 1975 1976

Railways, freight ('000 tonnes)
Roads, commercial -vehicles- in use (!000)

Airports passengers handled (*000)

2 914
3.6

2.706

6.1

28.5

2 631

6.T
33*5

Sources As table 3»

In 1978 Royal Swazi National Airways Corporatiun was formed equipped with Fokkar

Fellowship, aircraft. It is intended to start services to Lusaka, Blantyre and Mauritius

via Madagascar. ... . - .

Tourism. Up. to 1975 there was a relatively satisfactory increase in the number

of visitors staying at hotele and rest camps in Swaziland but in 1976 the numbers fell

by 12 -per cent because--of—the-recession i-n-the-aaia tourist generating-area. There were

98,950 such visitors in 1972, and the total reached 139?200 in 1975 before falling to

122,640 in 1976. There was some improvement in 1977 when the total reached 125/100."

4. Expenditure and the GDP

■ Here also a shortage of up—to—date statistics makes commentary diffi,pul_fc. ._X,t seems,

however, that both public consumption and gross fixed capital formation have grown faster

than total expenditure since 1973/74* In that year 18.1 per cent of tutal expenditure
went on gross fixed capital formation and increases in stocks while 11*6 per pent was for

government consumption expenditure. The percentage for investment hacL probably risen to

more than 20 per cent in 1977/78. The average rate'of fixed capital.formation of 18 per

cent coupled with the average growth rate of GDP of some 6 per cent obtained since 1970

points clearly to the efficiency in capital judging by the low increment capital output

ratio of about 3 to 1 which is "indeed a good achievement for an African country. •

5. External trade and balance uf payments

Although unly a handful of products account for more than 80 per cent of Swaziland's

exports, increases in both quantity and unit prices have enabled exports virtually to

treble in the period 1970 to 1977* There has also been a wider, spread of products being

exported. As .for imports, the rate of growth has been faster than for exports and one

result has been that a comfortable surplus in 1970 was turned into a large deficit by

I977. Some part of this deficit was covered by remittances and items brought back after

periods of employment in South Africa and another part by an inflow of capital.

The 1977 figures given below for imports in particular are subject to error;

revisions may have the effect of changing the emphasis of the table to some extent.

Exports of sugar in 1977 were valued at 51.Q million emaXengen-ij aa little less than

the figure for 1976 but very much less than that recorded in 1975 of SO million. For the

second item in importance, woodpulp, the 1977 total was 21,5 million emalengeni compared

with 39.6 million in 1976 but this latter figure included the export of stocks built up
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in 1975* Also in■ 1-977 "iron -ore exports wereTworth "9V3"mil'llon"emalengenT,""asbestos
I4.4 million and citrus fruit was valued at 10.2 million ^malsngetd* The value of citrus

■ expor-ts-more-'bhan -doubled between 1976- and 1977. " " " ' "" ~ " "

Swaziland* Table- •>. External trade and balance of payments.""1970 "arid" 1975-1977^ " ' "*
(Millions of amaletigeni )

1970 1975 1976 197

External trade

Exports

Imports

Balance

. payments

Goods and services (net)

Private transfers (net)
Public transfers (net)

Capital

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

50.89

42.75

8.14

-8,0

0.3

7-7 .

...

a a a

145.72

13L59

14.13

36.1

1.0

9-9

-11.5

-30.4
-5.1

I68.40

174.08

-5-68

. 18.3

1.7

7.4

1.5
-24.2

-4.7

149

195

-45

■ ■ * a

a a

■ ■ . .

.4

.0

.6

#

■

a

#

Source: Swaziland Government Central Statistical Office and Swaziland Monetary-
Authority. ■ . . .-*:',.;»■,:. ■ ■■■;..

a/ Rough estimates or provisional figures only.

6. Development aid and external debt

The balance of payments given above show that inflows of grants shown under public

transfers (net) were not heavy in the years covered in the table. However data on the
exterria.T public debt indicate a rapid build-up with the total rising from 16.4 million

owlengeni at 31 March I97O to 71.1 million at March 1977 and a higher total at March

1978. The I978/79 financial year had been expected to result in a particularly high
level of government capital expenditure with 3? million- ©malengefti being financed from
external funds (mainly in the form of grants) and the lxEelihood ot this figure being
considerably higher.

7. Government revenue and expenditure

The large increases in both capital and current expenditure have already been

mentioned. As table 6 indicates there was, a substantial cash surplus in 1975/76 which

was put to reserves and used to some extent in 1976/77 to finance the cash deficit.
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Swaziland* Table 6. Government revenue and expenditure,1970/71 and 1975/76-1978/79

1970/71 1975/76 1976/77 1911/1& 1978/79^

Recurrent revenue

Recurrent expenditure

Capital, expenditure... ,

Total revenue

Total expenditure

Cash surplus or deficit

Financed by: /

Domestic sources—'

Reaidually.. ...

15.
16.

1.

66

56

64

69.
31.

13.

83

05
64

62.

46.

21.

82

39

63

80.

51.

37.

00

00

48

87.
61.

108.

44

37
00

15-
16,

-0.

>66b/

• 96

69.

44.

+25-

83
69

U

62.

68.

-5-

82

02

20

80.

.88.

-8.

00

48 ...

48 ...

-30.

5.

33
18

6

—1

.44

.24

-3.
11.

36

84

Sources As table 5'

a/ Estimates or revised estimates,

b/ Excluding transfers from current to capital account.

0/ Domestic borrowing and change in government balances.

Recurrent revenue including small sums in grants from abroad increased from 15-66

million emalengeni in 1970/71 to 69.83 million in 1975/76. There was a fall in 1976/77
but further rises in both 1977/78 and 1978/79 to 80 million emalengeni and 87.44 million
respectively. Customs Union revenue was 18.1 million emalengeni in 1975/76 and then fell
to 13.15 million in 1976/77. There were large increases in 1977/78 and 1978/79 to 38.94
million emalengeni and 54*15 million. The sugar levy provided revenue of 23.89 million '

emalengeni in 1975/76 but has since fallen sharply every year to only 4*5 million in

1978/79.

The increase in recurrent expenditure has been continuous in the period und,er review'

The percentage rise was particularly steep in 1976/77 with expenditure increasing from"1' '
31*05 million emalengeni to 46.39 million.or by 49*4 P.er cent. In the eight years to

1978/79 the average annual increase has been 17 per cent.

A healthy development is that capital expenditure rose much faster than for current

expenditure. Capital expenditure for 1970/71 was extremely low at only I.64 million
emalengeni, rising to 37-48 million in 1977/78; 108 million was covered by the budget for

1978/79* Of this total 39 million emalengeni and 69 million 'respectively were^ being
financed externally and from domestic funds. At the time of the budget statement in

March 197^* a total of 43 million emalengeni still required funding.
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8. Money and banking

In 1977/78 the Monetary Authority of Swaziland was in its fourth year of
operations and there has been a progressive assumption of control of the country's
monetary affairs. Data on monetary aggregates are available from 1974 and show that
the net foreign asset build-up had been very rapid up to December 1977 accompanied by
a sharp rise in the net deposits of the Government in the banking system in 1975 but
only a small increase since then. Claims on the'private sector virtually doubled
between December 1974 and June 1978. The figures on the money supply are incomplete
as they exclude rands in circulation but'the local currency plus bank current deposits
nave risen from 16.9 million emalejigeni to 28 million in three and a half years while
quasi-money has grown particularly rapidly from 23-7 million emalengeni to 68.8
million. Total money supply including quasi-money rose at the average annual rate of
about 28 per cent yearly, an excessive rate compared with the GDP growth rate- of 6 per
cent in real terms. ■■ o- ***■

Swaziland: Table 7. Monetary survey 1974 to June 1978 (millions of emalmigeni)

End

1974

End

1975

End

1976

End

1977

June

1978

Net foreign asset?

Net claims on Government

Claims on private sector
Money ; :

Quasi-money .

Other items (net).

22.13
-9.00

29.25

16.93

23.73

1.73

59.26

-37-11
43.58

23.42

38.08

4.23

72.72

-35.68

46.56

28.79
48.31
6-50

94.71
-41.66
48.80

28.00

61,48

12.37

84.9I
-34.22

58.37
28.00

68.75

12.34

Sources The Monetary Authority of Swaziland, Quarterly Heview, June 1978.

4.v vTh,e.most rec«it data suggest that the Government is drawing on its deposits in
the banking system, but at the same time some fall is occurring in net foreign assets
wtiile credit to the private sector continues to increase. At June 1978 total bank
claims on the private sector rose to 58,37 million emalengeni from 48.80 aiXUa* a^
December 1977, an increase of 19.6 per cent in six months compared with moderate rates
01 o.O per cent and 4.0 per cent respectively in 1976 and 1977,

9- Wages and prices

The average earnings of male semi-skilled manual workers have risen from 52
emalengeni per month in September 1973 to 74 in September 1974, 85 in September 1975
and 103 in June 1976 an average annual rate of increase of about 25 per cent. For
unskilled-workers the rise has been from 25 temalengeni in September 1973 to 38, then
49 and to 51 emalengeni at June 1976 an average annual rate uf about 26 per cent.
These two categories account for the large majority of male employees in Swaziland.

Over the same period the consumer prices index for the lower income groups rose
approximately at an average annual rate of some 11.8 per cent resulting a substantial
increase in real wage. However in recent years prices have continued to rise rapidly.
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10» Employment and unemployment ■ -■ " ■ "

The total number in wage employment in Swa&iland rose.from 45,400 in 1970 to
69,300 in 1977 and there were probably more than' 20,000 working in South Africa.

The growth rate of local employment creation has been very satisfactory but
there is otill some way to go before jobs can be provided for all those persons now
working abroad. The agricultural sector is the largest provider of employment

accounting for 43 per cent of jobs in 1976; since 1970 the growth rates for employment

in manufacturing and in finance and social services have been particularly rapid.

There is no information on unemployment*

11. Other social sectors

(a) Education Enrolment figures show a rapid build, up of both primary and
secondary education since 1970. In-1977 th«re were 96$635 primary'students and

19,359 secondary students, a total of 116,194 accounting for about 21.6 per cent of

the de jure.population^ However, while a high proportion--of--children* in the "relevant*

ag® groups are at school there is a plan for the general expansion of educational

facilities at all levels. The general policy of /the Government is still to improve

the relevance and. usefulness of educational- and training -prcrgramme^, relating them to

life and work in the rural areas in particular. At the same time it.is necessary to
educate and train sufficient numbers of young people to meet the requirements of an

expanding economy for high- and middle-level manpower.

Ql) Health- Up-to-date information is incomplete but in 1975 there were 1,573
hospital beds and the number uf registered doctors in I976 was 71 although not all

were in practice. Policy for health expansion is to continue to place emphasis on

increasing health facilities in the rural areas and to train more .local-people for

work in the-health services* The provision of better housing and health conditions

is to be aided by improved environmental sanitation for low-income families in both
urban and' rural areas.

B? MAJOR PE03LHMS ■ - . ■

The rapid growth of the economy has raised a number of problems; there is still

a shortage .of qualified Swazi nationals for higher and middle-level posts in most

economic sectorsj in 197?, with the evidence of a widening deficit on external trade
account, it sesmed likely that the rate of growth of imports was fast outstripping

the probable growth of exports at least in the short-term period; inflationary

pressures continued to exert their impact on the economy. This inflation was mostly

imported in the initial stages but wage, demands together with the large increase in

money supply create further pressure on costs and prices within the domestic economy.

Departmental recurrent expenditure which doubled in four years and expenditure on

capital projects which rose four times, in two years at a time when revenue increases

have slowed down considerably, no doubt aggravated the pressure ;'on costs and prices.

These problems have accentuated the need for better economic management and one

example has been the large number of proposals submitted for the formulation of the

1978 to 1983 development .plan which were inadequately prepared.
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0. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

It appears likely that improved.administration and management could.effect '
improvements in the scope anc* quality or' most government services. Thus one of the

cornerstones of the next development plan will be steps suggested for improving the

Government's organizational and administrative machinery together with the training
programmes necessary to make it work.

Some commentary on education and health policies has already been given in tHe

relevant sectors. In the field of monetary policy, the Monetary Authority has

continued to maintain an easy monetary policy in its effort to encourage over-all

economic expansion. Liquidity and reserve requirements were unchanged in 1977/78 and

the structure of interest rates was not altered. With-high liquidity in the system,
the Authority relaxed the restrictions on lending to non-resident companies.

In order to improve the system for dealing with project submission, the proposal

was made that in future all projects proposed for financing from local funds be

subject to scrutiny and appraisal by the central planning and "budgetary machine of

Government; this appraisal will be no less critical than that applied to projects

financed by outside agencies. _. _

The two major projects being developed'in 1978/79, the third sugar mill and the
rail-link have already been mentioned* In the plan period starting in 1978 the rural
development areas programme will continue to be a major |ocus of activity in the

agricultural sector. However, it has proved difficult in the past to plan and execute
projects -under this programme despite the high priority given to it*

While the Government was financially in a very strong position in March. I978 with
the result that it could increase its rate of investment in the development programme,

it saw little merit in running down the international reserves in order to finance

projects which were unlikely to be socially and economically productive. -

This* notwithstanding, the capital expenditure being attempted in I978/1979 is

at an all time record level and there may be a particular need for foreign contract
ing firms during the period of high expenditure to supplement local capacity.

The broad purposes of development policy in Swaziland continue to be to promote
the widespread participation of the Swazi people in development in order to improve

the general level of living and quality of life. At the same time the aim is to

achieve a greater measure of independent control over the economic affairs, of the

nation. An increase in employment opportunities plus rural ar«a development are:

looked upon as one of the most useful means of improving living standards.

D. PROSPECTS FOR 1978 AHD 1979 : ■

A particularly high level of development spanding in both I978 and 1979 should

let-the economy continue to grow at a relatively high rate, despite the loss of iron

ore raining to the economy, A better economic climate abroad should help the tourist
industry.

The trade deficit,, which was at a level of some 45«6 million omalGngeni in 1977

seems likely to worsen in 1978 and 1979 owing to high imports of capital equipment.>
A substantial foreign borrowing thus appears to be necessary in these two years to

meet the high capital spending; it also seems likely that Swaziland's high level of

net foreign assets will be reduced to some extent as part is used up to assist in the
funding of the development programme.
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TOGO

A. ECONOMIC AHD SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 19,0 TO 1.978

1* Introduction

Between 1970 and 1974 economic growth in Togo was relatively rapid mainly as a
result of rising export receipts from phosphates which financed a substantial rate of
capital formation. In 1975 however both world prices and the demand for phosphate rock
fell sharply and have not regained their 1974 levels since. At the same time
agriculture has been adversely affected by bad weather conditions and ageing trees
in the 6ase of cocoa and coffee. Production levels have either stagnatedor declined
for a number of crops in the past few years.

Gross domestic product at current market prices increased by 10.1 per cent on
average per annum between 1970 and 1977* Obere are no country estimates of GDP at
constant prices but judging from the rise in the consumer price index real GDP has
probably increased at a very low rate over this period,

The value of exports increased from CFAF 15O2 billion in 1970 to CFAF 39.1
billion in 1977 or by 14.4 per cent yearly. Imports rose by 21.4 per cent on average
per annum to reach CFAF 69.8 billion in 1977 from CFAF 17.9 billion in 1970. The-
visible trade gap has consequently widened and deficits in the goods and servioes
aooount of the balance of payments have become increasingly common. Substantial

inflows of aid and capital have been used to cover the external resources gap.

The Government budgetary position is weak as expenditure has continued to rise
faster than revenue. It is difficult to comment on the financing of the apparent
gap between recurrent revenue and expenditure but generally in the economy domestic
credit expansion has been comparatively rapid leading to increases in the money suptsIv
and inflation.

Internal development policies have recently concentrated on measures to revive
agricultural production and to attain self-sufficiency in food crop output,

!Ehere are signs that world demand for phosphates is once again rising. If

this trend continues, it should combine with a better performance in the agricultural
sector to lead: to some significant GDP growth in real terms between 1978 and 19800

2, GDP fry industrial origin

Table 1 provides details on GDP by industrial origin. While agriculture and

related activities remained the dominant sector of the economy, its proportionate
share in total GDP declined sharply from 40.6 per eent in 1970 to 26.3 per cent in

1978- At the same time, the contributions of the commerce and services sectors .
rose significantly from 16.9 per cent to 22,7 per cent and from 13.7 per cent to 20.4

per cent respectively between 1970 and 1978. The share of the building and construction

sector has increased markedly and was 8.8 per cent of GDP in 1978 compared with 2.9

per cent in 1970. The share of mining and manufacturing declined somewhat and that

of electricity and water has remained virtually unchanged during the period under
review.
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At current prioes

Agriculture^ forestry

and fishing

Mining

Manufac turing

Electricity.and water
Building and. ■ ;

cone-traction- — •

Commer-oe

Transport and

communications

Total GDP at-faator -~

cost

Indirect taxes less

subsidies

Total GDP at market

prioes

Source: Official

l"97O Percentage

26.7
3-2

6.6

■ 2.0

"•1.9

11.1

5.3

«9VG

65-8

7.6

73.4

data from

40,

"4.

10.

3.
•

2.

16.

8.

13.

100..

- ■'

Togo

6

9
0

0

9 ■ ■
9

0

7

0

9

•Si-*

1975

31
1

8

*" 6

27

9
21

109,

123.

.2

.9

.4
,0

;■>
.6

.3

.6

.5

.8

• 3

'1976

36.1

2.8

9.6

3.1

6.1

. 26,1

10.0

24.3

118.1

. 15-8

133*9

1977

32.0

3.0

11.0

3*4

12.3

29.5

11.2

. 26.6

129.0

17.7

146»7

1976^/

36.3
3.0

11.0

3.6

12O2

31.4

12.5 ,
28.2 ,

138.2 v

19.6

157.8

Percentage

26.3
2c2

8.0

2.6

8.8

22; 7

9-0

20.4

uw.o

a/ Provisional..

3• Selected economic sectors

(a) Agriculture, forestry and fishing. Agricultural production in logo was
adversely affected during the drought years up to 1974. Drought .conditions reourred
during the 1976/1977 season. Fine weather has prevailed since then but, as shown in
table 2, the level of agricultural output has not yet regained the 1970 level. Thus
in 1977 cereal production was 26- per cent below the 1970 output and the production of
roots .and tubers was 53- per cent less 'than what it was in 1970. As a result of the
decline in cereal production, the imports of oerealshave been increased substantiallv
since 1975- ■ ' . ,

The important.export crops such as cocoa, coffee, and palm kernels have in addition
to irregular climatic conditions, suffered from ageing trees which are onTy now being
rehabilitated. The steady decline in cotton seed output since 1975 is attributable
to the switch of acreage to food crop cultivation.1
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Tofi?! Table 2* Agricultural production, 1970 and 1975 to 1978
{thousands of tonnes} : ~" <u—

1970

Cereals ' 323

Ifoots and tubers 1 625

Cocoa 23.2
Coffee 13.6

Palm kernels 14.8

Seed cotton 5.0

Groundnuts ...,

Ghee butter 0.4

Fish catch 11,4

1975

269
848

14.6

7.7

7.7
10.7

0.7
1.2. _

13.7

1976

278

856

17.8

8.5
7.5
9.7

0.5
5*4
8.2

1977

239

759

14.1

10.4

1-3
7.0

0.2

1.2

8.4

1978

• • •

• m ■

15.8

4.7
0.6

4.5
0.6

3.8

Source1 Offioial data from

Because of unfavourable conditions for extensive livestock rearing, Wo imports
annually up to 20,000 head of cattle from its neighbours - Benin, MaliflJiger d
Upper Volta and additional meat supplies are imported from other countries?

(i Mining. Phosphate rock is the most important mineral produced. Togo is
a relatively large exporter and accounts for one sixteenth of the total world exports
of this mineral. Output has varied markedly during the period under review because
of hanging world market conditions. During the past few years demand for phosphates
trom Togo has been high and has risen from 2 million tonnes in 1976 to 2.5 million
in 1977 and is estimated at 3 million tonnes in 1978* There are plans to raise
productive capacity to 4 million tonnes by April 1980.

A cement plant to be constructed jointly by Obgo, Ghana and Ivorv Coast will
use the limestone deposits in the south-east of Togo. This plant will ultimately
have a capacity of 1.2 million tonnes per annum. The exploitation of the iron ore
deposits in the north had been expected to start in 1979 to supply the steel mill
which was nearing completion at the end of 1978.

sJ Manufacturing. The manufacturing sector is atill relatively small although
the number of establishments has increased since 1570. In the past few years, however,
many units have been operating at below capacity mainly because of the shortage of
agricultural raw materials.

Beer.and soft drinks production has expanded significantly from 94.1 and 35.5
thousand hectolitres, respectively in 1970 to 231.2 and 112.9 thousand hectolitres
respectively in 1977- She demand for beer still exceeds supply and new production
capacity was being installed in 1978 to serve the needs of the country.

The production of palm oil and palm kernels has fluctuated widely since 1970
as a result of varying weather conditions and this has affected the plants set up
to process these products. Production of textile fabrics rose from 7.6 million yards
m 1970 to 16.5 million yards in 1975- It fell to 14-9 million yards in 1976 before
rising to 17.1 million yards in 1977. Cement production reached 239.1 thousand
tonnes m 1977 compared with 150 thousand tonnes in 1975- Production was estimated
at 300 thousand tonnes in 1978. The oil refinery near Lome which has a total capacity
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of 1 million tonnes produced 66,953 tonnes of refined petroleum products during

the last quarter of 1977 and 247,227 tonnes in the first quarter of 1978. .

(d) Electricity. Electricity production has increased steadily tut about two
thirds of Togo's annual electricity needs are imported from Ghana. Production
reached 64,6 million kWh in 1977 and imports to lulled. 108.8 million k%. Ihe
consumption of electricity has risen at an average annual rate of 14.4 per cent
between 1970 and 1977. ^is rapid rate of growth has reflected rapid rates of
urbanization and expansion in the industrial sector.

(e) Construction. The building and construction industry expanded significantly
in 1977 following the launching of a number of public infrastructure projects -in
1978. The total turnover of enterprises-engaged in the industry rose by 41 per cent
in 1977 and in 1978 ^-e eight most important enterprises doubled their-total turnover.
Major construction works in progress are for roads, hotels and public buildings.

(f) Transport. Goods unloaded at ports in Togo rose markedly fronr 261,000
tonnes in 1970 to 468,000 tonnes in 1976 reflecting a significant expansion .of importo
to logo. Goods loaded, on the other hand declined from 71,200 tonnes in 1970 to
62,000 tonnes in 1975 and to 6i,7OOttfnttes' itr 1fT6. The decline in the past few years
has been due to the fall in the export volume of the major agricultural products.

Bail transport has had to face- severe competition from road transport. The total
number of passengers transported annually is about 2 million and freight tonnage rarely
exceeds 50,000 tonnes. Railway traffic will however be boosted shortly when
exploitation of limestone deposits begins to supply the cement plant. There is also
an ambitious project to link Togo, Upper Volta, Niger and Mali by rail which should
assure rail transport in Togo a brighter future.

Airport traffic has grown rapidly during the period under review. The number
of passengers handled rose from 37,600 in 1970 to 115,600 in 1975 and to 147,000 in

1977.

(k) Tourism. The tourist industry has expanded rapidly particularly in the
past f% years. Hotel capacity rose to 1,000 rooms in 1977- Total tourist arrivals
reached 70,700 in 1977 compared to 60,000 in 1976 and only 8,400 in. 1970..Total hotel
capacity will be expanded to 2,000 rooms fey .1980.

4, Expenditure and the GDP - . . . .

Private consumption accounts for the greatest share of gross doriestio expenditure
but its share has fallen for 81.2 to 68.8 per cent of GDP from 1970 to 1978. ...Public
consumption has risen at a very fast rate since 1970. It grew at an average annual
rate of 28.5 per cent between 1970 and 1978 and its proportionate share in total
GDP consequently expanded significantly from 7-1 per cent to 24-5 per.cent during

the same period. . ■; ■

An increasing share of the GDP has also been spent on gross domestic fixed
capital formation since 1970. In 1970 capital formation represented 12.5'P«T oenj
of total GDP, by 1978 the proportion had risen to 31 per cent. In 197« alone foxed

capital formation increased by 36-5 per cent.
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Gross domes-tic savings have varied significantly over the last few years.

They reached CFAF 28.6 billion in 1975 following the 1974 phosphate export "boom
"but fell progressively to only CFAF 10,5 billion in 1978. In 1970 they represented

11.7 per cent of GDP and in 1978, 6.7 per cent. .

1bgo: Table 3.- Expenditure and the GDP, 1970 and 1975-1978 (billions of CFA-francs)

1970 Percentage 1975 1976 1977^1978 Percentage

At current prices

Private consumption

Public■oonsumption

Gross domestic fixed

capital formation

Increase in stocks ■

Exports less imports

of goods arid services

Total* GDP at mark&t ■■■>■"

prices

Source: Official

59.6

5»2

9.2

1.4

-2aO

73-4 1

data from

81,2

7.1

12.5

1.9

-2.7

00.0

Togo.

83.0

18,6

35-8

7.4

-21.4

123.4

92.7
18,6

33.3

3.1

-13-4

134.3

100.5
29.2

35.8
5.0

-23-6

146.7

108

38

48

14

-53

157.

.6

.7

.9

.8

.2

8

68.8 :-
24.5

31.0

.,9.4

-33.7

*-

100.0

&/ Provisional.

5» External trade and balance of payments

Between 1970 and 1977 the value of exports from Togo rose by 14.4 per cent on

average per annum and imports by 21.4 per cent a year. The visible trade gap has*

consequently widened substantially. It reached CPAP 30.8 billion in 1977 compared

to CFAF 2.8 billion in 197,0. " - ■

In 1977 exports expanded substantially .bo.tK in terms of value and volume with

export receipts growing at 57<° Per cent ariid export volume by 48.3 per cent, llhe

important commodities leading to the high rise in exports were phosphates, cocoa

and coffee. The same was true for imports with import value and volume growing-by

57.2 per cent and.71-5 Pe^ cent respectively.

.Provisional data for 1978 suggest further substantial increases in both exports

and imports. -, : "'"'

Ihe net inflow of Government transfers (aid receipts) have been stable at
about CFAF 10 billion between 1976 and 1978. Capital flows amounted to CFAF 8.8

billion in 1975« In 1976 they dropped to CFAF 8.1 billion before rising to CFAF 16.6

billion in 1977. The inflows of capital and aid receipts in 1976 and 1977
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Togos Table 4. External trade and balance of payments, 1970 and 1975-1977

(billions of CFA francs)

1970 1975 1976 1977

External•trade

Exports

Imports

Balance

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)
Private transfers (net)
Government transfers (net)
Capital (net)
Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

(net)

15-2

17.9

-2.8

-3.11
-0.11

4.03
1.58

-1.97
-0.42

27-0

37.3

-10.3

-24.86

0.60

8.66

18.80

-2.34
-0.86

24.9

44.4

-19.5

-27.5
2.0

io.o
8.1

5.1
2.3

39.1
.69.8

-3O.7

-31.8

3.0

10.0

16.6

2.2

. •.

Sources IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXX, No. 11, November 1977

and vol. XXXI No. 12, December 1978; and "official data from Togo.

were not sufficient to cover the deficits for goods and services which have widened

in recent years. The international reserves fell in 1975 and 1977 and at December

1977 net foreign assets were CFAF 4-32 billion compared with CFAF 22.38 billion at

the end of 1974*

6. Development aid and external debt

From the balance of payments data total grant aid receipts to the Government

amounted to about CFAF 30.5 billion in the three year period to 1978. The increasing
capital inflow since 1976 probably included substantial loans to the Government

destined for the large public works projects. This has consequently raised Togo's

external public debt substantially in the last few years. The level of external

public debt was estimated to be about CFAF I56.7 billion in 1978 compared to CFAF 141*3

billion in 1977 and CFAF 55.6 billion in 1975.

7- Government revenue and expenditure

As indicated in table 5> total recurrent revenue rose from CFAF 9-9 billion .

in 1970 to CFAF 20.2 billion in 1977 °r t>y 1°*7 per cent on average per annum.

Recurrent expenditure rose yearly by 26.5 per cent on average during the same period

and has exceeded recurrent revenue since 1975*
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t Table,-5* Government revenue and expenditure, 1970 and .197^-1977-

"billions of CFA francs) '- {

1970 1975 -1976 - 1977

Recurrent revenue

Recurrent expenditure

Capital' receipts

Capital expenditure

9-9
9>6

2.4

0.9

15.6

20.8

12,1

11.4

20.8

38.9
14.3

11.6

20.2

49.8

22.3
9^6

Total receipts 12.3 - 27-7 35-1 42.5

Total expenditure 10.5 32.2 50*5 . 59.4

+1.8 -4-5 -15«4

Source: Togo? The Treasury,

Investment expenditure expanded substantially-from OFAF O.^-taillion in- T97O- -

to CFAP 11.4 "billion in 1975- There was little increase in 197.6 but there was a

fall to CFAP 9.6 Milieu in 1977i ■ Kie.over^all-^.dge^ary deficit has widened-

significantly since 1975* ^ie cash shortages have "been met by recourse to foreign

borrowing,, .

8O Money and banking

Money proper, that is currency outside banks plus demand deposits has expanded

rapidly in the seven year period under review. . It averaged an annual rate of increase

of 20.0 per cent. In 1976 alone the money supply rose by 52.3 Per cent **** fortunatel;

it increased by only 10-6 per cent in 1977. Quasi-money also increased steadily with

an average rate of growth of 24-4 per cent between 197° and 1977.

■ Net foreign assets have fluctuated over this period rising to 22*38 billion at

December 1974, falling to CFAF 5.81 billion at the end of 1975 then increasing again

to CFAF 12«8 billion at December 1.976 before falling once more to 4»32 billion at

the end of 1977"

Togo: Table 6. Monetary survey, 1970 and 1975-1978 (billions of CFA francs)

JBid ■ End End •■: ■■ July

1970 ■ 1975 1976 1977 1978

Net foreign assets 11.00 5*80 12,70 4o32 6.47

Domestic credit

Net claims on Government

Claims on private sector

Money

Quasi-money

Other items (net)

Source: IMF, International financial Statistics, vol. XXX No- 12, December 1977>

and vol« XXXI No. 12, December 1978.

-4.
8*

10.

2.

1*

74

37

15
52

26

1o40

24-64

21.56
6.72

1,89

1.16

32.23

32,94
8.27

3.17

1.85

44.59

36.45
11.63

1.04

5.12

51.03

46.14
13.73

1.15
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Claims on the ^vr.vate sector accounted for the greater part of the increase

in money supply si.n..,t 1975, Private credit rose from CFAP 24,-64 billion at the end

of 1975 to CFAF :1.O3 billion at December 1977- In 1970 the Government was a. net
creditor to the banking system -but since 1975'"it has borrowed regularly from the
banks. ■ ,■ : • "' ' '■

and j?vibes'

As reported in last year's Survey, large wage increases were granted in 1975
and since Jam;--/ 1977 ids'* of 15 per cent were authorized for employees in both
the public and private, seotora. ...

The rate of increase in the consumer price index has been about 11.7 per cent

between 1970. and. 1977. In 1977 alone the index rose by 23.2 per cent. Pood and
clothing accounted fpr the greater part of this increase. However, some deceleration
was observed in the ra,te of inflation during- the first nine months of 1978. This
has been attributed to a good agricultural season which has brought down the prices
of'foods tuffs c

10* Employment and ^igEPloyment

1^ 1.977? 7,= 6 per cent of. the total active population was in wage employment
compared" with 5,6 per cent in 1975- Wage earnersin the public Sector rose from
24,893 in 1975 'to 36-^" <r i?77/and those in the private sector from 25?140 to
35>856 in the same two ;reas period, The rise in wage employment in the private .
sector is due to the large.public worjc projects in progress.

• - ■■ I"-'-

Unemployment appears to be fairly substantial judging from the numbers of job
seekers who 'failed to find employment in 1976,

11. Other 'social sectors . . . _

Civ Education^ lue ^h-:>ol population has risen steadily during the period
under review. Primary school enrolment rose from 206,200 in 1970 to 421,400 in 1978
or by 9.3 per cent on average ver annum. The primary enrolment rate in 1978 was more
than 80 per cento Enrolment in secondary schools was 18?7OO in 1970 and 96,300 in
1978 and in higher education £&e total number of students was 260 in 1970 and 3,120
in 1978. Allocations from the public budget £itrarroeabout' 86 per oent of expenditure
on education. Contributions by parents and external1 aid account for the remainder.

Ql).£S£^£l. Tiie health sector suffers from a severe shortage of personnel.
In 1976/77 there were approximately 100 doctors and 1,000 nurses for a total
population of 2-i: mil-lion, A major hospital exists in Lome and there are hospital
centres in four other major toTne. There are plans" to build health centres in all
the smaller towns,, ■■' '

(2) Housing, Because of the rapid, growth of the ux*)an areas, there is an acute
shortage of housing particularly foi- the low-incomei. groups. In 1977 ordinances vrere "
passed creating an urban lafcd agency and expanding the activities of the Societe
Immobilier du Togc*
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B. MAJOH PBOBLHKS

- ^ir in ^^ hae heen adversely affected by drought conditions and irregular
rainfall. Production hae tended to decline in the recent period and this has created
problems in food supply and for agricultural exports. SuSfftwrtlal imports of food
stuffs are needed annually and food prices have been rising particularly in the urban
areas.

In industry mention has already been made of the difficulties in obtaining raw
material inputs for a number of enterprises. Several industrial units are operating
below capacity. In certain sectors, notably cement and beer, demand exceeds supply.

The visible trade, deficit has been increasing since the rise in imports has been
substantial while the violent fluctuations in crude phosphate prices have prevented
a steady increase in total export receipts. Government revenues have therefore not
expanded fast enough and substantial over-all budgetary deficits have become common.

C. INTEHNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

Development policy in agriculture is emphasizing the revival of production levels
for both food crops and commercial crops through the national campaign for agricultural
production which was launched in March 1977- Hegional organizations for the development
o± subsistence production were created in October 1977.

To help contain the increasing trade deficit, the Government has decided to
contain the rise in the import bill by reordering its investment priorities. A
number of non-essential development projects have consequently been postponed.

Efforts are also being made to reduce domestic credtt and the expansion of money
supply. Indirect taxes were raised in 1977 to reduce some of the excessive liquidity
in the system but this has led to an increase in consumer prices.

D. PHOSPECTS FOR 1978 TO 1980

There are definite signs that the national campaign for agricultural development
launched in 1977 is meeting with some success. For instance, some 15,000 hectares
of cocoa out of the 36,000 hectares in the country have been rehabilitated and it
is expected that by 1980 about 4»400 hectares of new cocoa will have been planted.
The use of better crop rotation systems, more chemical fertilizers and modern machinery
elsewhere in agriculture has started to raise production.

There are signs of an improvement in the world market prices of phosphates and
the prospects of an increase in demand are good. The Government recently signed
financial agreements totalling CFAF 4,500 million with a consortium of European and
Tunisian banks to boost production and there are plans to build a fifth production
facili-ty which would raise output capacity to 4 million tonnes. Inoreases in receipts
from phosphate exports should combine with a good performance in a revived agricultural
sector to transform the economic situation in Togo and provide good economic growth
rates in the years 1978 to 1980.
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E. ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION

Togo has taken an active part in the establishment of regional Institutions and
programmes designed to strengthen eoonomic co-operation. It played a key rol« in
the creation of ECOWAS and provides the headquarters for the ECOWAS Fund for Economic
Co-operation^ Compensation and Development.

At the bilateral subregional level, mention has already been made of the ' *
agreement entered into with Ghana and the Ivory Coast to build a cement complex to
serve.the needs of the three countries. There are also plans to. develop a transport
system to link the port of Lome to the land-locked sub-Saharan States of the ""
Upper Vblta, Mali and Niger. , This will involve the improvement of the railway system
ani the construction of good feeder roads. The Canadian Government and the Arab
Bank for Economic Development in Africa (BADEA) have provided loans of C$ 13 million
and #US 3 million respectively towards work on these projects.
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A. ( ECONOMIC. AHD. SOCUL iDEVBIOPlfflT, I97O-I978

1.. Introduction

From 1970 to 1977 the economy of Tunisia grew at an annual rate of 8,3 per cent a

year measured by the GDP at constant prices; this is a much higher rate of growth than

that achieved in the, 1960s* The forecast for 197$ is for a growth of 7,9 per cent so

that from 1970 to 1978 the GDP at constant factor cost, probably grew by 8.2 per cent a
year. At current prices the GBP growth rate at factor cost is estimated at 15»5 per

csnt. annually and the implicit GDP deflator is 6.7 per cent a year which compares with ,

an annual increase in consumer prices of 5.6.per cent and of wholesale prices of about

7 per cent. .

In I978 itself the growth rate of GDP at constant factor cost of 7.9 per cent

compares with only 3.5 per cent in 1977? when measured at constant market prices the

growth rates were 4.1 per cent in 1977 and 8.9 per cent in 1978. Thus the GDP growth

rate achieved in 1978 was beginning to approach the average of 9»8 per cent a year

achieved in the first five years to this decade which were years of particularly fast

economic growth in the country* In the non-agricultural sectors growth averaged 8.3 per

cent a year in 1977 and 1978 which was higher than the average for the fourth plan

period from 1973 to 1976 of 7.6 per cent annually but below the target growth rate for

these sectors in the first two years of fifth plan periud of 9.6 per cent a year. The

sums spent on investment in 1977 and I978 were 645 milliun dinars and 750 million

dinars respectively, equal to 30.4 per cent of the GDP at market prices; in 1973 to I976

this ratio averaged 25 per centc

A total of 889 million dinars was mobilized from domestic resources in 1977

1978 towards the investments totalling 1,395 million; this was 63-7 per cent of the

amount required, the balance was obtained from external resources. Between 1970 and 3-971

investment expenditure quadrupled,increasing at an average rate of 22.6 per cent a year.

Domestic savings have risen by 21.4 per cent annually over this period and in 1977 the

proportion of investment financed externally was 37»3 per cent compared with 32-5 P®**

cent in 1970. In 1977 and 1978 there were 84,000 new jobs created equal to 36 per cent

of the total forecast for the fifth plan period* Employment creation has "beexi rapid

this decade, the total in wage employment rising from 755*000 in 197° to a provisional

total of 970,000 in 1978; however, there were still an estimated 145?OOO unemployed in

1978,although substantially below the 185,000 of 1976.

The dynamic development of the Tunisian economy from 1970 to 1977 can be attributed

to the opening up of the economy with a large place given to private enterprise. Product-

tive investment has been emphasized since 1970 especially that which increases employ

ment and leads to a rise in the number economically active. The promotion of export

industries was covered in legislation introduced in 1972 and the investment code was

revised in 1974 to encourage industrial investments and decentralization.

Except in 1977, climatic conditions were generally favourable and this helped the

growth rate in the agricultural sector. There was also an improvement in the country's

terms of trade especially in 1974 and 1975. However, in 1977 the country was faced with

many difficulties especially the drought, an unfavourable international situation and

pressure for substantial wage rises from the trade unions. Despite these unfavourable

events,it is possible to state that the economy in 1977 was much less vulnerable than in
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high-level of investment in that year and in 197$ will;jrayide_a.Jgoord.-%asia

for further high growth in the eoonomy and help towards achieving the strategic object

ives- of the fifth, development plan especially the investment in waterresources,_for

the promotion of industry and the growth of exports. '

2, GDP by industrial origin

The main changes in the distribution of the GDP by sector between 1.970. and 1.977

have been the increases in the shares of petroleum, manufacturing industry and construct

ion and falls for transport and conuaunicatiuns and for other services. The_.reductiojn

in'T9T7 for'agriculture, forestry and fishing was only temporary and due to the poor

climatic conditions in that year. „.

Between 1970 and 1977 the share of GDP from petroleum rose from 4.9 to 6.6 per

cent, from manufacturing industry grew from 9*2 to 10.6 per cent and from construction

increased from 7«5 to 10.3>per cent^the fall for transport and communications Was from'

7-6 to 6.8 per cent and for other services, excluding commerce,was from 26.3 to 22.9 per

cent. The contribution of agriculture, forestry and fishing to GBP in 1970 was 19.3

per cent and this rose in 1976 to 20.6 per cent before falling to 18.4 per cent in 1977-

Tunisia! Fa'bTe 1. "Gffl" by"source, 1970 and 1975 to 1978 '(mrflionB"of dinars) ) "~

1970 Percentage 1975 1976 1977-' :-Percentage...,

At current prices

Agriculture, forestry and

fishing

Mining

Petroleum products

Manufaoturing

Electricity and water

Construction

Wholesale and retail

trade

Transport and

communications

Other services

Total GDP at factor cost 656.3 100.0 1 527.8 1 6*34*3 1 823.0

126.8

8.8

31.9
6O.5

13.1
49.0

143.2

50,2

172.8

19.3 .

1.4

.4-9

9.2

2.0

7.5

21,8

7-6

26.3

. 3H.7
51.2

116.2

154-8

23.9
136.3

324.5 .

84.6

324.6

336.5
26.2

102.2

173.9
27.8

160.8

351.5

97.4
358.0

335.0

25.6

120.6

193.1
33.0

I87.O

-387.0

124-9
416.8

I8.4.

1.4
6.6

10.6

1.8

10,3

21.2,.

6.8

22.9

374.7

25-4

134.9

227,9 ■<

■ 34*7'.
2lM,

437-5

I44.8

473-7

100.0 2 072.0

Sources Tunisie, Ministers du Plan, Series statistiques restrospeotives, 1968-1973

et Budgets economiques, I978 et 1979-

a/. Forecast.

The annual growth rates of major individual sectors at constant prices between 197C

and 1977 were 6.7 per cent for agriculture, forestry and fishing,despite the substantial

fall in 1977 itself, 11.3 per cent for manufacturing industry and 7»1 per cent for other

industries. For the service sectors as a whole the rate of growth averaged 8*6 per cent

a year. Tourism has grown in relative importance in the period under review, represent

ing about 4 per cent of GDP in 1977 against 2.6 per cent in 1970.
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3« Selected economic sectors . ■'.' -

(a) Agriculture, forestry and fishing. This is still the most important product
ive sector but the rapid growth in manufacturing industry and construction in particular

have had the effect of broadening the productive "base in the economy, reducing to some
extent the dependence on agriculture.

Tunisia 1 Table 2. Commeroial agricultural production, 1970 and 1975 to 1977
(thousand tonnes)
^ •

^^ 1970 1975 1976 1977

Olives

Tomatoes

Citrus fruit

Table grapes

Meat ,

Fish

Sources As table 1,

No_bei The figures may relate to agricultural seasons and not the calendar year.

Apart from the major commercial products shown in table 2, all of which show a

substantial increase comparing 1977 and 197O» Tunisia produces much of its cereal'require

ments. In 197O»output of cereals was 713,000 tonnes and rose to 1,215,000 tonnes in 197!;

before falling to 1,050,000 tonnes in 1976 and 670,000 tonnes in 1977. With a return to

a more normal"rainfalls the 1978"crop was forecast at 900,000 tonnes.

Output of olives is highly susceptible to the rainfall pattern and, as indicated in
table 2;a ver£ large crop of 870,000 tonnes was harvested in 1976, compared with more

normal figured of 468,000 tonnes in 1975 and 425,000 tonnes in 1977, while the 1970 out
put was only 125,000 tonnes. ' " ' *

The poor figure for cereals in 1977 was due to the drought conditions prevalent
during part of the growing season.

(excluding petroleum). 'The most/important product is crude phosphates
d i d l

125

165

101

73

80

24

468

256

131
140

114

46

870

250

-163 "
111

120

49

425

320

160

94
132

54

£. f.p /p p
but iron ore, lead, zinc and salt are among other minerals produced. Output of

phosphates has1 grown by 24 per cent between 1970 and I978 but the quantity of iron ore

mined h'as-fall-ea by more than a" Half," similarly for lead, while "the fall in zinc ou1>-
put has been about 20 per. cent. Salt production grew by 41 per cent over this period.

There was a fourfold rise in the price of crude phosphates in 1974 and -a further

price increase in 1975 but,subsequently,the price has declined,so that in 1977 it was

56 per cent of that of 1975 and there was a further small fall in 1978. These price
movements had an important influence on the realizations from the mining sector as a
whole.
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Tunisia* Table 3. Mineral production. 1970 and 1-97-5-to 1978. (thousand tonnes)

1970 1975 1976 1977

Phosphates

Iron ore

Lead

Zinc

Salt

Fluorspar

Barytine

Crude petroleum ,

Natural gas (million m )

Sources As table 1.

3 023

774

37
22

245
30

• •

4 164
•.

.0

.4

.2

•

*

3 456
614

17-7

13.7
380

33.9

15.1
4 600

208

3 294

511
17.3

13.4
425

34.5
22.3

3 710

213

3 6I4

343
16.1

12.4

334
28.9
5.0

4 300.0

250

3 750

350

15.0

18.0

345
30.0

10.0

4 800

256

a/ Early estimates

Petroleum and natural gas. The information on levels of production is given in

table 3# This shows that uutput of crude petroleum has fluctuated to some extent in

the period under review and the 1975 level of 4,600,000 tonnes was not restored until

I978 when it is estimated to have risen to 4,800,000 tonnes. Output in the recent .

period has risen because of water-injection used in the two largest producing fields.

Natural gas output was small in 1970 but its use has grown substantially as more

has been piped for electricity production and for heating in industry*

(d) Manufacturing industry. This has been'a key sector for growth since 1970 and
as indicated earlier, the value added for the GDP at constant prices has increased by ai

average of 11.3 per cent a year between 1970 and 1977- There was only a relatively lov

rate of growth in 1977 itself of 4-2 per cent but the pattern of high growth appears tc

have been re-established in 1978.

The volume index of output from the manufacturing industry shows that average

annual rate of growth from 1970 to 1977 was 6.8 per cent. The higher rate of increase

for value added for GDP indicates some relative improvement in prices for manufactured

products vis-a-vis the rest uf the economy and that productivity and profitability

have improved in this sector. :

Information available for the past three years of the contribution to GDP by

various subsectors uf the manufacturing industry, show that growth has been particularly

marked in all years for construction materials, for chemical industries in 1977 and

for textiles in 1976.
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Tunisia: - Table f4»/.', Production, of selected manufactures, 1970 and 1975 to 1978

1970 1975 1976 1977

Olive oil (thousand tonnes)
Sugar (thousand tonnes)
Tomato concentrate (thousand

tonnes)

Cotton fabrics (million metres)

Clothing.(million pieces)
Triple superphosphates

(thousand tonnes) , ....
Paper pulp (thousand tonnes)
Cement (thousand tonnes)

Index of production^/ 100 138*5 147«2 . I58.6

Sourcei As table 1.

a/ All manufactures. .,- ,.. i..

i±) Electricity* There has been a high growth rate in electricity production, since
1970, the total output increasing from 576.7 million kWh to an estimated 1,572 million in

1^78 equal to an average grbwth rate of 13.4 per cent a year. In 1977 and 1978 the growt:..
rates were 18*5 per cent and 17*5 per cent, respectively.

(f) Construction. The rise in investment activity this decade has provided much
more work in the construction industry. As was shown earlier, the contribution of
construction to the OOP has risen from 7.5 per cent in' 1970 to 10«3 per oent-in-1977,

indicating a growth rate in the sector well above the average for-the economy as a whole.

Cement production was 547,000.tonnes in 1970 and 630,000 tonnes in 1977 but a large rise

to 930,000 tonnes was expected for 1978. * , :

25
78

13
15-2

4.1

383

19

547

117

91

' 30
42.5

26,9

305

22

613

180

93

' 28
44.0

41.2

343

. 20

478

85

80

40

50.2

44-0

487
22

630

135

1Q3

30 . :

43.2

44.0

500

24
930

Transport services. The growth in the sector as a whole has originated in

greater tonnages handled at the sea ports,1 in more vehicles on the roads and in a

substantial rise in passengers handled at airports,particularly up to 1975. However, th

railway tonnage figures show virtually the same totals in 1970 and 1977.

The average annual increases from I97O to 1977 were-for freight handled at the

ports: s4*1 pei1 cent, passengers handled at airports: 8.4 per cent and road vehicles in

use for freight and public passenger services: 10.8 per cent.
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■ ■ •> ■ ,. .. - ■

Tunisiai Table 5» Selected transport indicators, 1970 and 1975 to1977.

1970 1975 1976, 1977

Ports .-"■£■..

Freight loaded (thousand tonnes) • 3 459 3 785 4 320 4 394
Freight unloaded (thousand tonnes) 4 799 4 758 5 529 6 565

• Hallways ; 't ■ .

Freight (million tonne/Km) 1 328 1 283 1 277 1 339

* 5-aas . _ , "... . -

Vehicles. jCprL^xeigh.t--an^ -public

passengers

.Airports

2

x

767

375^

3

2

820

420

3

2

915

562

4

2

871

549

Sources As table 1

a/ 1971-

() Tourism. There was a fall in the number of nights spent at hotels in 1977
compared with 1976 with totals of 8,805,000 and 8,890,000,respectivelyt The foreoast for
1978 is a total of 9,200,000. In 1970,the total had been 3,208,000 and in I975 9,427,000.

With the substantial rise in hotel beds since 1970, the occupation »ate at hotels
wao only 38.2 per cent in 1977, with a total of 64,097 beds. Tourism is highly seasonal in
Tunisia, which is one reason for the comparatively low occupancy rate.

4» Ihcpenditure and the GDP .

Tunisia has increased its investment effort substantially since 1970 and the rate of

growth of gross fixed capital formation at current prices has been 23 per cent a year frum

1970 to 1977swith the total capital formation excluding stock changes rising from I5I.5
million dinars in I97O to 645 million in, 1977* The proportion of GDP represented was 20
per cent in 1970 and 30«2 per cent in 1977-

Th*; proportion of GDP spent on consumption, both public and private, was 84,2 per cent

in 1970 and 80.1 per cent in 1977- In 1977 public oonsumptiun was I5.5 per cent of total
C\7?« The level of domestic savings has risen from I5.8 per cent to I9.9 per cent of GDP

over the period under review but, with the much sharper rise in investment expenditure an

increasing proportion has had to be financed from external resources. In 1977,about one-
third of the investment was financed externally.
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Tunisia: Table 6. Expenditure and the GDP.1970 and 197S to lQ7fi (millions of dinars.)

1975 1976 1977 Percentage 1978^/

At current prices- ■ -- ■ ...

Private consumption 507-5 67.O 10-32,1 1 192.8 1 380.8 64.6 1 5S7 2
Publxc consumption 130.8 17.2 250.2 275.0 Vk2.1 it%

4
p 3 17.2 250.2 275.O 332.3 5

Gross fixed- *■!->•" jj^o J-5O

^nr^s 15^ r3 « 5g-s 645-° 3o-2
Exports, less imports ,

of goods and

servioes -34-0 -4.5 -84.1 -153.8 -221.1 -10.3 -240.0

Total GDP at market ,

prioea 758.0 100.0 1 744.2 1 904.0 2 137.0 100.0 2 452.0

Source: As table 1.

a/ Forecast.

wa,,=flu aVinSS ffere,lower in 1977 than the average for the period 1970 to 197?
«™6 ^ P°Or a^1°ultural s^s°» «nd its impact on the overall growth rate of the
economy. The savings rate was e*ual to 26.5 per cent of GDP in 1975 aS 22.9 per cent

of GBP^IQTO ™\infl™ u' ^°?™?eBnt? »URPl««nt domestic savings was 4.5 per cent
of GBP in 1970, 4.8 per cent m 1975, 8.1 per cent in 1976 and .10.3 per cent in 1977.

5" External trade and balance of payments

^lanoe.of P^ents was in surplus and external reserves were
then owing to the ittil

incT.JSJwT4,' ^e.f P^ents was in surplus and external reserves were
increased but,since then owing to the international economic situation, the increasing

all defic?t\en°thf1S+e "T"* a"d+a """^ ^^ defiC"' there h^ arise« « --"ail deficit in the. external payments account and some loss in the country's international
reserves. In the years 1975 to 1977,these reserves fell by 39 million dinars?

/The deficit on external trade was 69 million dinars in 1970 and rose to 318.4

fo^cast ff ln ,9J6f-?ilT WaS S fUrther rise t0 367-8 million dinars m 197T and the
than export! " 424 miUi°n dinarS in ^78, with imports again rising faster

The major export items in 1970 were crude petroleum, phosphates and olive oil,which
?c^eV^m ««»™,*ed for. 65.5 Per cent of total exports in 1970 and 57.7 plr cent in
1977. Between 1970 and 1977,exPorts of textiles and clothing increased from only2 1-
1Q?8 tT «W° *° 77.2 million dinars in 1977 and a further increase was expected in
197». Other items to figure more prominently in Tunisia's merchandise exports in 1977
IV" rlS6 su5eyPhosPhates an<* Phosphoric acid. In 1977, exports of these two products
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Tunisia: Table 7. 'External trade and'-"balance uf payments» 1970 and 1975 to 1977

(millions of dinars) ■

1970 1975 1976 1977

External trade

Exports

Imports

Balance

Balance of payments-

Goods and" services (net)

Private transfers (net)

Government transfers (net)
Capital

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

98.8

167.8

-69.0

-58.3
14.2

16.3
37.8

-10.5

0.5

345.6

572.8

-227.2

-143.6

54.7
15.3

82.1

6.8

-15.3 .

338.3
656.7

-318*4

-243.1

55.7
20.6

I65.I

6.9
-5.2

390.1

757.9

-367.8

-315.3

66.9
18.9

205.5
25.3

-1.3

Sources IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXX, No. 12fDecember

vol. XXXII, No. 1,January 1979.

1977;

Imports into Tunisia contain a high proportion of capital oqraijjnreiit tut the per

centages for raw materials and semi—finished products and consumer goods,including food

stuffs are also substantial. In 1977 j 29-6 per cent of imports were capital-goods, 30.3

per cent raw materials and semi-finished products, 17«4 per cent were non-food consumer

goods, 11.9 per cent were foodstuffs and 10.4 per cent were energy products.. In 1970,

23 per cent had been capital goods and only 4 P©r cent were -energy products*-

As compared with 1970jthe terms uf trade moved in Tunisia's favour and in 1975 "the

index was 152.8 (1970=100). However, continuous rises in import prices together with

some fall in export prices have reduced these trade terms to 144*3 in 197^, 139*5 in

1977 and an estimated 137-2 in 1978.

Based on the unit prices of exports and imports and the total value of both, the

volume of exports rose by 42 per cent between 1970 and 1977 and of imports hy 126 per

cent. The average annual growth rates were 5«1 per cent for exports and 12.4 per cent

for imports.

In the first nine months of 1978, the value of exports was 13 per cent higher and

that of imports 17 per cent more than in the same period of I978. This suggests that

total exports and imports for 197^ will be 440 million dinars and 887 million dinars,

respectively.

The balance uf jjayments show that Tunisia has a positive balance for services,

largely due to earnings from tourism and this net surpluss together with remittances from

Tunisian workers abroad plus some small inflow of Government transfer has helped cover

part of the large deficit on external trade. However the net inflow of capital has been

more important,with a total of 452.7 million dinars received in the three years 1975 to

1977• Despite this net inflow^ international reserves have had to be run-down to

some extent to ensure an overall payments balance.
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The indications for 1978 etre that the much increased trade deficit was more than
covered by net inflows of servxtrGEr,-incCTir&r-trah9f era" and capital," with t&e'result that"
at the end of the year there was some small increase in the level of the international
reserves.- - ■ - -■ - -■ ■- - — -

6. Development aid and external debt

The external resources flow to Tunisia has included increasing prorpoitions of
private loans and-long-term public loans this decade. The position is as follows:

External resources inflow (in million dinars) I970 1975 1976

Grants,etc.

Participations

Long-term, public loans . ■

Medium-term private loans

Less capital outflow

Such an inflow, of capital has, naturally,led to a rapid increase in the external debt
and to a substantially higher-debt service burden. In 1970, the external debt was 322.1

SJ^ J°n finarS*-in0l-d-^ 22Q-3. millions..of... pui.Uc_ JUana^Jh^ l£#.-±he- total -had- risen to
7S6.6 milliun dinarssincluding 546.5 million public debt and in 197^ it is estimated to
have exceeded l,0Q0 milliun dinars wit^.623.:niiaion....pi*lic.^ab.t -aad-378 million private
debt. . ; ■ . .

Debt service charges increased from 36.7 million dinars in a§76 to ?6 million dinars
in 1978. The 1978 total was 11.4 per cent of current'external receipts but, if capital'' "
repayments-are.included,the proportion is higher.

25.5
10.3

31.4

19-7
-27.6

20.2

27-4
59.2

14-2

-45-5

22,8

52.3
75-8

78,1

-66.6

20.3

53.5"
97-7

122.2

-82,9

17.0

44-0

100.0

165.0

. -60.0

7* Government revenue and expenditure . '

In the Government accounts there has been a faster rise in recurrent revenue than
recurrent expenditure since 1970 and it has been possible to allocate the increasing
budget surplus towards financing the capital budget. However, capital expenditure has
grown much more rapidly than recurrent expenditure and there has been increasing recourse
to external resources to finance such expenditure.

The average annual growth rates uf recurrent revenue, recurrent expenditure and
capital expenditure between 1970 and 1978 have been 16.9. per cent, 15.9 per cent and 23.5
per cent,respectively.

In 1977 and 1978, in order to help finance the capital budget, recourse was made to
borrowing on the international financial market for 51.6 million dinars in 1977 and 62.4
million dinars in I978. " ... , .
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Tunisia-. Tabled. Goverhm^it revenue and expenditure- 1970 and 1975 to 1978 (millions
of dinars J

1970

155".T~

129.4

25.9

64.7

8.4

'5-9
26.6

1975

- 361.7 ■■
269.2

92.5

196.7

24.8

14.3

38.0

1976

394.6
289.7

104.9

249.0

48.2

I6.4
36.9

1977

473.3-

357.4

115.9

318.2

76.2

21.1

IO8.5

197^

54I.2--

421.2

120*0 .

350.0-

92.0.

25.0

100.9.

Recurrent revenue

Recurrent expenditure

Recurrent surplus

Capital expenditure

Other capital receipts

Domestic loans

Other domestic receipts

External receipts

Sources Tunisia.'Ministere du Plan.

a/ Budget estimates.

8. Money and "banking

In the period 1970 to 1977 net foreign assets first increased rapidly up to the end
of 1974 and since then have fallen progressively but their level at December 1977 was
100.8 million dinars compared with only 8 million at December 1970. Domestic credit.fcas
risen throughout the period but with a much faster rate of growth in private sector creda
than in net claims on the Government. The average annual growth rates were 19*5 per cent

for private sector credit and 7-9 per cent for public sectur credit.

Comparing December 1977 and December 1970,both the increase in net foreign assets,
and in domestic credit have had their influence on the growth of the money supply. Over
the seven-year perio*,Noney proper rose by 16.9 per cent a year; including quasx-money,

the annual growth rate was 19.6 per cent. These rates of increase in money supply can.
be related to the growth of GDP at constant market prices averaging 8.5 per cent a year
and their inflationary impact has not been particularly strong. In fact,consumer prices

in Tunisia have risen on average by only 5-4 per cent a year between 1970 and 1977,which
is a particularly low rate in the circumstances uf world inflation which has been pre-

valent.

In the first nine months of I978 domestic credit rose by 15*4 per cent for the
public sector and 11.1 per cent for the private sectors' the increase in money proper" _
was 12.3 per cent and including guasi-money was 11.7 per cent. The forecast increase in
GDP at constant market prices for the year as a whole was 8.9 per cent.
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Tunisias1'Table 9.. .. Monetary, survey, 1970 and 191<? to. 1978 (millions of .dinars)

Snd

.1970

End

1975

End

1976

End

1977

Sept,

1978

Net foreign assets

Domest,io credit .

-Net- claims on.Government...

Claims on private sectur

Money

Quasi-money

Long-term foreign borrowing

Government lending funds

Other .items (net)

8.00 145-72 129.52 IOO.78 101.65

84.78
255. S6"

192.67
58.21

18.05

16.99

69.51
674.72

475.42

192.42

49.67
41.46

124.80

763.44
513.77

258.49
57.12

42.87

144.74

888.45
575.69

300.3.3
■58.34
49.67

166.99
988.00

646.56

■331.65
70.74

57,09

62.54 130.99 145.50 149.93 150.59

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXX,No. 12, December 1977?

vol. XXXII, No. 1 January 1979. * ' ■

9» Wages and prices

According to the terms of a convention agreed between the Government ,iind..various ■

Social groups in February 1977 and named "The Social Pact", the Government has undertaken
during the period of the Fifth Plan (1977-1981) to revise wages and salaries in line with
price rises and the increases in production and productivity. Revisions will be made

every time prices, increase by more than 5 per cent and wages will be maintained at the

new level.for a period uf six months.

In 1977 minimum wages were increased by 33 per cent' and for public servants an

increase of *11 dinars per month was granted for all personnel. In April 197^ minimum
wages were increased by a further 11 per cent which is equal to the increase in prices
since January 1977. Between 1970 and 1978, the hourly minimum wage rose by 54 per cent,
while the official consumer prices index increased by 45 per cent -up to 1911» For :
agricultural workers the rise in the minimum wage has been*142 per cent.

The rise in consumer prices was highest in 1975 "at 9-5 per cent but,in all other

years this decade, the increase has been between 2.1 ;per cent and 6,6 per cent a year.
Between December 1977 and October 1978, the increase in consumer prices was only 3 per cen

10, Employment and unemployment -: _ ■ ■ :■

The total numbers in'Wage employment rose from 755*000 in 1970 to .935»OOO in 1977
and the forecast-is for a total of 970,000 in 1978. This means that.in 1977*15*8 per
cent of the total population of 5*932,000 was in wage employment in Tunisia and the

proportion of the active population in wage employment was 54 per cent.
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Knployment creation is the most important single policy preoccupation in Tunisia

and high, rates of economic development are aimed-a-t providing employment" for those
joining the labour force and to reduce the level of unemployment* The productive

sectors uf the. economy, including rural development, are "being emphasised in this drive
to create more employment.

While in 1970 approximately 20,000 new juts were created, by 1975-1977 the average
had risen to 40,000 a year. With the renewal of emigration to Libya for employment,'
28,000 Tunisians found work in that country in 1977 and this, with the 35,000 who also
found jobs in Tunisia, led to a reduction in the total unemployed from 185,000 to

157,000. A further fall in unemployment had been expected in 1978.

11- Other social sectors

(a) Education. The primary enrolment was already high in 1970 and while there was
a small fall in the number of pupils between 1970 and 1975, there were particular
advances recorded in 1976 and 1977, so that in 1977 the number of primary pupils was
6.1 per cent higher than in 1970. The primary enrolment rate in 1977 was 83-2 per cent
and was estimated at 85 per cent in 1978 with 1,012,800 pupils. The difficulty in
reaching a higher enrolment rate in the country; as a whole is because uf the dispersion

of the ru¥al po'piilationr"t*He "enrolment"rate is increasing only slowly despite building
up the number of schools in the rural areas. -The number of girls at school has risen
rapidly this decade.

At the secondary levels, there were 191,900 students in 1970 and 232,800 in 1977.
The growth rate in the enrolment was 21.3 per cent, or substantially above the growth
rate of the primary enrolment.

Including students outside Tunisia, there were 36,000 in higher education in 1977
compared with 16,500 in 1970. The much higher enrolment means that Tunisia is now in a
much better position to fill those posts requiring higher level training than in the
past-

In 1977, a seventh year of primary education was introduced and an eighth year was
introduced in 1978* At the secondary level, vocational training was" developed further
and, in higher education, short courses in more subjects were introduced to help meet
the requirements for higher level technicians and persons requiring some basic higher
level studies.

(jb) Health. The programme for building health institutions was continued in I977
and the total investment proposed from 1977 to 1981 is 99 million dinars- Two new
medical faculties were built in the 1970-1977 period and also a faculty for pharmacy and
another for dental surgery. Various facilities for paramedical personnel were extended.
The number of students on different medical courses rose from 602 in 1970 to 2,325 in
1977*

However, in the rural areas, the position remains unsatisfactory and present medical
facilities and personnel are concentrated in the towns and cities.

In 1977 the doctor/population ratio was ls4,O88 and the hospital bed/population
ratio was l?500. -*■**-
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Tunisia; Table 10. Social indicators, 1970 and 1975 to 1977

. 1970 1975 1976 1977

Total population (thousands) 5 003 5 612 5 775 5 932

Education

Primary enrolment (thousands) 934.7 932.8 968.4 991.9
Secondary enrolment (thousands) 191.9 201.8 213.0 232.8
Higher enrolment (thousands) a/ p 16.5 28.5 . 32.0 36.0

Health

Number of doctors 793 1 210 .*• 1 451

Number of paramedicals b/ 5 664 7 I67 8 342 10 056
Number of hospital beds 12 451 13 048 13 077 " 13 169 '
Number of rural dispensaries 330 ... ' ... 407

Employment "" - ... . . . .

Number of wage earners (thousands) 755 872 900 935

Source; National data from Tunisia.

a/ Includes students abroad.

b/ Working for the Ministry of Health.

($) Housing. With a doubling of the number uf dwelling units constructed between
1970 and 1977 to a 1977 tutal of 21,200, the magnitude of the housing crises has been
reduced to some extents over this period, a series uf measures have been taken to

facilitate home-ownership. A reorientatiun of the housing effort in favour of rural

and peri-urban areas, especially in favour of families with lower incomes, was observed
in 1977.

(d) Income distribution. A household budget survey in 1975 had revealed a real
reduction in absolute poverty, with the proportion of the population living.in a state

of poverty having fallen from 27 per cent in I966 to 16 per cent in 1975.

In 1977* a number of measures were taken to reduce disparities in living standards^
these included a policy for wage increases which favoured those with low incomes;

increased penalities on those who seek to declare falsely their incomes for tax purpo--

and a more intensive programme of rural development to raise rural incomes.

B. MAJOR PROBLEMS

These included, in 1977? the continuing deterioration of the terms of trade of the
country, protectionist policies in the world's developed countries and the exclusion of

Tunisia from the list of countries eligible for international aid on favourable terms.

Tunisia in 1977 bad to face important restrictions imposed by the EEC on two of its
principal exports, textiles and olive oil.
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In 1977 and 1978, Tunisia has had to seek loans on the international financial

market and this, because of the interest costs and the other conditions,has had an

impact on the external debt structure and is an encumbrance in the medium-term to the

balance of payments*

C. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

A group of economic policy measures have been adopted to deal with the problems

identified above; first, to try to improve the trade balance, markets are being

diversified and new market's developed especially in Arab and African countries; at the

same time-various measures to encourage exports are being developed including export

insurance and guarantees and fiscal and banking incentives* Imports are also being

discouraged. .^

Attempts are being made to mobilize domestic resources to reduce the' need for

external capital; money borrowed on the international financial market is being

allocated for the more profitable investments. Investments in projects requiring

heavy capital are being studied more carefully and one result is that while the

project to develop the natural gas deposits at Miskar at a cost of 200 million dinars

is to go ahead, projects for an iron and steel plant, a sugar mill and a. plant for

ammonium nitrate are temporarily being shelved* . ''

Investments designed to create employment are being proceeded with in terms of

the provisions of the Fifth Plans rural development projects in areas of high unemploy

ment have been given a higher priority. The effort to build-up small and medium scale

industries has been intensified and certain measures have been taken to speed up this

process, such as the grant of credits and the creation of various institutions.

D. PROSPECTS FOB 1978 TO I98O

The forecast is for an increase in the GDP at constant market prices of 8.9 per

cent, while for 1979 it seems likely that the growth rate will be around 7 per cent

based on an average agricultural year,

However, the increasing requirement for external resources has become a matter of

concern and any decision to reduce the inflow could have an impact on growth rates in

1979 and 1980. s : ■■ ■ .

Employment creation has been particularly effective in the past few years and,in

1979, toe forecast is for a further 45?000 jobs to be created compared with 40,000 in

1977.

In general, it is hoped to catch up in 1979 to 1981 on the lag in growth of 1977

and reach the plan target for the period as a whole. The average growth rate from 1977

to 1981 was planned to be 7.5 per cent a year.
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UGANDA

A* ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1970 TO I978

!• Introduction

Between 1970 and 1977 GDP registered a total growth of 3«3 per cent equal to an

average of only 0.5 per cent a year. The rate of increase at current prices has "been

very substantial because uf a high level of inflation particularly since 1973 and a

rough measure suggests that the growth rate of GDP at current prices has been at least

20 per cent a year between 1970 and 1977 giving an implicit average GDP deflator of the

same magnitude* In 197^ early estimates suggest a small increase in GDP at constant

prices but another substantial rise at current prices. In 1977 the rise at constant

prices was 1.5 per centc

A particular feature in the economy has been a move away from monetary to non-

monetary production. In 1970 the proportion of GDP arising in the money economy was 70

per cent; by 1977 this proportion had fallen to 63 per cent and the indications are that

this trend will continue- Whereas in 1970 the contribution of monetary agriculture,

forestry and fishing represented about one-half uf the total value added in the sector

as a whole, in 1977 monetary agriculture only produced 41 per cent of the GDP from both

monetary and non-monetary agriculture. In fact the uutput uf commercial crops, - coffee,

cotton, tea, sugar and tobacco has fallen sharply while farmers have moved into produc

ing more food crops which give them a better real return either in the way of cash sales

or for their own consumption.

The largest and by far the most important commercial crop is coffee and_ output

which was 201,500 tonnes in 1970 was only 155?9OO tonnes in 1977 despite the large rise

in coffee' prices which occurred in 1976 a**d 1977* For cotton the fall in output has

been much heavier from 466,800 bales to only 73)300 bales. Tea production fell from

18,220 to T.5?l8O tonnes and tobacco from 3,410 to 2,3&O tonnes but for sugar only 11,400

tonnes were produced in 1977 compared with 144,000 tonnes in 197O»

These products make up the bulk of the country1s exports and despite favourable

price movements the volume of exports in 1977 was only 63 per cent of the level recorded

in 1970. Some part uf this fall can be attributed to transport difficulties particular

ly on the railway system tu Mumbasa but the greater part has been due to processing and

transport problems leading to lower production within the domestic economy*

Total exports rose in value from 2,013 million Uganda shillings in 1970 to 4*864

million in 1977 while imports rose frum 1,229 million to 3,290 million Uganda shillings.

The trade surplus ruse from 784 to 1,574 million shillings but Uganda's land-locked

position meant that much of these surpluses had to be used to pay transport and other

services charges. The balance of payments was in surplus in 1970 and again in 1977 but

in the intervening years there was an overall loss uf international reserves as deficits

were incurred in 1971, 1973 and 1974 offsetting the small surpluses of 1972, 1975 and

I976. The forecast for 1978 is of exports and imports being approximately in balance at

2,500 million shillings resulting in difficulties uver financing the overall balance of

payments deficit?
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Inflation has been particularly high in Uganda in the more recent period and

consumer prices rose on average by 52" per cent in 1974* 18 Per cent in 1^75*. 49 per cem

in 1976 and more than 50 VeT cent in 1977- In I9?8 "there was"a" "furttfer rise prObabl^y at

about -.half, .the .level recorded in 1977* Jkl8 kigk inflation has been fuelled by the

deficit finanoing policy, pursued by the GpvernmeritV" Figures on net cXaiins o"n:'CRlVBrTBffent

by the banking..system1%e not available after 1975 "but -the estimates of revenue and
expenditure show that Government's total" debt rose fronT"3j701 millionUg5n"aa'"'"shil'l±ngs""-

at the end of June 1973 to Uganda shillings 7,526 million at June 30 1978... The. size of

the deficit between revenue and expenditure has fluctuated annually ranging" from "Uganda"

shillings 1,840 million in 1975/76 to Uganda shillings 982 million in 1976/77, to .Uganda
shillings 1,675 million in 1977/78 and while the estimates for 1978/79 suggest a total
deficit of only Uganda shillings 71 million difficulties over financing may lead to a :

much higher figure in practise. , .

The coffee boom leading to much Increased export earnings and Government revenue in

1977 has come to an end and the opportunity created to resolve many of the country'.s,

economio problems leading to the early restoration of previous levels of commercial ,.cro£

production and industrial output appears to have been lost* There will now need to be a

particular effort made to improve the efficiency of the economy, to resolve the -continu
ing bottlenecks and try -to ensure that farmers hav.e the right incentives. One. contihu-.

ing seriaus-prtrblem i^- that of the- pureka&ing -power-of.~the national currency which is

still encouraging farmers to neglect commercial cr.op production in favour of food orojas.

Jbao"ther"is-"the~inaii0quacy of the surface transpar-t -system to. raave greater quantitie's of

coffee to export markets. Without sume drastic early improvement ;it seems likely tliat.

the growth rate uf the economy in 1979 and 1980 will stay at a low XeVel. ":~Th"0 "g y y

programme to rehabilitate the economy has to date had little impact- in resolving Uganda';

pressing economic problems. Shortages of foreign exchange seem likely to hamper progress

in the two years ahead- . ; :

2-..., J.GDEJjyindustrial origin ' ■

n- its argricul tur-al sector and_as

its large population earns a living from this primary activity. Measured at constant

prices the relative importance of agriculture, forestry and fishing has-increasedjfrom

52 per cent of total GDP in 1970 to 54 per cent in 19775 if measured at current prices

the increase has been much more substantial .with the contribution of the sector rising

from 54 per cent in 1970 to 73 per cent in 1976* The reason for therapid advance when

measured at current prices is the much higher prices for. food products which bad led to

a relative improvement of the terms of trade of the.agriculture sector vis-a-vie the

rest of the economy. . .

Table 1 presents data on the distribution of the GDP at both current and constant

prices. Apart from agriculture,, no sector shows an advance in its.relative contribution

at ourrent prices and particularly noticeable falls are recorded for manufacturing (from
9.2 to 6.1 per cent), wholesale and retail trade (from 12.3 to 6.9 per cent) and in o'the.
services'from 17.1 to 10*2 per cent) between 1970 and 1976» .
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Ugandas Table 1, GDP by source, 1970 and 1975-1977 (millions of Uganda shillings)

1973 Percentage 1975 1976" Percentage 1977 Percentage

At ourrent prices

Agriculture, forestry

and fishing

Mining

Manufacturing

Electricity

Construction

Wholesale and retail

trade

Transport and

communications

Other services

4

1

1

591

144
782

90

154

051

263
462

53.8

1-7
9-2

1.0

1.8

12.3

3.1

17.1

15

1

1

2

996

59

317
89
230

440

430

215

17

1

1

2

589
43

463
83
222

662

454

447

73.4
0.2

6.1

0.4

0.9

6.9

1-9
10.2

Total 8 537 100.0 2.1 776 23 963 100.0

At constant (1966) prices

Agriculture, forestry

and fishing

Manufacturing

Other industry

Services

Total

3 775

631
333

2 543

51.
8.

4.

34-

8

7
6

9

3

2

966

505

246

640

3

2

992

494
212

713

4. 088

487

197
2 752

54.3

6.5
2.6

36.6

7 202 looTo 7 357 7 411 7 524 •-10O.Q

Source: Hatiunal data from Uganda.

At constant prices there is an increase in the relative contribution of both the
agriculture and services sectors to; GDP but a fall for manufacturing and other industry
when 1977 is compared with 1970. In the case of manufacturing the fall in its ODP
contribution from 8.7 per cent to 6.5 per cent from 1970 to 1977 is due to the inadequac
of the technical competence of both management and the capital equipment and a shortage

of raw materials.

The constant price estimates show that value added by manufacturing and other ,

industrial sectors actually fell between 1970 and 1977 while the growth rates of .
agriculture, forestry and fishing and of services of 1.2 per cent and 1.1 per cent a _
year respectively may be compared with the overall GDP growth rate of 0.5 per cent a

year.
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3. . Selected economic^sectors .... ■■-.■■.

(a) Agriculture, forestry^ fishing. The decline in importance of commercial crops .
and the rise in the contribution of food crops is illustrated- in table 2. Since 1970 the

area under cash crops has fallen from 1,183*000 acrqs to:about 855sOOO in 1976 while the

area under food crops has risen from 3,921,000 to.4,559,000 acres. There has been an

overall increase in the total area under crops uf about 6 per cent in this 6 year period

accompanied by a 6 per cent increase in food output but a significant fall in the product

ion of cummercial crops. The evidence suggests a decline in productivity in the sector

as a whole. What is particularly unsa.tisfactory is that whilst food production has not

kept pace with population growth, the fall in commercial (export) crop output has led the

total export'volume■falling by as much as 37 per cent between 1970 and 1977. There is
little merit in the replacement of export crops with food crops when the availability of

food per head of population is also reduced. Lack: of foreign earnings make it more

difficult to import those foodstuffs required to supplement locally available supplies.

Uganda: Table 2. Crop production, 1970 and 1975-1977

1970 1975 1976 1977

Processed products

Coffee ( thousand tonnes)
Cotton ( thousand bales)
T«a '(thousand tonnes)
Sugar (thousand tonnes)
Tobacco ( thousand tonnes)

Food crops

Plantains (thousand tonnes)
Cassava (thousand tonnes)
Sweet potatoes ( thousand tonnes)
Cereals (thousand tonnes)
Other products ( thousand tonnes)

7

4

3
1

201.5

466.8v

18.5

I44.O

•3-4

657.2

622.5

723.2

718.5
659-7

8

4
3

1

198.5
172.5
18.4 ■ -

23.9
3.6

434.4

675.5
765.0 -,

701.7
795-6

137
133

15
18

'3

' a ■

• *

a •

.1

.5

•4
.2

■

•

. . .... .

*

155
73

15
11

. 2

- - . • V

■9
.3
.2

.4

-4

...

Sources National data from Uganda.

This table shows that the major increase in production of food crops fcetweW 1970

and 1975 has been in plantains while output of other (non cereal and non root crops) has

also risen. Some relative increase in the consumption of plantains (matoke) would be in

line with a reduced real income per head and figures available show that the per capita

income at 1966 prices in Uganda fell frum 734 Uganda shillings in 1971 to 613 shillings

in 1976 and probably even further in 1977-

Measures to rehabilitate the commercial agricultural sector have been taken over the

last few years but on the evidence in table 2 the impact of these measures was not *' i

noticeable by 1977* Some part of the effort has required the extensive reequipment of

various processing plants especially cotton ginneries and sugar mills and progress to

date has not been particularly rapid. The road transport fleet was improved to some
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extent in 1977 "but the full impact of this improvement still remains, to be .felt.

Producer prices have been raised fairly substantially between 1970 and 1977 but more or

less in line with world market prices. As the coffee producer only.receives. a:fairly

small proportion of the realized price from exports and as he is paid in Uganda shillings

which has lost a lot of its purchasing power on local markets, there is still a real

problem of adequate incentive prices for the producer.

The relative increases in producer prices for coffee and cotton between 1970

1977 are compared below with the rise in consumer prices.

Index of coffee prices to producer

Index of cotton prices to producer

Index of consumer prices

1977 compared with 1970

285

312

530

This comparison helps to explain why to the farmer it has become more economic to

produce fopd._ crops.. The prices of such .crQp.s .ar.fi. relatecLfflOxe. to. .the. .increasa-in,

consumer prices than are the increases in coffee and cotton prices.

Livestock herds have been increasing in Uganda since 1970 with particular rises in

pigs and poultry and lesser increases for cattle, sheep and goats, ..: _ '..„

For fishing, the catch has risen from 139,100 tonnes in 1970 to 195*000 tonnes* in

1977 an increase of 40 per- cent equal to an average of 5.8 per cent a year, well in

excess of the population growth rate. ■ ' - - "' *

(b) Mining* There is only One important mine which is a copper mine. Unfortunately

"because of technical and management problems, output of blister copper has fallen from

16,958 tonnes in 1970 to 8,250 tonnes in 1975 and- further to the very low figure df'""

2,273 tonnes in 1977- '

(c) Manufacturing. The index numbers of manufacturing output show that production

was at a peak in-1970 but has fallen consistently since then. A rough measurement would

show that output in 1975 was about 60 per cent of that of 1970 and the figures in table

3 for items other than processed agricultural crops show that fqr...a.juaJQrLty._e£-jBCo.dUQ.1j8

output was lower in 1977* Particular exceptions are cigarettes, fabrics, socks and

stockings, corrugated iron sheets and mild steel products. ..:....

The level of output in 1977 could only be said to approach or exceed 1970 for beer,

waragi, cigarettes and cotton and rayon fabrics, for all other commodities shown the.

output in 1977 was at best only 45 per cent uf the 1970 level and at worst only 5 per

cent* * i .

The reasons for this poor performance include old equipment and while the

rehabilitation programme contains substantial investment expenditure for the sector as a

whole, delays have arisen from foreign exchange and transport problems. Other factors

affecting production in manufacturing industry a3?e poor management, shortages of

raw materials and. inadequate technical ability.
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Output of selected manufactures, 1970 and 1975-1977

Beer . :

Waragi

Cigarettes

Cotton & rayan..
fabrics

Blankets v ..._ , .......

Seeks and stockings

Soap

Paints

Matches, small

Matches, large

Superphosphates

Cement

Corrugated iron

sheets _* "'"

M.S.■rounds, squares

etc»

Unit

('000 litres)
('000 litres)
(million)

('000 m )

P000)

('000 dozen)
(tonnes)

('000 litres)
(10 gross

cartons)

(200 boxes)
(tonnes)

(-.000 tonnes)

("tonnes) . ,

(tonnes)

27

1

49
• 1

12

1

49
a

24

ii

17

1970

26.7
563
536

555
164

124

925
660

269

761

191

914

616

38

1

33

.6

3

25
6

3

1

6

1975

784
859
754

544
309

26.1

574
852

145
266

993
98

367

333

23

1

38

2

13

3
1

1

5

1976

346

543

813

835
236

31.2

549
386

275
942

902

88

O64

704

22

1

36

1

9

1

1

7

1977

055
526

867

568

253
29-0

116

586

949

235

177
73

969

892

Percentage

1977 of 1910

19

93
122

74
22

23 -

9

35

20 /
&§/

5
38

17

45

.Sources National data from Uganda

a/ Of 1971 production

ElectriQit>. Uganda's output of electricity wa& lower in 1977 than in 197Osthe

figures being 688 million kWh and 734-6 milliun kWh respectively. Sales in Uganda fell
by 20 per cent aver this seven year period but exports to Kenya rose by 10 per cent,

C®) Construction. Judged by GDP constant price estimates and consumption of cement
this sector has been in general decline since T97O, The contribution of constructiun to

GDP at constant prices fell by 30 per cent between 1970 and 1977 and the apparent

consumption of cement fell by 62 per cent.

Transport services. While the data un this sector are very patchy, Uganda has

suffered during the last few years from shortages of transport equipment within the

domestic economy and inadequate capacity for taking its export commodities to Mombasa.

Prom July 1976 to June 1978, the Government allocated foreign exchange of Ug Shs 908

million to the transport sector uf which* Shs' 343*3 million was for the purchase uf rail

way rolling-stock, Shs 179*4 million from; aircraft, shs 292.4 million for vehicles and

Ug Shs 92*8 million for fcagun ferries^ spares accounted fur Ug Shs 66.4 million. This
expenditure has improved both internal and external performance but it was still true at

November 1978 that much more coffee could be exported if thy effective capacity on the
railways was "better

Another purchase in 1977/78 was a telecommunications satellite.
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A* jjfrpenditure and the GDP

w «? *T * i? ^6 yearS 197° t0 1976 Sh0W that uS^a's expenditure on gross
investment has. fallen aubstantially as a proportion of GDP while consumption has come to

it^Ar?!™ S^6° ?°me!tlc Ba*ings as a proportion of GDP in 1976 were only half the
level of 1970. These trends are presented in table 4.

a.1 ,.?a**e 4- Expenditure and the GDP, 1970 and 1974-1976 (millions of Uganda
illings)shillings)

1970 Percentage I974 1975 1976 Percentage

At current prices

Consumption expenditure
Gross fixed capital

formation

Change in stocks
Ebcports less imports of

goods and services

Total GDP at market prices

Savings as proportion GDP

7 902

1 161)

100)

294

83.6

13.3

3.1

14 458 21 090 24 573

1 571
140

1 541
171

-I44 -300

1 209)
322)

349

92.9

5.8

1-3

9 457 100-0 16 025 22 502 26 453 100,0

14.9 7.4

Sources Based on national data from Uganda.

Between 1970 and 1976 consumption expenditure increased from 83.6 to 92.9 per cent of
GDP at market prices and expenditure on investment fell from 13.3 to 5.8 per cent.
Savings are estimated at I4.9 per cent of GDP in 1970 and 7-4 per cent in 1976, more than
S fn52ent t0 cover the.expenditure on investment. The low level of investment expenditure
in 1?76 would be insufficient to generate even a moderate growth rate in the GDP.

5* External trade and the balance uf payments

There are a small number of commodities which account for virtually all Uganda's
exports and in the last two years one of these, coffee, has come to represent a much
higher percentage of export earnings than its percentage of 51 in 1970. In fact in I976
coffee accounted for 84 per cent of exports and in 1977 for 93 per cent.

The decline in export earnings from cotton and copper accounts in part for the
relative increase in those from coffee, but most was due to the large price rises for
coffee in both 1976 and 1977- This ooff.ee boom came to an end in I978 but it is forecast
that earnings from coffee at about Ug Shs 2.2 billion will account for nearly 90 per cent
of Uganda's total exports in I978. ■ .. ; .

Table 5 shows that Uganda had a trade surplus in all years I97O and 1975 to I977 but
for 1978 it seems likely that there will be no surplus with imports approximating in
value to exports. The table also shows the sharp rise in both exports and imports in
1977 with record totals established.
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Uganda: Table 5. External trade and balance of payments, 1970 an,d 1975-1977(millions
of Uganda shillings)

1970 1975 1976 1977

External trade

Exports

Imports

Balance

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)
Private transfers (net)
Government transfers (net)
Capital

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

2 013

1 229

+ 784

184

-50

11k/

640

1 977

1 469

508

510

25
119

153

-4
266

2 942

1 77

+1 163

344
- 48

64
•119
-19
■222

4 864
3 29

+1 574

604

- 40

16

-438

-158

15

Sources National data from Uganda. IMP, International Financial Statistics, vol.

XXXI, No. 10, October 1978 (for balance of payments converted from United States dollars).

a/ Includes Government imports.

b/ Government capital only.

The balance of payments in the years shown in the table has been in surplus but in

the period 1971 to 1974 there were deficits in three out of four years. In 1976 and 1977
there was a substantial outflow of capital compared with an inflow in 1975- Government

net transfer receipts have been positive in all years 1975 to 1977 "but have fallen
markedly since 1975. For 1978 a substantial deficit on current account has been forecast

which seems likely to lead to a rundown of the reserves built up in 1977*

6. Development aid and external debt

The information on these.subjects is incomplete but as the balance of payments

shows, net transfer receipts by the Government have been only moderate in the years 1970

to 1977. They reached a peak of 119 million Uganda ehillings in 1975 tut in 1977 had

fallen to only 16 million.

The external public debt at the end of June 1973 had risen to Ug Shs 1,538 million.
It seems likely to have risen fairly substantially up to June 1978 despite some repay
ments in 1976 and 1977« However, must of the Government borrowing since 1973 has been

internal. Total public debt charges in the estimates for 1977/78 were Ug Shs 670 million
compared with 314 million for 1976/1977 and 372 million shillings in 1975/1976-
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7» Qovernm-ent revenue and expenditure .. . .

In all the years 1970/71 and 1975/76 to 1977/78 there' were large budget deficits
Which were covered partly "by foreign borrowing "but mainly by recourse to the 'domestic

banking'system* By the end of June 1978 the Government owed a total of Ug She 7,526

millions' al; June I97I ^e public debt had been'Ug Shs 2,103 million.

Uganda: Table 6. Government revenue and expenditure, 1970/71 and 1975/76-1978/79
(millions of Uganda shillings)

1970/71 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79^

Recurrent revenue

Recurrent expenditure

Recurrent surplus

Capital revenue ;,

Capital expenditure

^l 389
1 337

52

26

701

2

3

-1

1

070

121

051

276

065

3

3

-

1

1

216

728

512

005

475

5

4

1

3

744
628

116

319
110

4

4

3

3

769
635

-131

248

450

Overall balance ™" . . -623 -1 84O -982 -1 675 -71

Sources National data from Uganda.

a/ Budget estimates.

There was an attempt made in 1977/78 to reduce the outstanding debtor balance on
recurrent account and in fact the recurrent surplus was 1,116 million in Uganda shillings.

However, the actual level of capital expenditure.was much higher than originally estimated

so there was an overall budget deficit in the region of Ug Shs 1,675 million. For 1£78/79
it has been forecast that sales of departed Asians property will raise Ug Shs 700 million

while another Ug Shs 1,891 million will be raised from a public sector investment

contribution. These if realized will help finance a particularly large capital expendit

ure of Ug Shs 3)450 million.

Reourrent expenditure rose by 246 per cent between I970/7I and.1977/79;.or_by:19-4 ■
per cent a yearj over the same period capital expenditure increased by an average of 23*8

per cent a year. These percentage increases are in line with the growth'of the GDP at

current prices. Attempts have been made in the period under review to widen the tax base

and increase rates of indirect tax to provide the additional funds requiredfor the higher

levels of recurrent expenditure. - ...

8; Money and banking '. ' ' . ■ .■

While the. figures are incomplete for recent years it seems evident that there-has

been a large/increase in the money supply in Uganda, accompanied by a particularly sharp. 1

rise in net claims on Government. This combination has accentuated the inflationary-

pressure and consumer prices have been rising at a considerable rate.
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Uganda; Table 7. Monetary supply, 1970 and 1975*1977 (millions of Uganda shillings)

December

1970

December

1975

December

1976

December

1977

Net foreign assets .

Domestic credit

Bet claims on Government

Claims on official entities

Claims on private sector

Money

Quasi-money

Other items (net)

463
1 484

575
60

849
1 123

563
263

320

5 338

3 745
• • •

1 629

3 150

1 426

34

1 831
• ■ •

1 743

2 716

■ • •

1 614

Source: IMP, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXXI No. 10, October I978, \:
Republic of Uganda-Action Programme, - A Three-year economic Rehabilitation Plan 1977/78-t
1979/80. .. . ' ~

&/ Estimate*

The rise in net claims on Government between December 1970 and December 1975 was I

from Ug Shs 575 million to Ug Shs 3,745 million equal to an average of 45.5 per cent a
year. It is difficult to be specific about the last two years but the budget deficits

totalled Ug Shs 2,657 million probably indicating, that net claims on Government were in
the region of Ug Shs 6,000 million at December 1977.

Private sector credit has also risen but at a much milder rate than credit to the

public sector. The average rate uf increase between December I97O and December 1977 was
18,1 per cent a year.

Money proper rose hy 22.9 per cent a year between 1970 and 1975 tut the rate of
increase appears to have accelerated in 1976 and 1977 probably to about 40 per cent a.
year.

9» Wages and prices

Wage rates on average do not appear to have kept pace with the rise in consumer
prices and as a result real living standards of wage earners have been reduced quite

substantially since 1970. The annual wage bill is estimated at Ug Shs 1,331 million in

1970 and Ug Shs 2,399 million in 1977- The average wage has risen from Ug Shs 4,261 to
6,589 a year, an increase of 57 per cent. At the same time the rise in consumer prices
has been about 430 per cent so that average real wages have fallen substantially. Any
assessment of the fall is complicated because the distribution uf the labour force
changed substantially between 1970 and 1977.

In 1975 the consumer prices measured by the average uf three index numbers rose by
18 per cent, in 1976 by 49 per cent, in 1977 by 53 per cent and a rise of at least 20
per cent seems likely in 1978.
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10* Employment and unemployment

Total wage employment has risen, by l6 per cent between 1970 and 1977 but all the
increase took place in the years to -1975* -Since- 1975, the ttrfeal has fallen from 371,259
to 362,792. '

In 1970 it had been 312,352. The public sector has become much more important as
an employer over the period under review. This sector accounted for 41 per cent QfLthe
total in wage employment in I97O but % per cent in 1977."

The total numbers in wage employment account for less than one-tenth of the labour
force and as indicated earlier the overwhelming majority of Uganda's workers are engaged

in self-employment largely in,the rural areas. There are no unemployment figures but

with the importance of the rural sector, unemployment as such does not seem to be
significant.

llo Other social sectors

EdUQatlQlfiV:TSeg'e*''is'"'a substantial private sector in education but details of

its extent, quality of tuition ,etc. are lacking. In 1977 a rough e.s.tijBate was that about

half the eligible are group was at Government aided primary schools and a further 20 per

cent at private schools. The growth in enrolments at Government aided primary schools

has been from 720,127 in 1970 to 1,139,413 in 1977 a growth rate of 58 per cent or 6.8
per cent a year, well in excess of the rate of increase uf the eligible age group. In

1977 there were 234,743 pupils in standard I compared with 128,310 in standard 7. Total

secondary school enrolment in Government aided schools was 59,816 in 1977 compared with

49,394 in 1970 and here the rate of increase is 22 per cent substantially below that

recorded for primary education. Again there are a number of private secondary schools
but no details are available.

There are a number of technical training institutions and teacher training colleges*

The enrolment at these institutions and colleges was 11,945 in 1976. Higher education
accommodated 13949 students in 1970 and 3,914 in I976.

An education policy review committee was set up in 1977 and in November 1978 was

expected to be reporting shortly. It appears that its report will emphasise the need for

universal primary education up to standard 5- Double shifts will be required in the
initial stages if such a policy is accepted. Curriculum changes are proposed to make-the

content of education more practically orientated in the direction of life in the rural

areas. Some recommendations are also to be made about the languages of instruction at
various levels in the school cycle.

There are only places at secondary schools for about 10 per cent of the pupils

leaving standard 7 at primary school and the current selection is by an examination. It

is proposed that this selection procedure be modified to include a system of internal

assessment. There is also some emphasis on changing 'secondary schools from boarding to

day establishments to 3ave on the high costs of secondary education per pupil. This may

take the form of the new schools being day institutions.

The action programme for economic rehabilitation gives a high priority to the

expansion of the Jfamutamba Project which is intended to relate teacher training and primary

education effectively to the needs of the rural, areas. Other aspects of education policy

are the rehabilitation and expansion of teacher training colleges and the launching of

crash in-service training programmes for industrial, commercial, technical and managerial

personnel. It is hoped to relate education and training both formal and non-formal to the

development needs of Uganda.
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(b) Health. During the period 1970-75 there has been some expansion of facilities

for curative services although after 1972 it "became difficult to man the hospitals and,

provide them with a number of requirements. Of 80 hospitals in 1975i 44 were in rural

areas and of 78 health centres and 398 health units, all but 4 were in the rural areas.

The totai of hospital beds was 19S°27 a rise of 3s28l compared with 1970.

The number of registered doctors has fallen between 1970 and I976 from 588 to 468
but in 1976 there were also 186 licenced doctors. The total number of registered nurses

and midwives in 1976 was 2,765 and there were also 5>494 enrolled nurses.

While there is an increasing demand for medical care, there is still a serious

shortage of trained personnel to man these services and as a result there has been a

deterioration in the standard of medical care. A number of training programmes have been

launched to help resolve the manpower problem but the extent of the training was not

adequate up to 1975- During the Action Programme attempts were to have been made to

improve health facilities and abate or solve the basic health problems which include a

high incidence of malnutrition, unsatisfactory water supplies and housing and high

maternal and child morbidity and mortality rates.

(0) Housing. Due to lack of capital and building materials the private sector has

not been able to provide adequate housing especially for the low-income groups.

Consequently with a rise in the urban population housing standards have tended to

deteriorate and over-crowding has become common.

During the Action Programme emphasis has been laid un removing the major constraints

in the housing and construction sector by training, purchases of equipment and rehabilit

ation uf factories producing construction materials. The National Housing and

Construction Corporation was expected to play a leading role in the construction of

houses for sale to the public and private individuals would benefit from mortgage

facilities provided by the Housing Finance Company of Uganda and other financial

institutions. The Corporatiun was also expected to undertake housing programmes for low-

income earners. In the period of the Action Programme various slum areas were proposed

for identification with a view to improving the infrastructures and providing social

amenities. Sites for low-income groups would be earmarked so that the people concerned

could build their own houses.

(d.) Income distribution. There has been a substantial levelling of income in Uganda

between 1970 and 1977 with the urban dwellers suffering a fall in real incomes while the

rural dwellers appear to have realized some relative improvement. However as indicated

earlier there has been a fairly substantial fall in per capita real incomes in the

country as a whole so it is not possible to point to any real beneficiaries of this

equalising process. Black market activities have helped certain groups of people to

maintain their real income levels and there is evidence of certain individuals benefiting

very substantially.

B. MAJOR PROBLEMS

Uganda!s export earnings depend on a handful of commodities and that reduction in

output of all these items since 1973 has meant that the volume of exports in 1?77 has

fallen by 37 per cent compared with 1970? in 1977 coffee earned 93 per cent of the total

as against 51 per cent in 1970.
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Although farmers have been able to maintain their, reai, incomes by. producing.'

food crops, the availaole data suggest that food production, her head has probably lbeen
declining while tae type of food intake for the population as a whole has probably been

less beneficial than in the past. One of the basic health problems is a high incidence

of malnutrition.

Real Per capita incomes fell between 1971 and.1976 by 16 per cent and it seems that

this trend is continuing although probably nut as fast as in the past.

The Government has used deficit financing to a substantial extent over the last few

years and one result has been the emergence of high level inflation- Consumer prices

rose on average by about 40 per cent a year since 1974 and it needs a strong monetary and

fiscal policy io ensuro that this process is brought to a halt,,

While the coffee boom in 1976 and 1977 enabled the balance of payments to record

surpluses, the fall in prices in 1978 has led to the reemergence of a deficit. Foreign

exchange controls are very severe at the present time and are leading to the reeraergence

of distortions in the economy before the steps taking under the Action Programme to

rehabilitate the economy can have their effect. A shortage uf foreign exchange seems

likely to cripple tlie Action Programme over the next year or so. ' -'—

The problems created for the economy from a shortage of trained.and experienced

managerial and technical personnel are still prevalent despite a better current avail

ability of various categories of foreign wurkers*

In the transport sector a lack uf effective capacity on the railway system is

preventing Uganda from exporting more of the coffee which is still available in stock in

substantial quantities. Such transport constraints would probably operate to a much more

substantial extent if tiie measures taken to rehabilitate the cotton and sugar sectors

were to have any success.

There are few indicatiuns that the. programme to rehabilitate the industrial sector

is having much immediate impact. It may well be that what is also required is an

injection of more skilled manpower.

C. INTERNAL DE7EL0PMMT POLICIES . ■ .: ...-.,•.

In general these ane geared to the Action Programme which was originally scheduled

to run to June 1980. but which now seems in urgent need of extension* This programme is

a package uf measures for economic rehabilitation designed to meet some of the problems

listed above. ' ■ . .

The major developments since 1970 have 'oeen the Nakivubo Pronouncements of May 1970

under which a 60 per cont interest was to be acquired by the Government in a number of

important private companies. In May 1971 the new Government in power decided to reduce

its participatiun in 11 private companies affected hy the Nakivubo Pronouncements from

60 to 49- per cent. In August 1972 a package of measures was introduced designed to bring

the control of the economy into the hands of Ugandans. The subsequent departure uf non-

citizens and the subsequent allocation of their busine&ses and proporties gave rise to

widespread mainly hostile external reaction. Financial and technical assistance

operations were suspended and stringent conditions were placed on orders for imports to

Uganda. The departure of non-citisens opened up large managerial and technical gaps

which the country is trying to fill.
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By the end of 1975 there were 23 .parastatal corporations including 10 created after

1972, running over 250 enterprises. One uf the policy recommendations in the Action

Programme is that the Government should take early actiun to spin off those purely.

commercial enterprises under its direct management.

The overall objectives uf the Action Programme are to rehabilitate the key sectors

of the economy,so as to restore and increase- the level of production and put the economy

on a sound ."base for future development. Managerial technical and other skills needed to

be raised, the transport service restored and.inflation curbed. Commodity producing .

sectors.and their processing facilities were in the forefront of the strategy as were

plants to save.imports• ■ ■

Farmers were to be given incentives through a restructuring of crop prices while the

services to farmers including marketing, transport inputs etc. etc., all needed to.be

restored or improved. ■ '

In 1977 it was announced that a considerable, number of motor vehicles were on order

to improve' transport fleets in the country. In 1978 the budget speech reported that

"between July 1976 and June 1978 Ug Shs 908 million ,in foreign exchange had been allocated
to .the transport sector for railway rolling stock, road motor vehicles, aircraft and ;

wagon^ ferries. A further Ug Shs 1,008 million had been- allocated on a block basis- to .

Government ministries. ■

The Foreign Investment Decree was enacted in October 1977 to amend the 1964 Foreign
Investments (protection) act to provide more incentives to foreign investors.

One of the particular objectives of the Action Programme was to impose financial

discipline to limit the growth in size of the public sector. Inflation was due to be

curbed through mopping up the liquidity in the monetary system and increasing savings for

development. Government borrowing from the banking system was to be restricted. The ■ •

policy of increasing supplies had been expected to work better than price control in

reducing inflation. Another policy measure was tu ensure that all parastatal bodies were

viable anjl any new projects would have to be shown to be economically and financially

sound. . . . .

The package of measures is still being implemenied9 it seems likely in November 1978
that the results expected from the programme will not be quick in coming or easy to achiev

particularly as foreign exchange constraints may be formidable.

D. PROSPECTS FOR 1978 TO I98O

One forecast is that the GBP growth rate in 1978 will be about 2 per cent in

constant prices. This could be achieved despite the fall in coffee prices which has its

own impact on import availability and progress in those sectors dependent on imported

supplies* The key sector is still agriculture and there should be continuing growth in

food crops in 1978 while the performance of the commercial crop sector remains uncertain.

Coffee earned approximately Ug Shs "2,370 million from exports in the season ending in

September I978 compared with Ug Shs 4!, 210 million in the previous season. There are '
adequate stocks of coffee in hand to increase the sales level uf 1,742 million bags

achieved in 1977/78. For the years 1979 and I98O much will depend on the success

achieved under the Action Programme. Unless the managerial and technical problems can
be resolved quickly the results of the actual expenditure in those two years may be
slow in ooming. On balance a continuation of the slow growth rate of the economy seems

to be indicated*
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UNITED REPUBLIC OF CTAKEHOQN

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1970-1978

1. Introduction

In the period 1970-1977? the average annual rate of growth of GDP in tas been from
3 to 4 per cent in real terms, which may be compared with the population growth estimat
ed at 2*5 P^r cent. This res- Lt is below the average for the region as a whole but '

is comparable with growth in Sub~Saharan Africa. Growth in agriculture appears to

have kept paoe with the increase in population but the performance- of industry has

been far below expectations and it may have grown at only about 3 per cent per year

in real terms, that is far below what is required in what must be a key growth sector..
The country already has a network of industries, including highly advanced ones like

the Alucaa factory for aluminum smelting, but investments in the industrial sector
have been less than expected and the objectives set by the third five year plan

(1971-1972/1975-1976) were not achieved. Among the factors which explain the somewhat
disappointing overall economic performance, are the drought which affected mainly

the northern areas in 1973 and inflation and recession in the industrialised countries

with the attendant fall in demand for some of the products exported among them timber.

In agrioulture though growth has been at about the level of the population increase,

it has aot been consonant with the efforts made by the Government to boost production?

encouragement to agricultural output has included increased credits, subsidizing

fertilizers usage and raising producer prices.

According to estimates made at the ECA the GDP at current prices increased by

an average of 16 per cent a year between 1970 and 1977 and at constant prices by 2.4

per cent. This latter figure is too low and is based on an implicit GDP deflator

of 13.3 per cent a year which compares with an annual increase in consumer prices of
10.3 per cent.

In the period under review imports have tended to grow more rapidly than exports

so that the size of trade deficit has increased and the balance of payments has

been most of the time in deficit, despite increasing flows of foreign resources.

Inflation has been high, with the maximum rate recorded in 1974/1975- External causes

played an important part in the increase in consumer prices but local food prices

also rose substantially with demand exceeding supply in urban markets and the credit

policy in operation led to an expansion of the money supply with its own inflationary -

impact. In the financial year 1976/77, GDP rose by 19*5 per cent at current prices
and 8 per cent at constant prices or more than two times the 1970-1977 average. The

excellent performance in 1976/1977 was due to the very good results obtained in the
industrial sector, where the investment push undertaken by the Government under the

new fourth five year plan was beginning to be feltj and also %o the rise of commodity

prices expecially coffee and cocoa which earned the country much higher export receipts

and shifted the terms of trade in its favour,

2« GDP by industrial origin . . :

There are no reliable data on GDP at constant prices but the figures for current

prices given below are based on estimates prepared in Cameroon. These show increases

in the share of GDP arising in agriculture and in the transport sector between 1970'

and 1977 tut falls for commerce and in other services-
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United Republic of Cameroon:

(fcillions of CFA francs)
1. GDP by source, 1970/71 and 1975 to 1977

At current prices 1970/71
Per

centage 1975 1976 1977

Per- .

oentage

Agriculture, forestry,

fishing 92.4 32.4

Mining 2.0 0.7

Manufacturing 28.6 10.0

Electricity, water,- etc. 4.7. ... 1.6

Construction 10.8 3.8

Wholesale and retail trade 45.3 15.9

Transport and communica

tions 20.3 7.1

Other services 81.5 28,5

Total GDP at faotor

cost 285.6 100.0

213.1

2.0

55.5
-6.4

25.3

85.2

51.9
149.0

257.3

2.5

67.9
7.4
28.0

97.8

64.3
172.6

291.5
2.8

8O.4
.- 9.1
32.0

114.8

74.5
201.1

36.2

0.4
10.0

1.1.

4.0

14-2

9.2

24.9

588.4 806.2 100.0

Source; Based on national data from the United Republic of Cameroon.

The proportion of the GDP arising in agriculture, forestry and fishing rose

from 32.4 per cent in 1970/71 to 36.2 per cent in 1977 and in transport and
communications from 7-1 to 9-2 per cent respectively. It remained unchanged at

10 per cent for manufacturing, rose slightly from 3.8 to 4.0 per cent for construc

tion but fell from T5.9 per cent to' 14.2 per cent for commerce and from 28.5 to
24.9 per cent for other services.

3- Selected economic sectors

(a) Agriculture, forestry and fishing. This sector benefits from a diversity
of climates and soils. In the South, the cultivation of traditional tropical crops

is possible while in the northern areas livestock raising is feasible as well as1

the growing of cereals. However, despite the generally favourable climatic conditions,

agricultural productivity is low and the farmers are cultivating smallholdings

which average 1.6 hectares. Hit* total cultivated area is only 3.2 per cent of the
total area of the country and the rural population represents 71 per cent of the

total population. Measured by the value added from agriculture, the growth of

agricultural production seems to have been relatively satisfactory in the period

1969/1970 to 1976/1977* Output from this sector grew at current prices at around
18 per cent per year but this high rate of increase was helped by the sharp price
rises for coooa and coffee in 1976 and 1977- Constant price estimates would

suggest a rise of around 2.5 per cent a year while according to the PAO the growth

of agricultural production (without forestry) was only 1.5 per year in 1970-1977.
Taking into account the uncertain nature of statistics relating to foad crops, it

seems more reasonable to assume a growth rate not very different from the rate of

population increase,. Dae most important commercial crops are cocoa, coffee, both

arabica and robusta, cotton, rubber, bananas, palm products and tobacco.
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Cocoa and coffee alone provided 64 per oent of the total value of output in 1977

but output of buth crop> has varied substantially between 1970 -and 1977 and in- 1976/77
85,0GO"ioti3X6B of coeoa and 82,000 tonnes of coffoe were produced compared with
113,000 tonnes and 93,000 tonnes respectively in' 1970/71. In 1977/78 there was a . -
rise^in output to 105,000 tonnes of._cocoa.and 85,000. tonaes of-coffee... Sugar-cane

output appears to be on a rising trend and similarly for bananas half of which are

exported* While cotton output reached 48,00p tpnnes in 1976/77 compared with
40,000 bonnes in*1970/71,.It had been as hi£h" as 91,300, tonnes in 1969/70.

United Republic, of Cameroon.: Table 2. Output of selected agricultural and forestry

products - 1970/71 and 1974/75 to" 1976/77 (in thousand tonnes)

1970/71 ■ 1974/75 '1975/76 1976/77

Cereals — -■

Plantains

Roots and tubers.

Groundnuts - ■■■■

Cocoa

Coffee ":i

Cotton

Sugar cane

Bananas

Logs a/

Source: PA0;

690

959
1 788

- 178 "

.. 113

93

40

. ' 92

.'94
458,

and Bulletin de

- - -68r

1 060

2 196

145
118

109

40

173

104

621

l'Afrique Noire No.

772

1 160

• 2 247
148" '

96

80

50

176 .

150

423.

951, 22 mars

800

"1 210

2 254
150 '

85

82

48

180 ...

170

551

1978. No'. 983,
13 December 1978.

a/ Figures for calendar years starting 1970.

In 1977/1978 'new increases have been made in the prices received by ,farmers: for
cocoa the price was raised to CFAF 220 per kilogram against CFAF 1^0 in 1976/1977,
for robusta coffoe _the price was raised by 18 per cent to CFAF 250 per kilogram.

Cattle herds have been increasing as well as those of other kinds of livestock

particularly pigs; But ;meat production is still not sufficient to satisfy a rapidly

increasing demand. Fish production has been stagnant at around 21,000 •tonnes a year

since 1970- Timber production has fluctuated substantially and was badly hit by the

world recession in 1975- Figures in table 2 show that output of -logs had risen

from 458,000 tonnes to 621,000 tonnes between 1970 and T974--but fell to 423,000

tonnes in 1975 before recovering to 551, 000-tdnnes in 1976. In 1976/77 outputis

shown as. 1.2 million cubic metres and 1.4 million cubic metres were forecast for 1977/78.

Exports included 363,000 cubic metres of logs in 1976/77 compared with 253,400 :cubic
metres in 1975/76. To stimulate the local processing of timber a'law introduced
in 1974 made it mandatory for the percentage of the cut logs processed to be raised

to 60 per cent when -the exploited area is over 10,000 ha while for &-n area of over

175;000 ha the exploiting firm must have a saw-mill,- a veneer producing unit and a

plywood factory.
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In the fourth plan currently being implemented there has been a major shift of

priority in favour of agriculture. Compared to the preceding plan the planned

investments has more than quadrupled and agriculture is receiving more funds than

manufacturing. There are two main directions in the investment programme, first the

development qf large scale projects such as"for sugar cane and secondly the-stimula
tion of small-scale farming through integrated development and the use of various

incentives as well as expansion of extension services and marketing, ]

(h). -Mining, . The sector is still small. The aluminium smelting factory at Edea

uses alumina imported from Guinea, and until recently apart .from limestone .only

small quantities of cassiterite and gold were produced. But oil and gas deposits

have been found whose exploitation has been started although as yet on a limited ;

scale. There is a bauxite deposit of some 1.1 billion tonnes but it would require

considerable investments estimated at CFAF 300 billions to ensure a production of

10 to 15 millions tonnes per year. -j

(c) Energy. Energy needs are covered'by oil imports, hydro-electric generation

and firewood. Total energy consumption has not increased much since 1-970 and consump

tion per head has fallen between 1973 and 1976. The growth, of electricity production

was only 2,6 per cent per year between 1970/1971 and 1976/1977* This is more<the
reflection of the stagnation of aluminium production than of a low growth'of demand

in the rest of the economy. Aluminium consumes a large part of hydro-electric

production, Hydro-ppwer has risen by 11 per cent since 1970/71 while thermally
produced electrioity has increased 3.6 times. Important changes viltX" ooour" in
electricity production when the Song Loulou dam now under construction is completed

in 1980-81. Another dam is to be built at Lagdo at a cost of CFAF 4*9 billion.

011 prospecting is continuing.

(dj Manufacturing. According to national accounts, manufacturing represented

10 per cent of GBP in 1977, the same proportion as in 1970/71. For the period
1970-1977 it seems that output from manufacturing industry has grown by,nearly 1*6
per cent a year at current prices but the increase at constant prices has.been much

lower and not more.than 4 per cent a year. The fact that the rate of growth of /
electrioal production was so small probably proves that real growth in manufacturing

was also low. The manufacturing sector is quite diversified, and ranges from-a

plant smelting aluminium to light industries producing food, drink and tobacco.

According to 1975/1976.-data, food, drink and tobacco is the leading sub-sector

accounting for 37.2 per cent of output with plants transforming local products like .,
cocoa beans, sugar cane and palm oil as well as producing beer, soft drinks and.

cigarettes. Cocoa processing is an important industry with an output valued at

CFAF 10.3 billion in 1976-1977 and a capacity to process 43,000 tonnes of cocoa beans.

There are two sugar mills? one having entered into production in 197.7 and a'third
one is being studied in relation to the Lagdo dam, project. Oil mills, have a total -.:

capacity to treat 400,000 tonnes of products a year and in 1976/1*977 2..4 million, litres
of cotton seed oil and 1.3 billion litres of groundnut oil were produced as well

as 42,000 tonnes of palm oil. Beer brewing is the first industry in terms of output

value and one single brewery had in 1976/1977 an output valued at CFAF 20.8 billion.
Total bear production reached 1.33 million hi in 1976/1977 compared with 0.70 million
hi in 1970. The output of textile factories has been growing rapidly and there are

now units completely integrated for cotton and a synthetic textile plant. Output
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of cotton '(sloth reached 37 million metres in 1976/1977 of which 80 per cent was sold
on the domestic market. Bid wood processing industry is also important and in-1975/
1976,564,000 m3 were locally processed'out of a total cut'of 1,2 million m3. Ofre
production of aluminium at Edea in the Alucam factory is based on ore imported

from Guinea using Edea electricity for smelting. Production has varied between
45,000 and 53,000 tonnes yearly but has not shown any upward trend for many years.
The capacity of the plant is 58,000 tonnes of Aluminium a year. Around 50 per cent

of aluminium produced is sold to metal processing factories In the country and the
remainder is exported. Various aluminium products such as sheets, household utensils
etc.f are produced,,

Cement production has grown from 153,000 tonnes in 1971/1972 to 331,000 tonnes '
in 1976/1977 and in this latter year the capacity available was almost completely
used up. Projects are being developed to increase capacity.

In the fourth plan manufacturing industry has been allocated CFAP 104 billion
and if mining and energy are added the total projected investment is CPAF-316 billion
or '5 times the third plan total. The main policy orientations are the processing
of local raw materials, the development of large agro-based industries and the
creation of basic ne*al industries. The main projects for manufacturing include

a new sugar mill, an increase of the capacity of the two cement factories, the '

extension of Aluoam capacity from 53,000 to 80,000 tonnes, a paper pulp plant (Cellucam)
with 122,000 tonnes capacity which at a cost of CFAF 59 billion will be one of tn"e '

largest projects. There is also the petroleum refinery project planned for the '
energy sector which will cost CFAP 66 billion, ' ' ■

(.£.) Construction* The sector has developed to some extent but its contribution
to GDP has risen only slowly despite the GDP figures which show an average growth
rate of 16.8 per cent a year at current prices and at constant prices of between
4 and 5 per cento > . • ' ' - -

l) Transport services* Total port traffic rose to 2,714,548 tonnes in 1977.
or 13.5 per cent more than in 1976. Most of the traffic passed through the port of

Douala. Other ports are Kribx which handles mainly timber for export, Tiko-Victoria
and in the north Garoua, Douala Port traffic has grown at an average rate of 4.7per cent
per year since 1970, with speoially high rates in 1976 and 1977. Imports are more

important in terms of volume than exports, and have grown more rapidly than the latter

since-1970. Douala port is being developed to accommodate increased traffic at.

a cost of CFAF 24*5 billion for the first phase. The railway length was doubled

between 1969 and 1973 because of the construction ;of a line from Douala tc Ngaoundere.
Initially after this- extension was completed, traffic rose>strongly but competition

from road transport has prevented further rapid, gains. The number of rail passengers

reached a maximum of 1.96 million in 1974-1975 "but has dropped to 1.73 million in

1976/1977 against 1*91 million in 1970-1971. Goods traffic has risen to 1,409,000
tonnes in 1976-1977 from 1,023,000 tonnes in 1969-1970, and the total volume of
traffic measured in tonne/km has doubled from 244.1 million in 1969-1970 to 486.4
million, in 1976-1977* Road transport is obviously very important, but information
is lacking on the number of vehicles an use and the quantities of merchandise-trans-.,
ported. . ' .'
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United Republic of Cameroon: Habls 3.- Iranspgrt indicators^- 1970 and .19-75 to:-1977-

1969/70 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77

Railways "'
"" ' - * i

Freight (thousand- tonnes)
Freight (million tonne/kms)

Douala Port ;

Freight unloaded (thousand tonnes)
Freight loaded (thousand tonnes)

1 023

244.1.

1970 '.

1 115

-.727

1 169
.400,1

1975

1 331

717.

T ^91

437.3-

1976

. 1 380

848

1 409
. 486.4

2221
:1 714 ■

802

Source: Bulletin de 1'Afrique Woire No. 963, 5 Juillet 1978 and" No. 975,
8 Octohre 19781 '. : '. : ■ ■ " > ■

Exports handled at Douala in 1977 included 334,000 t^nnes^of logs, 73,000 tonnes
of coffee, 88,000 tonnes of bananas, 69,000 tonnes of timber products and 50,000
tonnes of cotton, Imports emphasized hydro-carbons, clinker.and alumina.

4« Expenditure and the GDP

Domestic expenditure has risen a little faster than G1)P since 1970, so that the

net inflow of resources has increased from 3.2 per cent of GDP in 1970/71 to 5*1 per

oent in 1977- While private consumption expenditure has risen from 72.7 per cent

of GDP in 1970/71 to 75 per cent in 1977, public consumption expenditure has fallen,
from 12-9 to 10.2 p r cent and all the inc-ease in the inflow of external resources
has been used for increased capital investment, Ibtal investment expendi-tfure in

cluding stock changes was equal' to 17.6 per cent of GDP in 1970/71 and 19.9 per cent

in 1977* Domestic savings were 14.4 per cent of GDP at the start of this decade, and
.were slightly higher at 14-8 per cent in 1977(see tahle 4). . ;'.

5« External trade and the balance of payments. :

Exports have grown very rapidly and in 1977 their value reached a level nearly

three times that of 1970. In general exports have increased annually since 1972 but

there was a setback in 1975 because of the impact of the world recession. The four

major commodities are cocoa, coffee, aluminium and wood and the volume p.f exports

rose by 16.5 per cent between 1970 and 1977 or at an average rate of 2,2 per cent
a year. The rise in unit value of exports has been 130 per cent over this period.

The average rate of increase in total export value was 15.2 per .cent a;year.
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United Republic ,of Cameroon* ITable 4, Expenditure, and the -0DP4—1970/71 and
1975 to 1977 (billions of CPA francs; —^""^

Per-

At current prices 1970/71 centage 1975 1976 1977 <*ntage

Private consumption -233.6 72.7 495*4 593.1 692.2 75.0
Public consumption 41.5 12.9 7O.8 79.5 94.2 10 2
Gross fixed capital

formation 5O.5 15,7 119.7 148.5 I69t? i8-.

Change in stocks 6.2 1.9 " 8.8 11.0 13.6 1.5
Exports less imports goods ■ '

and services .10.5 -3.2 -33.0 M1.2 -46.7 -5.1

Total GDP at market - . .. ■ :

Prices 321.3 100.6 "6'6r.7 "79o;9 ■'923.0 -100^0

Source: Based on national data from-Cameroon.'

Imports grew slightly faster and more regularly than exports at an average rate
of 16.2 per cent per year and the result was that the trade/deficit which was CPAF
2.88 billion in 1970 had risen to CPA? 19-55 billion in 1977. ' Judging from the port
statistics given earlier import volume rose by more.than 50 per cent between 1970
and 1977 but if total imports are deflated by the average increase in unit prices
of imports to all non-oil developing countries, the volume increase was 23 per cent
or 3 per cent a year. ^Import volume has risen faster than the volume of exports in
line with the increasing inflow of resources into Cameroon. Comparing 1977 and
1970 the terms of trade were practically unchanged but the 1977 position owed much
to the rise in prices of cocoa and coffee in that year.

In the balance of payments the net deficit for goods and services' was particularly
high in 1975 and while it fell in the two sucoeeding years it was still twice as
high in 1977 as in 1970. Ohe capital inflow, has been heavy in all years shown-in
table 5 and was also substantial in 1971 to 1974- However, much of the benefit
from the substantial net receipts of transfers ,on government account was lost
because of the high level outflow"«f-.j&iva-te". transfers. •

Despite the inflow of capital in 1975 to 1977 the international reserves were
reduced in each year but particularly so in 1975 when there was a fall of CPAF 12.86
billion* ■. ■". ...-.

6. Development aid and the external debt

Development aid has been increasing since 1970 from DAC countries and from
international organizations. Figures are available of net resource flows to Cameroon
from all sources from 1974 to 1977 and these show a total of 3US 114.9 million in
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United Republic of Cameroon: Table 5. External trade and balance of payments.
.1970--, 1975 to. 1977 (billions of CFA francs) ~~ ...„ *

1970 .1975 . 1976 1977

External trade

Exports\ ..

Imports

64.

67.

36

24

96.

128.
31

10

122

145

.03

.96

172

192

.85 .

.40 -

-28.10

-7.66

13,. 69

f2"1.01
1.84"

-0.78

■-18.67

-7,17
8.72
16.98

0.74
-0.60

Balance .-2.88 -31-79 —23.93 "19.55

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net) -9#64 -33.93
Private transfers (net) -3.94 . L -9.13
Government transfers, (net) "■■.5^30 '- 10.37 - '

Capital • 16.44 2O;49
Reserves and related items -8.16" . 12.86.

Errors and omissions nil -0.66

Source: IMP, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXX No. 12 December 1977;

vol. XXXII, No. 1 January 1979 (Balance of payments converted from United"States dollars)

1974 and *iUS 327-0 million in 1977- Official development assistance from all sources
rose from *US 62.3 million in 1974 to tfUS 186.5 million in 1977. The forei-gn debt

has increased in parallel with the increased inflow of resources. The de"ht. service

has been estimated at #US 58 million in 1976 for a total disbursed debt-of tfUS" 551

million at the end of that year. This debt service is equivalent to 11.4 per cent
of earnings from merchandise exports in 1976.

7. Government revenues and expenditure

The budget has increased at current prices in line with the growth of GDP and

for 1977/78 the total sum covered in the estimates was CFAF 137 billion compared
with CFAF 50.09 billion in 1970/71. The average rate of increase was t5«5..per .cent
a year over a period when GDP rose at current market prices by 16.3 per cent a year.

In 1978/79 the budget rose by a further 20.6 per cent to CPAF 165.25 billion. ■

Table 6 is based on budget estimates so it does not show the actual out-turn

of revenue aad expenditure. However the figures for the change of Government

balances with the banking system indicate that the overall budget was in deficit in

1974/75 and 1975/76 but in surplus in 1976/77 and exceptionally so in 1977/78.
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United Republic of Cameroon: Table 6.

1970/71 and 1974/75 to 1977/75
Government revenue and expenditure.
' S" '

Budget estimates 1970/71" 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78

Fiscal receipts

Other receipts

Ordinary expenditure

Capital expenditure

Change in Government

balances with "banking

system a/'

50.09

44-28

5.81

75-77
8.23

69.20

14-80

90.23

9-77
80.60

19.40

128.00

90.91

37.09

120.50

16.50

98.46

38.54

-8.-28- -3.42 2.24 30.35 5/

Source; Bulletin deJl'Afrique Tfoife'No. 951 22 "Mars 1978. No, 964
12 Juillet 1978. : .-. .-..V..-..-:-

a/ Derived from daia in IMF, International Financial Statistioa-toi. XXX
No, 12 December 1977 and vol. XXXII No; 1 January 1979. ', ', ^^ ,.' ','..

b/ From June 1977 to April 1978 paly. . l : : .

In 1978/79 the Government has been able to make use of some of the reserves. --1.
accumulated in 1977/78 and this" has been one reason for the fairly substantial
increase in proposed expenditure^ .that year;:an41.AiL.fifl4J4ia:&K^anoy of *inip.: -~
ecoriqmy le-4 to a projected increase in fiscal receipts from'CFAF-120.5 billion to *■
CFAF'145.5 billion. In 1978/79 petroleum royalties figure for the first time in
the budget with a total of CFAF 4.5 billion. Investment expenditure has grown
from. CFAF 5.81 billion in the -1970/71 budget-to CFAF. 38/54- billion in -1977/78 and
ordinary expenditure has .increased from OFAF 44.28 billion to CFAF 98.46 billion.
The relative, annual rates of., increase were 31.0 per cent and 12.2 per cent respectve-

ly. -For 1978/79 ordinary, expenditure is set at CFAF 113.8 billion and capital
expenditure at CFAF 51.4 billion. . . ■ . . . ■ ■ :

The capital budget includes external Uebt provisions and in 1978/79 these

came to CFAF 15 billion compared with CFAF 8.6 billion in 1976/77 and CFAF 9.6
billion in 1977/78. - ■-" ■ "

8. Money and banking

With a'fall in net foreign assets of CFAF 18.74 billion between December 1970
and December 1977, the rise in money and quasi-money in that period haa been solely
due to the expansion of domestic credit and most of this credit expansion has been
to the private sector. . , ■

Claims on the private sector rose from CFAF 46.15 billion at December .1970 to

CFAF 204.59 billion at December 1977 equal to an annual rate of increase of 23.7 per
cent. Money proper rose at annual rate of 18.1 per cent and with quasi-money the

increase was 23.1 per cent a year. The substantial increases in money supply had

their own impact on the rise in consumer prices in the period under review.
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Data are incomplete at August 1978 but the increase in domestic credit to

the private sector between December 1977 and August 1978 was 18.3 per cent "but

money proper fell "by 2.7 per cent and with quasi^raoney the increase in the money

supply was 4»3 per cent.

One factor behind the small rise in total money supply in the first eight

months of 1978 appears to have been the sharp rise in Government deposits in the

banking system.

United .Republic of Cameroon: Table 7.

(billions of CFA francs)
Monetary survey,1970 and 1975 to 1978

End

1970

End

1975

End

1976

End

1977

August

1978

Net foreign assets

Domestic credit

Net claims on Government

Clalm&:on private sector

Money -■; '■■-..

Quasi-money ;

Other items (net)

17.42 0.43 4.21 -1.32 -0,08 a/

14.88

46.15
38.39.
6.39
3.90

7.05 ,

110.67

75.71

30.04

12.38

-1.60

141-09

94.78

37.96

10.96

-7.44

204-59

126.63

56.87

. 12.34

-31*87

241-94
123.20

68.15

13.54

a/

V

Defejnber 1977 I.Spuroe; IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXX No.

vol. XXXII, No. 1, January 1979-

a/ April 1978.

9. ■ ' Wages and prices • ■ •: ■

There is no direct information on wage levels but given the high rate of

inflation these levels must have been adjusted from time to time. Consumer prices

as measured Dy the index for African consumers rose at an average rate of 10.3 per

cent per year between 1969/70 and 1976/77- Based on the more general index there
was also an average increase of 10.3 per cent between 1970 and 1977 with sharp

increases, in 1974 and 1975* some fall in the rate of inflation in 1976 to ..9.9 P©r
cent and then a rise of 14-5 Pe? cant in 1977- Consumer prices in the second

quarter of 1978 were 14 per cent higher than a year earlier so the substantial rate

of inflation of 1977 has continued. However^from March to June 1978 the increase
was only 2.4 per cent which could indicate a damping down of the rate of price rises;

10. and uneraploytaent

The census of 1976 shows a total population of 7-7 million growing at the

estimated rate of 2.5 per cent a year. The numbers economically active total 2,5

million, this is only 32 per cent of the population and is an extemely low rate.

The urban labour force numbered about 638,000 with 359,000 wage-earners. The

number of wage earners has risen substantially since 1970.
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11. Other social sectors .

(a_) Eduoatiou. In 1976/77 the number of students enrolled in primary schools
reached about 1,380,000 or 85 per cent of the eligible age group. The rate of

growth of the number of primary pupils between 1970 and 1974 was only 3.6 per cent

a year but it increased rapidly from 1974 to 1976 and in 1976/77 itself grew by 18
per cent. Secondary and university enrolments have also grown rapidly this decade.

(b) HeaJJiki. *n 1976 there were 347 health establishments with 16,734 beds
compared with 14*913 hospital beds in 1969* The increase of 12 per cent is less

than the growth of .population of 19 per cent. However, the increase, in th.e_number ■ .:

of doctors from 222 in 1969 to 299 in 1974 and probably to a higher total in 1978

accompanied by a substantial rise in the number of nurses and midwives indicates a

"better..usage of., existing health institutions and better service to the people* The. .

available indicators point to a drop in mortality and some improvement in the health

of the population as a whole but much still remains to be done.

B. MAJOR tPfl0BLMS

Despite its varied natural resources, economic growth in Cameroon has been^

below expectations although the last two years have seen much better progress.. The

poor over—all growth record since 1970 has its origins in the general world economic

situation but-as well as skilled manpower shortages, there has been a generally

unsatisfaotory record for commercial agriculture. Despite the increase in produoer

prices and other incentives, output of commercial crops has not increased. Crops,

like coffee and cocoa appear to have been affected by some neglect on the part of

the individual "growers.

■ The ^cdtluction-of timber was, adversely, affected as .for other African producing

countries by the world recession in 1975* from which recovery has been sloWj and

by Asian competition. The low real growth in output from agriculture, forestry and

fishing has meant that the over-all GDP growth rate has been lower than might other

wise have been the case despite the efforts made to raise output in the other major

productive sector,., and the advances registered in the ■ service sectors.

One element to be considered is the problem of economic management. The ■

authorities themselves have recognized the bottlenecks and the relative lack of

efficiency of the administrative machine. The level of investment achieved this

deoade is equal to about 19.7 per cent of GDP and should have been enough to result

in an overall GDP growth rate of 5 per cent a year, That this has not occurred

may point to som& lack of effectiveness in the development effort-

C. INTEHHAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES- : ■ '

The third development plan covered 1971 to 1976, that is most of the period

under review. The plan called fora growth of 4-6 per cent.per annum, at. constant

prices. On the basis of the allocation of investment funds':between''seo'toTs/ t&en
two most important sectors were industry and the economic infrastructure. Funds

allocated for manufacturing industry were twice those for agriculture, while for

the infrastructure the investment proposed was the same as for manufacturing industry.
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Towards, the end of the plan it was plear that it would not be fully implemented

"because of certain difficulties, the most important being the stagnation of commercial

crop and forestry production. In fact starting from 1973 a new policy concerning

agriculture had been initiated under the general heading of a "green revolution"

and the Government started to give a much higher priority to agriculture. The new

fourth five year plan covering the period 1976/77 to 1980/81 shows a different
strategy from that of the third plan. The rate of growth is much higher (7.1 per

cent) and.the revised .volume of investments is now estimated at CFAF 931.0 billion.
One feature, of this plan is the shift in favour of agriculture and energy. Agriculture

is now accorded high priority with an investment allocation of CFAF 164 billion

compared with .CFAF 104 billion for manufacturing industry. Investment proposed in

the energy sector has risen sharply reflecting the. policy of the Government to develop

internal energy sources after the massive rise in the cost of imported oil. Though

the amount allocated to. infrastructure is considerable, the proportion of total capital

spending on this sector is less than,in the third, plan. In 1978 a first appraisal

has been made of the implementation of the first two years of the fourth plan and

this shows some delay in the execution of various projects for the two years 1976/77

and 1977/78; CFAF 263 billion was invested or 71 per cent of the average amount
forecast. - ... ;

D. PHOSPECTS FOR 1978 to 1980 . ,

It is difficult to make any forecasts of the likely course of the economy.

There are unfavourable factors such as the drop in coffee prices which will slow

economic growth but there appears to have been a start made in crude, petroleum pro

duction wiiiie the higher level of investment planned and underway together with a
policy of - stimulating agriculture should help the growth of the economy. However,
it may prove difficult to reach in full the growth rate of 7-1 per cent a year .

proposed for the fourth plan period in 1978 to 1980. .
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UNITED REPUBLIC OF TASZAMA

A. ECONOMIC AMD 30CIAL DEVELOPMENT., I97O-I978 "■

!■> Introduction ■

During the period 1970-1977, the average rate of growth of GDP at constant

factor cost in Tanzania was 4»7 per cent per annum and as the population growth rate

was 2.8 per cent a year,.the annual increase in pea? capita GDP was 1.9 per cent.

This result while lower than the growth rate projected in various development plans ■

was relatively satisfactory bearing in mind two drought years and the generally un

satisfactory world economic situation. The Ujaama village programme itself caused

some disruption especially in agricultural output and in 1974 when this programme

coincided with a period of drought the GDP growth rate fell to 2.5 per cent and

substantial food imports were required. At the same time a sharp increase in import

prices caused severe pressure on the country's "balance of payments. However, the

economy has since recovered and the annual. rate of growth for the three years to

1977 averages 5.5 per cent pe? annum. During the period agriculture grew on average

by 3.6 per cent per year at constant prices but with important fluctuations especially
in 1973 and 1974j where growth was nil or negative and a strong recovery in 1975 to

1977- Manufacturing industry grew at 5.9 per cent at constant prices but showed the

same growth pattern as agriculture with a trough in 1974 when the growth was only

1-4 per cent, .

At ourrent prices GDP grew by if.3 per cent a year so the implicit deflator from
1970 to 1977 was 12 per cent annually. This compares with an annual increase in

consumer prices of 12.2 per cent a year. The balance of payments suffered the

strongest pressures in 1974*and the foreign reserves fell by 98O million Tanzania

shillings. Net foreign assets fell further in 1975 to the very low level of

Tan. shs. 357 million but then the situation improved and with the high prices prevailing

for ooffee and other commodities in 1976 and 1977> equilibrium was restored and net

foreign assets rose to Tan. Shs. 1,513 million at December 1977 although they have

since fallen back substantially in 1978,

In common with most Afrioan countries, Tanzania has endured substantial inflation

since 1970 and the rate of increase in consumer prices was worst in 1974 and 1975

with increases of 19.3 and 26.4 per cent. The rate of price increase fell in 1976

to only 6.9 per cent but rose again to 11.5 P©r cent in 1977.

Between 1970 and 1977 the value of exports increased by 12.7 per cent a year and

of imports "by I4.8 per cent annually. There has always been a trade deficit and thia
increased from Tan. She. 477 million in 1970 to 1,814 million in 1977. Export volume

has decreased substantially since 1970 and based on four major commodities was only

60 per cent in 1977 of the level of 1970. Over the same period imports have increased

by about 14 per cent and the widening gap between exports and imports has been covere^-

by an increasing inflow of aid and capital. Sinoe I97O cash crop production has been

declining despite all efforts to boost production. In industry the management and

productivity situation is unsatisfaotory and the parastatal sector is not contributing

as it should to the national economy.
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The year 1977 was a good year with a GUP growth rate, at constant jycices .of. 5-9 '

per cent and excellent results in agriculture helped "by good rainfall. The balance

of payment was favourable and Tanzania als-o ben$£kt£4._.&poni1^ higts net. itfCl°w of aid

and capital. In 1978, the economy will benefit from the accelerated investment effort

but earnings from exports will show a substantial fall because the coffee bdbin oame-

to an end in 1977- Growth of GEP at current prices will be smaller in 1978 because ■

of lower receipts from coffee and because the rate of inflation appears to have ' '

declined to some extent. At constant prices a growth of about 5 P^r cent seems in

prospect. .

2'A- ■■ r. GDP by industrial origin

,:.' : In 1977 agriculture contributed 49*9 per cent of GDP at current factor cost.

This.is the dominant sector in the eoonomy and its share of GUP has risen from 41,2

per cent in 1970. However, its particularly high-percentage of CiDP in 1977 owes much

to the high coffee prices obtaining in world markets. Because of the substantial

advance in agriculture's share -in total GUP, all other sectors recorded falls'between
1970 and 19775 i» manufacturing from 10.1 to 9.7 per- cent, coinmerce from 12.7 to 11,7

per cent, transport from 8.7- to 6.5 per cent and' in other services from 20.1 to 17;-8

per cent.. When measured at constant prices the share of agriculture is reduced while

that for other services in particular shows an increase.-" .
** ■

United Republic of Tanzania; Table 1. GDP by soUrce, 1970 and 1975 - 1977

(in millions of Tanzanian shillings)

At current prices 1970

Percen

tage 1975 1976-

Peroen-

tage

Agriculture, forestry, fishing

Mining '

Manufacturing

Electricity and water

Construction , /

Wholesale and retail trade—'

Transport and communications

Other services

Total GDP-at current* factor cost

Total GDP at I966 factor cost

381

105- ■

828

84
404
046

713

654

41.2

ivy "

10.1

■ 1.0

4.9
12.7

8.7
20.1

7

1.

2

1

3

007

101

774
146

735
172

453
600

9

2

2

1

3

381

116

047
186

736

351
554

983

12

2

2

1

4

500

123
416

217

759.
936

635
462

49.9

0-5

9.7
Q.9

. 3.0

11.7

6.5
17-8

8 215 100.0 16 988 20 354 25 048 100.0

7 680 9 553 9 995 10 587

Source: United Republic of Tanzania: Eoonomy Survey 1977-1978.

a/ Provisional,

Jy And hotels and ree-fcaurants.
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3• „■ Selected eoonQmjt-po,-gefi,toJjB

Agriculture., forestry^ fishing* Under the-Ujaama village programme, part
■of the rural, population, was grouped into settlements centred on larger villages rather
than ;in traditional, scattered settJements» The object of., this: resettlement -was to
provide mo^e easily; tiie basio; aJaeniti.es such as- education, health, piped water, banking
and ooi&mercial seryise.s in th,e: rural areas.- ■ ' .. , , - ■■,-... •;*

One other feature of rural life in the 1970s was the erratic pattern of-rainfall

and in 1974 there was a severe drought whioh caused a sharp fall in output and led

to large soale food importations. The result has been thafcthe..,growth: of this seotet•
to GBP at oonstant (1966) prices between 1970 and 1977 averaged^.5"per cent a year.
There-are no-direct atatistios; on total food crop production but trends are ascertained
through consumption- surveys,- weather changes, and particularly the quantities handled
by/the. ^ational Milling Corporation. In 19T7/78 199,5°O -tonnes of maize, 24*600 Wanes
of paddy:;x.ice and 34>2G0 tonnes pf wheat were purchased:by the Kational Milling "^
Porppratipn compared with 86,906 tonnes, 11,516 and:23J879 tonnes respectively ittt;>
^97^/1^* As for commerpjLal;cropsr production.of oertain-crops has declined while for
others. $he^e, has been an .increase-comparing 1977 and 1970,., In table 2, it is seen- <
that,:produption of oashew-nutS| optton lint, pyrethrum, and sisal was lower in 19TT"'-
while output of coffee, sugar,,.tea-;a.nd tobacco increased. The most :■ serious, fall wao"
in sisal production with the 1977 output only half that of 1970. The general decline

in sisal output lias been occasioned "hy the comPetlfcipn ^
commercial pr6duc~ti'oh'urie'c"6h6mrc"at ourreni"w6rld~pi;i'cesrif6V "many growers•:"jT-1' 'm"~p.T'""

United Republic of Tanzania: Table 2. Output of major commercial crops,., 1970 and
-—-197>-197TTin thbusaria^tdhhes)'"* " *

1970 ,.1974 1975 ; ,.•' 1976 -■. .1977

Coffee 44.58 44.67 62.42 55.36 48.68
Cotton lint 71-29 71.31 59.18 81.42 65.:O6

Cashew-nuts 114.00 / - 121.70 80.34, 83.64 9^.75

Pyr^thrum 3^5^ 3-29 4.63 " 3.67 ' 3.25
Sisal 209.00 , - 132.00 124.00 113.tO 104.83

-SugaJL :■■ ..._.., :. 95-79^/-.- ..::.,. % .IB 103.24 112.07 124.44
Tea .,-,. . IO.46*/ 12.97 13:.73 14-0,7 16.67

f^ "14.19 19.13 18.27

Sourcet United Republic of Tanzania, Economic Survey 1975-1976 and 1977-19-78. '

a/ 1971.
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The value of the marketed output of these eight products'was Tan.' She. 878 .
million in 1971 and rose to Tan. Shs. 2,964 million in 1977= However, much of the

increase was due to the sharp increase in coffee prices in 1976 and 1977- T&e
substantial fall in coffee prices in 1978 will naturally"have' had a particular
impact on total realizations from the marketed crops that year.

In forestry there is a programme aiming at producing enough soft-wood for
local uses and to build up a surplus for export. Development of harA-wood species

is also underway. There were 54,000 hectares of soft-wood plantations in 1975/76.

Livestock and fishing are both important in Tanzania but details of output are

not available.

(b) Mining. The most important mineral produced is diamonds but as output of
this mineral has been declining "for many years,^tlie contribution of the sector as a

whole to GEP has also been falling. The output of diamonds was 87,500 carats in 1977
having been 163,000 carats in 1971- Salt production has varied this decade, the
quantity sold having risen from 42,000 in 1970 to 45,000 tonnes in 1974 and 57,000
tonnes in 1976 before falling to 33,000 tonnes in 1977*

■ There are coal deposits in the Kiwera/Songwe valley which have been investigated

in connection with a proposed'iron works.

■Cement production is based on local limestone deposits. Petroleum prospecting
has been underway for some years. Phosphate deposits exist at Mijingu and research has-
been, underway to establish if they can be exploited to supply the fertilizer faotory

at' Tanga. ' .

ir(c) Manufacturing. A number of the factories in the country are for processing
agricultural" products and this sector has been influenced by the relative stagnation .
of commercial crop output. However, at certain times in this decade output in
manufacturing industry has suffered from a lack of other raw materials and spares,

some interruptions in water and electricity supply and a decrease in labour
productivity in various industries leading to high-cost output of particular products.

In 1976 there were 524 establishments covered in the census of production with
75,350 workers and an output valued at Ian. Shs. 5,246 million. In 1970 the comparable
figures were 452 establishments, 48,699 workers and output valued at Tan. Shs. 1,744
million. The value added was Tan. Shs. 56I million in 1970 and.Tan. Shs. 1,480 million

in 1976.

Based on GDP estimates at constant prices the average growth rate for manufacturing

industry including handicrafts from 1970 to 1977 was 5-3 per cent a year. There were

relativelyhigh growth rates in 1971, 1972, 1976 and 1977-

Some data on important produots from manufacturing industry are given in table 3.*':



43.1

8.0

31.2

599-0

58.4
20.4
176.8

35-5
2.2

64.3

3 5H.0

87.4
25-5

266.0

72.7

1.7

69-5
3 678.0

82.7
42.4

243.6

81.0

0a6

75.1
4 013-0

78.9
36.5

246,5
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United Republic of Tanzania: Table 3. Production of selected manufactures, 1970 and

1975-1977

1970 1975 1976 1977

Wheat flour (thousa-nd tonnes)
Canned meat (thousand tonnes)
Beer (million litres)

Cigarettes (million)
Textiles (thousand m2)
Sisal products (thousand tonnes)
Cement (thousand tonnes)

Source: As table 2. .

In 1978 the Government decided to simplify the customs procedures for the import

Of spare parts, raw materials and machinery in order to ease the problems of industry.

Government policy is also to move where possible to an immediate adoption of a piece-

rate system for employees based on work performance standards. However, the expectations

of a worsening balance of payments position in 1978/79 means that the eimplifioation
of import procedures will have to be watched to ensure that the level of importation

does not exceed the resources available.

(d.) Electricity. Installed capacity reached 258.5 megawatts at the end of 1977,
the major addition in the 1970s being the 100 MW added from the Kidatu scheme in 1976*

Total units of electricity generated rose from 396 million ktfh in 1970 to 612 million

in 1977? an average annual rate of increase of 6.4 per cent over this period. This is

a relatively satisfactory rate of increase and the largest users in 1977 "were consumers

working on a maximum demand tariff who purchased 336.5 million kWh* These consumers ..

are mainly in the industrial sector.

(_e) Construction. A poor rate of growth in this sector from I97O to 1977 suggests
that investment has not increased much when measured at constant prices. Local

consumption of cement was estimated at 337,000 tonnes in 1970 but had fallen to

297,000 tonnes in 1977. There had been a rapid increase in cement consumption in 1971

and 1972 to -452,000 tonnes during the pealc period of construction of the Tazara railway,

and other large projects but since 1972 there has been a regular fall in cement,

consumption each year.

In the construction sector efforts have been made to educate people on building

low cost but good quality houses using such materials as are looally available.

However, the urban areas continue to suffer from a shortage of housing particularly

for the low income groups. Site and service schemes are being implemented. The

construction of the new capital city at Dodoma has been in progress for some years«
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(t) Transport services. The achievement of the decade was the completion of
the Tazara railway linking Dar-es-Salaam in Tanzania to the Copperbelt in Zambia*

However, on the negative side the dissolution of the East African Community

Corporations led to some disruption in transport services and it was necessary

to establish national corporationso

Growth in this sector has been comparatively rapid averaging 5»8 P©*1 cent a

year at constant prices and much of the growth has been due to the carriage on

Tanzania's transport system of traffic to and from Zambia..

The import tonnages handled at the three ports of Dar-es-Salaam, Mtwara, and

Tanga inoreased from 2,195,000 tonnes in 1971 to 3,439>OOO tonnes in 1977 while the

total exports increased from 1,030,000 tonnes to 1,482,000 tonnes.

On the railways the tonnage carried other tha,n on Tazara fell from 1,561,000

tonnes in 1970 to 1,302,000 tonnes in 1977 while on Tazara the tonnage carried rose

from only 21,500 tonnes in the firsi; year 1974 to"l,271,600 tonnes in 1977-

Road services have been important in the years to 1976 in carrying goods to and

from Zambia but no data are available* ' .......

United Republic of Tanzania: Table 4. Selected transport indicators.1971 and 1974^-1977

1971 1974 1975 1976 1977

Ports _

Goods unloaded (thousand tonnes)
Goods loaded " "

Railwa

Freight handled " "

Par—es-Salaam bus service

Passengers transported (million)

2 195 3 172 3 296 3 149 3 439
1 030 1 110 1 144 1 633 1 482

1 561 1 434 1 633 2 202 2 574

69-7 86.2 87.O

Source: As table 2.

a/ Tazara railway and freight originating in Tanzania on other railway systems,

(&) tourism. The number of bed-nights spent at hotels in Tanzania rose from

599,800 in 1970 to 980,534 in 1977 although it had been as high as 1,116,888 in 1976,
However, the number of bed-nights spent by visitors ]:in Tanzanian hotels was 379>000

in 1970 and 541,000 in 1977, again there was a fall from a peak of 641,000 in 1976.
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The total foreign exchange earnings from, tourism were estimated, at Tan. She* 96
million in I97O but had fallen to Tan. Shs. 73.3 million in 1977. Such: earnings -were
at a peak by Tan. Zhk, II9 million in 1972. .

4* Expenditure and the GDP ' ■ ■ . l

The data on expenditure are. given in table 5 and show that there has "been an

increase in the proportion of GDP spent on private consumption comparing 1977 with

1970; the percentage on public consumption has, also increased but there was a fall in
the relative expenditure on capital formation.

United Republic of Tanzania: Table 5,

( millions of Tanzanian shillings)

At current prices

Private consumption

Publio consumption

Capital formation

Exports- less ■impbr-ts1 of-' -

goods and services

Total GDP at market prices

1970

6 300

1 208

2 256

-5962/
9 168

Source: Based on national data

Peroen-.

tage

68.7
13.2

24.6

-6.5

100,0.

3-975

14 171
3 259
4 004

-2 423^
- 19 Oil'

from Tanzania.

1976:

15.
3

4;

23

599
421

663

139

1977

20 335

4 052

4 843

-960^/
28 270

u.

Percen

tage ■■

71<

14<

17.

-3<

100 <

■9 ...
>3
,1.

=3

,0

a/. Balancing item.

In 1970 68.7 per cent of GUP went on private consumption, 13<.2 per cent on publio

consumption and 24*6" per oent on capital formation. There was an inflow of resources

estimated at 6*5 P®r cent of GDP to provide the additional resources required over and

above the total GDP at market price3o In 1977 the proportions were 7.1'»'9 £er °®*** f°r
private consumption, 14»3 per cent for public consumption and 17*1 per cent for

oapital formation. There was an inflow of resources equal to 3*3 per cent of GDP in
that-year. - --- -

Prom I97O to 1976 the proportion of GDP at market prices spent on capital

formation was 22.4 per cent. This is a relatively hi$i proportion which should have

been more than adequate to generate an average GDP growth rate of 6 per cent. That

this did not happen can probably be traced to the difficult world economic situation

from 1974 onwards, to the drought in 1974 in particular and to problems ariaing

from the Ujaama village programmea ...
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Based on table 5 the level of domestio savings was equal to 18.1 per cent of

GEPin 1970 but only 13,8 per cent in 1977. In 1974 and 1975.the savings ratio fell
sharply; to,9,9 per cent and 8-5 per oent respectively and capital formation had to be

finanoed-,$o a higher proportion from external resources.

-. .-.. j.;.;-.'j ■;■■

5« External trade and balance of payments

Exports grew during the period under, review but especially so in 1976 and 1977

with the boom in coffee prices. Imports have also risen at a fairly rapid rate and

between 1970 and 1977 exports inoreased in value at an average annual rate of 12*7

per cent while imports rose by 14.8 per cent a year* The higher rate of increase for

imports led to the trade.deficit rising from Tan. Shs. 477 million in 1970 to

Tan. Shs. 1,814 million in 1977* However, the worst trade deficit recorded during

the period was in 1975 when it reached Tan. Shs. 2,965 million with exports only

covering 48 per cent of imports*

The major export items.from Tanzania are coffee, cotton, diamonds and sisal and

their share in total exports has risen from 50 per cent in 1970 to 61 per1cent in 1977.

However, the 1977 result was due to the sharp rise in earnings from coffee and it is

already clear that for 1978 the total value of exports and the earnings from ooffee

will fall substantially.

The composition of imports has varied significantly over the period under review

especially consumer goeds which represented a higher percentage of the total when

food imports were increased substantially as^ in 1974 and 1975- However, in 1977

consumer goods made up 18.5 per oent of the total., intermediate goods 45.5 per cent

and capital goods 35*9 per cent. Tanzania has to import a substantial part of the

supplies required in its manufacturing industry. The volume of imports probably

rose by an average of 2 per cent a year between 1970 and 1977 but in the case of

exports there was a decline in volume from 100 in 1970 to about 60 in 1977 based on

the volume index published until 1974 and the volume of the 4 major commodities

from 1974 to 1977.

United Republic 'of Tanzanias Table 6, External trade' and balance of payments» 1970 and

1975-1977 ( millions of Iknzani-an shillings)

1970 1975 1976 1977

External 'tirade

Exports

Imports

Balanoe

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)
Private transfers (net)
Government transfers (net)

Capital

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

1 797 '

2 274

-477

-345

79
12

456

147

-347

" 2

5
—2

-2

1

764
729

965

458

85
673
681

113

-94

4 108

5 350

-1 242

-839
96

361

520

-179
41

4 161

"•■■ 5 975
-1 814

-1 055
161

-! 790

1 224
-1 318

198

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXX, No. 12, December 1977;

vol. XXXII, No. 1, January 1979.



, .T^e "balance of payments in all. the years given in table 6 shows a deficit for

goods and services covered to.some extent by a net inflow of private transfers and

government transfers. There has also "been a large capital inflow with particularly

high net totals in 1975 and 1977* In 1975 the international.reserves were also
reduced beoause of the magnitude of the deficit on goods" and services but in 1977
these .reserves were; inoreased substantially. .

6# .Development aid, and external debt .

Tanzania receives important amounts of aid and the total net flow of resources

rose from $US I69 million in 1974 to $US 407 million in,1977. Of these totals official
development assistance was $US 162 million,in 1974-and $US 343 million in 1977* Thus
a high proportion of the net resource inflow has been.in the form of grants and soft
loans having an important impact on the level of the external debt. For 1976 the
World.Bank estimated that, debt-service payments, on Tanzania's external publio debt
were-estimated at18.1 per cent of-earnings from-exports of goods and services. In

1970 the proportion had .been .7*3 £er cent. ■-..: ■■■ ■ ,

7. Government revenue and expenditure . - ;,■,

■ £he rates of growth of recurrent revenue:and recurrent expenditure between

1970/71 and 1977/78 were 19.7 per oent and 19-3 per cent respectively. Thus the- size
of the recurrent surplus increased;but in 1977/78-it was only sufficient to finance
9 per cent of the development .budget. As shown in table 7, external, resources have

become increasingly important in providing finance for the development budget* in

1977/78 they provided 66 per cent of the total required, ,

United Republic of Tanzania: Table 7* Government revenue and expenditure-.19,7O/7i ■
• and .1975-1977/78 (millions of Tanzanian shillings) T~. i:

19-70/717 r. 1975/76 1976/77- -1977/78

Recurrent budget

Revenue

Expenditure- - * - -

Surplus

Development budget

Expenditure.. ...■:...

Financing

Recurrent surplus

Domestic borrowing

Other domestic resources

External borrowing

Foreign grants

1 683

1-631

52

52

457
110

258

12

3 919
3-7*6

203

2 2,

203
906

113

562)

469)

5 204

4 428

2 489

776

184

127

1 402

913

280

3 088

280

504
260

2 044

Sourcet As table 2*
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In 1970/71 domestic resources provided 70 per pent of the funds for the . .
development "budget with domestic borrowing alone accounting for 51 per cent.. "But"
*>y I977/78 the share of domestic resources in financing this "budget had fallen
to 34 per oent.

Data are-rnot available on the breakdown of foreign resources in the last two

financial yeax-fe but it.seems that external borrowing would have accounted for more
thhl -external-funds obtained,, ' ■ "" " "

For 1978/79 there*is a large increase in the development budget to Tan., Shs*■5*548
or 36.6 per cent more,than the originally estimated Tan. Shs. 4,062 million for
1977/78. However, as-only Tan. Shs. 3,088 million was spent in 1977/78- it may prove
difficult to |each the total of Tan- Shs. 5,548 for 1978/79. ■ , :

Recurrent expenditure for I978/79 is increased to Tan. Shs. 6,719 million,
or 19.2 per'cent higher than the actual expenditure for 1977/78. Total expenditure
is estimated at Tan. Shs. 12,267 million and recurrent revenue at Tan. Shs, 6,968

million?'-noiKtamfc domestic" borrowing shbuld'reach Tan. Shs". 4#0 million, 'a"further "

Tan, Shs_. .,2(58 million isgexpected from the development production funds and a,further
Tan. Shs. 175 from' miscellaneous receipts. In addition"ttan, 'Shs. 711 million will be
raised from the domestic banking system. A total of Tan* Shs* 3,583 million is

expeoted from foreign grants and loans? of this total grants, are estimated.at

Tan.'Shs: 1,749 Million and-loans at Tan, Shs. 1,834 million. Various other" receipts
are expected-i^noluding those arising from increased taxes^ '

8. Money and banking

The government sector including official entities has become much more important

in the Tanzanian economy"since 1970 and this is particularly .reflected in the credit
advanced by the banking system. . ; . ■ ■ ,-• ..

Between December I970 and-December 1977 net foreign assets increased from ' " '

Tan. Shs* 768 million to Tan. Shs. 1,513 million and .total dtimestic credit from
Tan. Shs. 1,639 million to Tan. Shs. 7>482 million. Thus the rise in domestic
credit was hf far the most important influence behind the rise in the money supply
and the details given in table 8 show that the major increases in credit have "been

to the Government and to official entities. Met claims oh the Government rose from

Tan. Shs. 277 million in December 1970 to Tan. Shs. 3,044 million in December 1977
while claims on official entities increased from Tan. Shs. 457 million to

Tan. Shs. 2,161 million and claims on the private sector .!fr(3ta--!rajW--•&*;■' 9G§ million
to Tan. Shs. 2,277 million. The annual rates of increase averaged 41 per cent for

government credit, 2-4.8 :per cent for official entities'and 14.1 per cent for the
private sec'tbr. ■ ' ■ ■ ■ .■. :

The growth rate of money proper between I97O and 2,977 wae^ 20.6 per cent a year

and of money including quasi-money was 20.3 per cent annually. These growth rates

may be compared with the risfe1 in consumer prices averaging 12«2 per cent a year.
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United Republic of Tanzania; Table &i Monetary survey, 1970 and 1973-1978

(millions of Tanzanian shillings)

End

1970

End

1975

End

1976

End

1977

June

1978

Net foreign assets

Domestic credit

Net olaims on Government

Claims on official entities

Claims on private sector

Money

Quasi-money

Other items (net)

768 357 561 1 513 845

277

457

905
755
563

90

2

1

1

4
1

358
780

613
404

297
406

3
1

1

5
l

396

958

767
486

636

562

3

2

2

6

1

044
161

277
497
970

529

2

2

6

2

501

334
100

248

202

328

Sour-oet IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXX, No, 12, December 1977}

vol. XXXJI, No; 1, January 1979*

In the first half of 1978 there was a substantial fall in net foreign assets but

domestic credit increased by 6 per cent* The money supply was unchanged over this

period. The planned increase in money supply for 1978 has been set at 14 per oent.

9. Wages and prices

Wages have increased substantially since 1970 and in 1977 the average wage per

annum reached 8,017*7 shillings. Based on 1972, average wages were 92 per oent higher

in 1977 having risen by 46 per oent in 1974 and 16 per oent in 1977 • Wages have

generally risen in response to the high rate of inflation. The average increase in

consumer prices has been 12*2 per cent a jear between 1970 and 1977 and price rises

were particularly strong in 1974 and 1975 because of the drought and because of

international events. The rise in consumer prices was 19-3 per cent in 1974 and

26.4 per oent in 1975 tut only 6.9 per cent in 1976 and 11.5 per cent in 1977* I»
the first quarter of 1978 consumer prices were 4*6 per oent higher than in the first

quarter of 1977 reflecting a substantial fall in the rate of inflation.

10. Employment and unemployment

There was an increase of 16*5.per cent in numbers employed in 1973 tut since

then there has been a relative stagnation and the numbers employed in 1977 were

474,090 compared with 472,500 in 1973* The fall in employment in the construction

industry following the completion of the railway line of. Tazara in Tanzania was
particularly large the total falling from 104,780 in 1973 to 49,000 in 1977 and

despite growth in all other sectors this fall could not be recouped so that total

wage employment in 1977 was only 0*4 per cent higher than in 1973.



Data on unemployment are not available but there has "been some tendency to

discourage rural dwellers from moving to the towns arid even the repatriation from

urban to rural areas of persons unemployed in the towns.

11. Other sooial sectors ■

(a) Eduoation. There has "been a very large1 inorease in the numbers enrolled in
educational institutions this decade, but the real progress has been registered in

primary education where enrolments' more than doubled passing from 827,974 in 1970
to 2,020,883 in 1977. There were particularly large rises in primary pupils in 1975
and 1976 and the primary enrolment rate reached 60 per cent in 1977- With the emphasis

on increasing the primary enrolment rate the growth1 in enrolments at secondary schools

and in higher education has been less spectacular but has nevertheless been

substantial.* ' ■ ' '' 'J :.

There were 41,960 students at government secondary schools in 1977 and a further

19,820 at private schools. The total of 61,786 in 1977 compares with 41*078 in 1970.
Over the same period 1970 to 1977 the number of higher education students in East
Afrioan colleges rose from 2,086 to 3,075. In an attempt to relate primary education

more effectively to the realities, rural subjects are now included in the curriculum
in order to prepare pupils for life in the countryside. Adult education has had a

profound impact and after 15 years of effort the illiteracy rate had fallen to 39

per cent at the end of 1975- . .

(b) Health services. 'THe main policy orientation has been on preventive medioifce

and the provision of more health facilities in the rural areas. In 1977 the number .

of hospital beds available was 31,487 compared with 28,054 in 1972. There were 181
rural health centres in 1977 as against 99 in 1972. The number of trained personnel
has also grown with particular inoreases in the medical assistants. There were 727
dootors in 1977, 400 assistant doctors, 930 medical assistants, 1,393 rural medical

aids, 1,235 grade A nurses and 4»423 grade B nurses. However, despite this progress-

the country still has a high mortality rate and a high incidence of endemic diseases*

Among the health objectives of the Government is the provision of clean water to all

the population by the year 1991*
» ■ ■ ■ ■ ■'■'■',*

(c) Housing., The efforts to eradicate the housing problem, which is especially

serious in the urban areas for the-low-income groups, include eduoatiag'.p'feople in

building low cost but good quality housing using locally available materials '

particularly burhx bricks, timber and roofing tiles; site and service programmes;

the provision of infrastructure services and the implementation of town master plans.
The National Housing Corporation continues to construct low- and medium-cost . •*.

residential houses and is producing construction materials such as burnt bricks and
tiles. The Tanzania Housing Bank provides loans for low-cost and other -housing.

In 1977 the number of housing loans approved by the bank increased to 4>077«

B. MAJOR PROBLEMS .

In 1977/78 the economic relationship with the former East African Community

oountries continued to weaken. The border between Tanzania and Kenya continued to be

closed and trade between the two countries declined drastically. Legislation had to
be passed aimed at creating corporations to deal with the services which were

previously undertaken by the East African Community in Tanzania.
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Tanzania continues to depend to a certain extent on imported ;oereals. These

cost Tan, Shs. 230 million in 1977/78,a reduotion and a sharp reduction on the .levels
of 1974 and 1975 "but still indicating that domestic cereal output must "be increased

substantially. :. ,

, The balance of payments was in surplus in 1976 and 1977 helped by the high

earnings from- coffee but the price fall of coffee i^n I978 reveals the fragility of

the balance of payments which is heavily dependent for equilibrium on high capital

and transfer receipts.

. The rapidly increasing investment programme is creating its own problems. The

sharp increases in domestic credit to the Government and the parastatals to help

finance this programme has in the past created fairly substantial inflation through;

inoreases in the money supply.

( The output, of the key oash crops has generally declined since 1970 despite steps,

taken to .raise producer prices and improve the inputs to farmers including subsidizing

the. prices of fertilizers and insecticides*

c. nrrERHAi* development policies

The various development plans in operation this decade have been to some extent

motivated by the policy of self-reliance which has found a particular emphasis in the

Ujaama village programme that apart from helping the distribution of social services

and other amenities in the rural areas was also designed to lay the basis for increased

agricultural production.

year 1978/79 is the third year of the third five year development plan and
the emphasis for that year is the completion of ongoing projects in all sectors* Those

projects aimed at strengthening the .existing service facilities to the pub lip would be

given first priority.

While the target growth rates in the various plans operative so far this decade

vere achieved to an extent of only about 70 per cent, what was done in the field of

investment should have laid a useful foundation for the achievement of higher growth

rates in the future. However, there is a strong awareness that the level of development

expenditures proposed should be better related to the absorptive capacity of the

country. With an improvement in skills, more availability of equipment and materials

thi_s oapaci.ty has increased and this means that higher investment expenditures -are

becoming increasingly possible.

In the budget speech made.on 15 June 1978 the Minister for Finance and Planning

stated that kas from that date the Tanzanian Government had decided that they recognized

formally that the East African Common Market had been dissolved. Thus any taxable goods

received from Kenya and Uganda were subject to taxation. The Transfer- Tax Act was

also to be repealed.
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D. PROSPECTS POfi 1978 TO I98O

Tanzania oontinues to receive substantial aid from external sources^ gome pap.t
of which is in the form of capital and muoh of this capital is of the"Toft-loan variety,
This means that investment aotivity can continue at. a high rate without this causing
too much of a problem over debt servicing. \

A high level of investment aotivity will help create a relatively high level of
growth in the eoonomy and certainly the 1978/79 budget oqvers a particularly high rate
of government development expenditure. However, on the negative side in 1978 and 1979
will be the impact of the fall in coffee prices on external earnings and on the inoomes
of farmers proMucing coffee»

The GDP growth rate in 1978 and 1979 should be above the average achieved so far
this deoade.

t;
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UPPER VOLTA

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1970-1978 ' ■ ■ ' "'" '

1. Introduction : : - - ■.-.-.. :. ..■-.";.'■■

: The■ economy Of Upper Volta is basically a^i&iltiirai Wb $'he::oi£iQa.te is. difficult
and not conducive to rapid eoonomic growth. 'In'fli'e^early years uf ifiis decade, drought
inflicted heavy losses of livestock and crops and there was a net decline of,, production

and incomes. :After-'1973 j agriculture recovetfetT arida hi#i level o;f,foreign,aid led,*
large incresi9e.:.in investments, ■ There are no GDP"'estimates at constant prices, and!
according, to ^official data* the rate of growth of* .Cffltp at current fac'tpr post was .7,3 : '*

per-cent per-year whil-e Consumer prices increased by 7V7 per cent, yearly,,'. If. deflated

by the consumer prices index there has been no real growth'in Gx>P between I97O and I977

but other indicators suggest that the average growth rate at. constant prices could have
beeri in the' region of; 3"-per cent a year/ ' ' ' ■ ■ ",",.■,,.

Exports were affected in the drought years because uf the lower agricultural

production and after 1973 they grew less rapidly than imports.

The value of imports was nearly four times as high in 1977 as in 1970* There was

already a trade deficit in 1^70 with exports only 37 per cent of imports but in 1977

this deficit had risen to CFAF 37« 7 billion with the coverage of imports by exports fall

ing to 26.5 per cent* The large and increasing inflow of aid receipts and remittances

has enabled a balance to be aohieved in the basic balance of payments^

Inflation increased after 1973 partly because of higher import prices and price
rises for local foodstuffs. From 1975 to 1977 consumer prices rose on average by 10.4

per cent a year. A fall is shown in the official prices index in 1976 but this seens

likely to have been a statistical mistake. In 1977 the GDP increased by 4.5 per cent at

current factor cost and this seems to indicate a fall in real terms. For I978 project

ions show a gruwth rate at current prices of 6 per cent, with a fall in agricultural

output and a slowdown in the rate of investment. The trade deficit is expected to

remain at the same level as in 1977* In May 1978 consumer prices were 32 per cent

higher than in May 1977»

2. GDP by industrial origin

Compared with the overall GDI1 growth rate of 7.5 per cent a year at current prices,

agriculture's growth rate was 7.6 per cent so there was a small rise in the share of GDP

originating in agriculture from 44.5 per cent in 1970 to 44.7 per cent in 1977. ^he

proportion of GDP originating in manufacturing industry fell from 16.7 per cent to I4.4

per cent over this period but from construction the proportion rose from 2.6 to 4.7 per

cent in line with the increased investment effort being undertaken. The contribution of

the services sector increased from I4.2 to 16.3 per cent but that from commerce fell

froa 17-7 to 15«6 per cent.

In 1977 "the value added by the agriculture sector fell by 1.7 per cent and that of

manufacturing industry was virtually unchanged. All other sectors recorded increases

and there was a particular increase in output from the construction sector.
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Upper Volta; Table 1. GDP by source, 19W and 1975 to 1977
...... T

( billions of CFA francs)

Agriculture, forestry and

fishing

Manufacturing

Electricity and water

Construction

Wholesale and retail trade

Transport and, cp.mmunica.tion

Services

Total at current market

prices

1970

36.31
13-62

0.45
2.10

14-43
3.08 -,

11.60

Percentage

44-5

16.7 -
0.5 ■

2.6

17-7
3.8 ---

14.2

1975

57-28

18.60

O.65

3.15
17.63

—*4i-*21—

19.01 ,

1976

61.66

19.48
O.78

3.90

I8.83

— *4v39'*

20.64

1977

60.62

19.58
0.86

6.35
21.19

•*—'3.-00 "■■■"

22.07

Percent

44-7

14.4
0.6

4.7
15-6

"3.7
.16.3

Total at current factor cost 81.59

88.84

100.0 120.53 129.84 135.67

132,84 143.34 150,79

100.0

Source: National data from Upper Volta. ' • ■ •

Early estimates for 1978 indicate moderate growth for both agriculture and

manufacturing and further expansion in construction. The services sectors are also

forecast to grow, in line with the production sectors. -:

3* Selected economic sectors

(a) Agriculture, livestock and forestry. Agricultural output is virtually determin
ed by the rainfall pattern as rainfed agriculture is practiced in the western and

southern parts of the country where most of the population livesj the northern areas

where rainfall is less abundant are chiefly occupied by nomadic cattle raisers. Accord

ing to the 1975 census, only 6.4 per cent of the people live in towns of more than ;

10,000 inhabitants so the overwhelming majority of the population is rural.

The growth of agriculture has been only modest in the period 1970 to 1977

largely to the impact of the drought years. An average increase of 1.6 per'cent a year

in the volume of agricultural output has been assessed by FAO for this period with a

fairly substantial recovery since 1973* The main food crops are millet and sorghum

while cotton, groundnuts, sesame and karite provide the bulk of Upper Volta1s exports.

In 1977 crop production was less than in 1976 and output of millet and sorghum fell

by 8 per cent but the total cereal crop in 1977 appears to have, been higher than in

1970. The cereal deficit for a population of 6.3 million is estimated at 17 per cent of

demand.;

Industrial crops have followed the same pattern as food crops, with a decline in

production in the first years of tht decade because of the drought followed by a recovery

and higher production in more recent years. In particular the production of cottqn has

risen substantially and a record crop of 55?253 tonnes was obtained in 1977- In 197^
because of adverse weather the crop is estimated at only 38?OOO tonnes. The planted

area has been increasing and production should rise once again when rainfall is more

normal•
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Upper -Volta; Table 2. Agricultural prodyotiuny 1970 and-197? to 1977

1970

Millet and sorghum (thousand tonnes) 941

!=rfc£'
gg

Source; National data from Upper Volta.

1975 .

986

91?

5&3

1

31
50

1976.

200

000

000

000

695

1-977

1 100

10 000

5 ooo

32 400

countriir~™^f T, 1?»-»-a^59.ted..1.y.t£, drought than in other Sahelian
countries, Seco-rdm,, to a study carried out by the MO, cattle losses in the drought
years were 8 per cent in Upper Volta compared with an average of 29 per cent ifthe
^fl'^-^-^1^?- ?O-W-^°-»-*WGer._tt!«. .that^e^ught levels-
wxth cattle "Being es^xmatea at 3 million head and sheep and goats at 5.6 million in 19
compared with 2.25 million and 4.0 million respectively in I970? a\5'b ■milllun ln 19

thP fnl ff^^ pattern in W* appears to have been unfavourable and in some areas
the food sxtuatxon has been as serious ,as it was during the drought. One direct
consequence of the poor rainfall has .been the large drop in cottfn production.

However, there are some reasons fur optimism over the future of aA-riculture

I ^ ve^tabT"™ ^.-r1,^ Pr°Vided diSeaSSS <=- ^-adxcSd! On: g^owS
^ + e "e,SS°rtS t0 £Ur°pe Which in W6 reaohed U'296 tonnes compared

1976 X^9l +^S !,°tal TOlUe ''•f"«™^-^->^tabk exports was CF^F 410
xn 1976. Unfortunately there are very real problems to be..overcome such as. the

present xmpossxbxlxty^of using rich and fertile lands in the Uptako-Oourma area
because of rxver blxndness. Governinent policies are aimed at grouping peasants into
regxonal organxsatxons responsible for agricultural extension,"the supply of fertilLers,
pestxcxdes and- xmproved seeds and the marketing of produce.

w ^} SsiSS- There is at present no significant mining production in Upper Volta
but varxous deposxts-have already been located and the mining industry has been given
a high prxorxty xn the 1977-1981 plan under implementation. Phosphate deposits £ve
been dxscovered, one of them the licdjari containing'some 112 million tonnes of ore, a

ltL?r tn f^6en^ooated at BonSa »«p the railway line which is reported to
lead and Tr,™ f J *£ ™ ^"^ °f 0Pe* Eesearoh is "elag continued on diamond,
lead and copper deposits. There are also projects for the exploitation of a marble
ttri^ a\Tiara> 1*e reopening of a goldmine whose exploitation had stopped, in 1966 but
whxch has become profitable again with the rise in gold prices, and above all of the
Tambao manganese deposits. The exploitation of the Tambao deposits would have
partxcular economic repercussions in a country which is at present only an agricultural
producer. The total cost of the exploitation of the Mine including the building of a
railway from Ouagadougou to Tambao (334. km) is high and has been estimated at ClW 51.4
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(g) ,Eheray» Energy consumption is etill very low averaging only"l8 kgs of coal
equivalent per head in 1976 against an African average of 397 kgs. This low consumpt
ion per head reflects the low level of industrialization. 111 energy requirements are
met from imported oil or firewood. The consumption of imported oil products'has gruwn
at a high rate since 1970 estimated at 11.4 per cent a year and the production of
electricity rose from 27-16 million k¥h to 69.84 million fctfh or by 12.5 per cent a year
between 1970 and 1977- In 1976 a dam on the Black Volta river to produce 320 million
kWh a year was approved and as were 2 x 1,500 Kw generators for the power station at
Bobolasso* ■ ■

(d) Manufacturing. Manufacturing industry contributed 14,4 per cent of GDP in
1977. Its growth rate at constant prices has been low since 1970. However this poor
performance is only true when both factory and handicraft industries are combined.
Where factory enterprises are concerned it appears that output has grown quite rapidly
in the last few years with the number of establishments increasing* In I976 six'
factories were built involving a total investment uf CFjiF 5 billiun. Other projects
were approved including the increase in the production capacity of the saga~r complex *
of Soehu, ar modern soap factory and fabric production from locally produced cotton.
The total value of the sales from manufacturing industry reached CFAF 20,8-Mlli'6n in
X97o--with"4l per Cent from drink and tobacco industries and 27 per cent from mechanical,
metallurgical and electrical industries. Textiles, hides and skins accounted for a
further 21 per cent. The most important factories were tho&s producing beer, sugar,
soap, edible oils, flour, shoes and motor-cycles,

s) Transport services. Traffic to and from external markets is carried over the
Abidjan-Ouagadougou railway. Traffic on the railway has followed the trend'in the
general economy, increasing up to 1972, declining in 1973 and 1974 and then resuming
its upward trend. In 1976 the total load carried was 57 per cent higher than in 1970.
Complete results are not available for 1977, but data for the first three quarters of
the year suggest that traffic has dropped slightly. Not much is known about road '
transport m terms uf goods transported. But the number of trucks and other utility
vehicles in 1977 was almost double the 1970 figure, while tne consumption of gasoline
and diesel oil has also doubled. As for air transportation, the number uf passengers
handled at Ouagadougou airport doubled from I97O to 1977.

Upper Volta1 Table 3. Selected transport indicators, 1970 and 197^ to 1977

1970 1975 1976 19T7

Railways

Freight (thousand tonnes) 332.4 393*5 521.7 ■ 511

Airport

Passengers handled (thousand) ... 74,4 90.4 102.2

Sources: BCEAO, notes d'information et statistiques, No. 262, juin 1979,

Part estimated.



4« Expenditure and the GDP

There has been a faster growth in total expenditure than total production (10 A
per cent against 7.4 Per cent, a year) between 1970 and 1977 and an iSSnTuvei of
expenditure has been financed from external resources, in 1970 the gaptetwfen
expenditure and production was equal to 7-9 per cent of Gi)P5 in 1977 it reached^ per

s:^Massa.-=i=sa Siris sr^sf
formation has risen to reach a level equal to 17,8 per cent

:sr ?"araounted in 197°to a mere 2-2 J
CPA francs)

Private consumption

Public consumption

Gross fixed capital

formation

Changes in stock

Exports less imports of

goods and services

GDP at market prices

1970

83.03

8.06

0.91

-7-03

88.84

Percentage

93.

4-

9«

1.

-7.

100.

■5
■3

,1

■0

9

0

1975

130.

3.

19.
2.

-22.

132.

03

23

70

10

22

84

1976

140,

3,

22.

2.

-25.

143.

■94
,46

.27

-65

98

34

1977

146.

6.

26.

•.

-28.

150.

40

■26

77
•■

64

79

V oixiions 01

Percentage

97.1
4.2

* •. "■ .

-19.0

100.0

Source; National data from Upper Volta.

5- External trade and the balance uf payments

fx'Vfts oonsist -f agricultural commodities and livestock products.
lteaS areU^ OTimals o0" dt t

T>,» J£S ! fVf g modities and livestock products
llLT+\TTT+lteaS are.U^ OTimals' o0"Un, groundnuts and tarite nuts. The
drought years had toeir om impact.on. export earnings but the growth uf exports was
resumed xn 1974. However for the period as a whole the gruwth^ate of exerts in value
was 15.2 per cat a year from CFAP 5.Q6 billion in-1970 to CMF 13.6 billion in 197?
Imports grew much more rapidly partly because uf tae important effort made to illL

TfZ n ^^^ ^°aUSe Uf Meher dd T
p made to incrllL

^ e °°nSUmer demand- The ««>»* rate of import'L
^ Per °ent a y^ fom CPtf. 13.7 billion in 1970 to CFAF 51-4 billion in

billion 1^1970! a fiC" °f ^ 37-? biUiOn in 1977 -mpared tol 1"
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Despite the large and growing deficit, the "balance of payments remained in surplus

up to 1974 "because of growing foreign aid and remittances from migrant workers. In

1975 there was a small deficit of CFAF 2.14 billion and the monetary, data suggest that

there was'a smaller deficit in 1976 but a substantially larger one in 1977*.

Upper Voltas Table 5. External trade and balance of payments, 1970 and 1975 to 1977

(billions of CFA francs}

1970 1975 1976 1977

External trade

Exports

Imports

Balance

Balance uf payments

Goods and services (net)
Private transfers (net)
Government transfers (net)

Capital

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

5.06

13.70

-8.64

-10.25

6.44
6,17
2.11

-3.33
-1.14

9.37
32.39

-23.02

-39.80

10.07

20.77)
6.28)

2.14

0.54

12.69
34*42

-21.73

il
-38.5
10.0

22.6^

l'Zc/
4--P

13.61

51.36-

-37.74

* •.

10.8

25.7*/
3.7
# • •

Source 1 IMF Internatiunal Financial Statistics, vul. XXX, No. 12, December 1977

and vol. XXXI, No. llj November 1978 (balance of payments converted from United States

dollars).

a/ Estimates prepared at ECA,

b/ Foreign aid' Ihf low.

g/ Includes private

6. Development aid and external debt.

As indicated by national accounts and balance of payments the inflow of foreign

resources to Upper Volta'has been on an increasing scale since 1970. The deficit of
goods and services was equal to 19 per cent of GDP in 1977- External assistance to

Upper Volta as a percentage uf its GDP is large. External aid as measured by official
grants and all capital rose from CFAF 8.28 billion in 1970 to CFAF 27.05" billion in

1975. Measured from other data the total rose from CFAF 6.34 billion in 1970 to
CFAF 29.12 billiua in 1975 but feTl to "CMF 22.6; billion In' 1976--to"Tecover -to CFAF

25.7 billion in 1977. Foreign aid increased considerably^during and immediately after

the drought years. " It has stayed at a high'level subsequently as Upper 7olta is one
of the least developed among the developing countries. The amount of external debt
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incurred has increased considerably growing according to one source from CPiiP 4.79

billion in 1972 to CTAF 32.53 billion in 1977* while debt servicing doubled from

CPAP 522 millions in 1972 to CFaF 1,094 million in 1977- The World Bank estimated that

the Upper Volta's service payments on external public debt were equal to 3-8 per cent
of earnings un goods and services in 1976.

7* Government revenue and expenditure

Up to 1975 the budget did not increase by more than 10 per cent per year in line

with the cautious budget policy being followed. Howevtr in I976 budget expenditures

increased by 4O.2 per cent, in 1977 by 9-5 per cent and in 1978 by 32.3 per cent

reflecting the new emphasis on much higher capital expenditure. While the budgetary

estimates show an equilibrium, there have been actual budget surpluses created in most

years. The net deposits of the Government in the banking system rust from CFAF 3.84

billion-at December 1970 to GPAF 9-29 "billion at December 1974 then fell to CFiiF 4.92 ,

billion in December 1975- to recover to -CFAF 7.74 billion at December 1977. A

particular exception was in 1975 when Government net deposits fell by CPAF 4#37 billion

probably indicating the impact of high supplementary expenditure in the difficult

conditions of 1975*

From 1970 tot1977 recurrent revenue grew at an average rate of 13.0 per cent a

year, recurrent expenditure by I4.O per cent a year and capital expenditure by 25»5

per cent a year. There was a rise of 23-9 per cent in recurrent expenditure in I978

and one'of 44.7 per cent for capital expenditure.

Desgite the increases in expenditure at a rate well abuve the apparent growth of

GDP, total government expenditure in Upper Volta is still small as a proportion of

total_JHjflL-azKL-an...l977 was only 16 per cant. However, there.are also substantial
expenditures in the public sector financed by foreign donors which are not included

in table 6. ■'

Upper Volta; Table 6, Government revenue and expenditure, 1970 and 1975 to 1977
(in billions of CPA francs)

1970 1975 1976 1977 1978

Budget estimates

Recurrent revenue 9.74 I5.O6 20.86 22.92 28,30

Other receipts 0.02 nil. .0.26 1.27. 2.30.

Recurrent expenditure 8.44 12,63 16.74 21.15 26.20

Capital expenditure 0.90 1,30 3.07 3.04 4.4O

Other expenditure O.42 O.83 1.32 nil nil

Apparent balance a/ 1.60 -4-37 2.03 O.79

Sources National data from Upper Volta. IMF, International Financial Statistics

various issues.

a/ The change in Government net deposits in the banking system for the year
concerned.
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8. Money and "banking

The dynamic element in money supply growth between 1970 and 1977 lias come mainly
from credit to the private sector. Claims on the private sector increased from CFAF
5-63 Million at December 1970 to CFAF 45,75 billion at December 1977, a rate uf growth
of 34.9 per cent a year. Net deposits of the Government in the banking system were
higher at December 1977 totalling CFAF 7,74 billion that at December 1970 when they were
CFAF 3.04 billion. Net foreign assets were lower at December 1977 than December I97O at
CFAF 5.86 billion compared with CM1 9.63 billion. These monetary movements helped to
slow down the rate of expansion in money supply to some extent but money proper rose by
an average of 19 per cent a year and including quasi-money the growth rate was1 21 per
cent a year.

The growth rate of money proper of 19 per cent a year between 1970 and 1977 has no
doubt contributed to the rise in consumer prices estimated according to the official
index at about 7.7 per cent yearly.

Upper Voltas Table 7. Monetary survey, 1970 and 1975 to 1978 (in billions of CPA
francs)

End

1970

End

1975

End

1976

iihd

1977

May

1978

Net foreign assets

Domestic credit

Net claims on Government

Claims on private sector
Money

Quasi-money

Long-term foreign borrowing

Other items (net)

9.63 12.64 5*86 3.73

-3.84

5.63

9.13

0.23

0.89
1.18

-4.92

21.59
22.50

1.82

4.16

4.11

-6.95
32.41
27.56

4.00

4.47
2.08

-7.74

45.75
30.78

4.79

4.99
3.32

-5.90

48.12

32.74
5.35

4.89
2.98

Source; IMF> International Financial Statistics, vol. XXX No. 12, December 1977,

9- Wages and prices

The minimum wage has been adjust&d upwards several times since' 1970. The latest
revision was in 1977 with an increase uf 6.8 per cent over the level of 1976, the total
increase since 1970 bein^. 132 per cent. Minimum wages hav* more than doubled while,
an index for African consumers in the capital city shows a price rise of 114 t>er c^nt
between'I97O and 1977, . . " *

The consumer prices index rose by 38 per cent between 197Q and 1975, an average of
6.7 per cent a year with virtually all the increases occurring in I974 and 1975. In 1975
there was a rise in prices of 18.7 per o«nt and between 1975 and 1977 the average
increase was IO.4 per cent. A fall in the index is shown for 1976 but the sharp rise
recorded in 1977 suggests that I976 produced a freak result. In the first half of 1978
consumer prices showed a further significant rise.
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10. Bnployment and unemployment

The population is engaged mainly in agricultural pursuits and the number of wage
earners is.small "being estimated at about 43,000 in 1977j a rise of 34 per cent over the

level of 32,000 in 1970. However, rural poverty and a lack of employment opportunities
encourages migration to neighbouring coastal states especially the Ivory Coast. Probably

one-sixth of the adult males work outside Upper Volta and the value.of their remittances
has been estimated a;o CFAF 10,8 billion in I977 as against CFAF 6.4 billion in 1970,

11. Other social sectors

(2.) Education. Though the primary school enrolment ratio was low in 1977 at only
14*0 per cent of the eligible age group, the number of pupils has been growing steadily
at 6.8 per cent per year since 1970, a rate well in excess of the population growth rate.
There were an estimated 178,500 primary pupils in 1978 compared with 105,700 in 1970.

Over the same period the number of students at secondary schools has doubled from
10,879 to 20,459 and in higher education nas more "than trebled from 903 to 3,200. This
substantial expansion in education at all levels led to a large rise in expenditure on
education from QP^,. X.'.fi billion in-1-970 to CPAF-4^5-Million

Ck Health. What is significant for health services as for education is the relative
improvement, in this caso reflected in the growth in the number of .doct.Qrs and nurses
-compared to population while "the grow£E In" hospital beds "has"at "least* kept pace with
population. # In 1977 there were 2,500 hospital beds, 117 doctors and 1,412 registered
nurses compared with 1953, 60 and 750 respectively in 1970. The 1977 ratios were hospital
beds si per 2,548 persons, doctors; 1 per 54,460 persons and nurses! 1 per 4,513 persons.
Unfortunately the doctor/population ratio is still extremely low and endemic diseases are
prevalent ata high level leading to a high mortality rate. A particular health problem
is the prevalence of the river blindness disease which closes large areas of fertile-land
to human habitation.

B. MAJOR PROBLMS

Upper Volta is one of the poorest countries in Africa with ah estimated 0£)P~.per head
3f only $US 120 in 1977- There has to date been little'mineral exploitation although
deposits have been proved. High transport costs due to long distances make exploitation *

.uneconomic. Agriculture is subject to the erratic climate which can have a very severe

impact on production in a year of poor rainfall. The low educational level of the past

;ias meant that 90 per cent or more of .the population is illiterate and as just seen health*

services still need a fundamental improvement. The country is heavily dependent on

external aid to make any impact on the growth rate of the economy. The. drought though

'ess severe in Upper Volta than in other Sahel countries nevertheless inflicted heavy
.oases on the economy. The recovery since 1974 has been relatively good but the I978

'..gricultural season in particular was influenced adversely by relatively poor rainfall.

*8 a least-developed, land-locked country Upper Volta seems to be severely constrained in
i.ts development efforts.. Its absorptive capacity for development is still adversely

--ffected by a lack of skills in the population at large and a low proportion of resources
^t the disposal of the Government.
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C, INTERNAL DEVELOPMWT POLICIES

The period I97O-I977 included the 1972-1976.five year plan. That- plan emphasized

agriculture and related activities like the supply uf water and irrigation, industry and

the economic infrastructure. Despite the drought, the total volume p£ iftvfe.4ta^nts plann

ed appears to have teen carried out. However, the impact uf these investments on output

does not appear to have materialized to the extent anticipated. A new plan for'I977-I98I

has;h_een" prepared. This plan makes provision fur a total investment of ' GFAF 208*7

billion compared ;with CFAF 63.2 billion for 1972^1976. Publicsector investments in'

1977-1981 are:assessed at CFAP 112.2 billion with a further.CFAF 96.5 billion -in the

private sector. The overall total is equal to an average of CFAF 41.7 billion a year

and virtually all will have ta be financed externally. The two main priority sectors

are industry .and the infrastructure,, the proportion of investments going on agriculture

has been reduced to 13*3 per cent. One large project is the Tambao-manganese mine %'hich

"requires direct expenditure on the mine together with.a railway and, township expenditure

and the total cost is estimated at QFaP 51. billion. When in operation-the-mine will hav

a. substantial impact on the economy .and even when under development it-will-have a

particular impact on construction and other economic sectors- . -: " '■

In agriculture a growth rate of 3.3 per cent a year is planned with a : higher rate

of increase for, commercial crops such as sugar cane and cotton. If the manganese mine

is developed in the period the industry growth rate, will be as high' as 12 per oent a

yc3.T~, The rate of investment could reach 25 per cent of GDP in I98I but "this may !.-:

culminate in widening the trade deficit and necessitate increased foreign'aid inflows'.

Upper Volta has strong links with its neighbours, in particular with the Ivory

Ccast and the Sahelian countries* -The transport system uf Upper Volta is linked to that

of the Ivury Coast through the 'Abidjan-Niger railway; Upper Volta supplies ■migrant worker:

to that country and there are many other fields of economic co-operation. Since the on

set of the drought in the Sahel co-operation amung the countries concerned has been

intensified to promote the development of water supplies in the region so as -to minimize

■JLe effect of erratic rainfall in the future.

D. PROSPECTS" FOB 1978 TO I98O ' '. -*
■ - ■ .. ■ ■ ■ ' ">. .'

Reports refer to poor crops in, some regions in 1978 'and the real growth uf the

economy will be particularly influenced by what is spent on investment. It seems likely
■that real growth in the economy in 1978 will again be fairly small. The plan for 1977-

1981 calls for a very high level uf investment, and in particular the exploitation of tho

Tambao mine .could have a particular impact on the economy. With reasonable' climatic

conditions in' 197? and I98O and a high rate of investment expenditure these years cuuld
see GDP growth rates at constant prices well above the average achieved so far this
decade. . . n ! ...
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ZAI2E

A. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1970-78

1• Introduction

In the first few years of this decade economic growth was comparatively rapid

with the GDP increasing at constant prices by 5.3 per cent a year "between 1970 and

1974* However, the fall in copper prices in 1975 to a particularly loir level.and

the very little aecovery in its price since has led to a period of declining GDP

and in fact estimates suggest that "between 1974 and 1977 there was an average

reduction in GDP at constant prices of about 3.8 per cent a ye^r. Thus from 1970

to 1977 the GDP increased at constant prices at an annual rate of only 1,4 per

cent a year. In contrast GDP at current factor cost has risen by an average of 26O$

per cent a year, the country having experienced particularly rapid inflation especially

since 1973- The implicit GDP deflator is 25.1 per cent a year for the period 1970

to 1977 &*id this compares with an annual average yearly increase in consumer prices

of 32.4 per cent.

rise in consumer prices between 1973 and 1977 has averaged 50 per cent a

year and over the same period the increase in money proper has been 29.2 per cent

a year. Thus the increase in money supply has reinforced inflationary pressures

but the much higher rate of increase in consumer prices also suggests that the local

currency became sharply over-valued.

In 1976 Zaire negotiated the rescheduling of its foreign debt and devalued

its currency from 1 Zaire equals 2 US dollars to 0.86 Zaire to 1<US dollar. In 1977

and again in 197$ Mie brief rebellions in the copper mining province of Shaba

further worsened the country's economic situation but with international help Zaire

drew up a reoovery programme which included strict public spending and import

controls.

The strict import controls have improved the external trade position to the

extent that there was a trade surplus of 324.2 million Zaires in 1977 whereas

in 1975 there had been a defioit of Z.20 million and a smaller surplus of Z.2OO-7

million was recorded in 1976- The devaluation of the national currency contributed

to the larger trade surplus in 1977 hut high coffee prices also helped materially*

For 1978 data are scarce but the trade surplus in the first quarter of the

year was Z.5O.8 million, consumer prices rose by 23.6 per cent between December 1977

and June 1978 and the country's international reserves rose by $US 32,2 million from

the end of 1977 to September 1978. In terms of net foreign assets of the banking

system there appears to have been some reduction in the size of the negative balance.

However, despite some improvement in particular fields the result for the year as

a whole must be a further reduction in the GDP in real terms due to the loss of

copper production in the months of and following the insurgency,

2. GDP by industrial origin

Despite the uncertainty of the figures shown in table 1 it is obvious that

measured at current prices some very large changes have occurred in the distribution
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of Zaire!s GDP between 1970 and 1977- ^e most important is that the share of mining

in. the total has fallen from 19,8 per cent to only 3-4 per cent due to the decline

in the profitability of copper mining in the wake of the f:.ll in copper prices on

world markets and increase?.' - ■' ■ ; 'i/i^..;:^4i, i^u rihai-e of wholesale and retail

trade in total GDP has almost quadrupled from 5*7 to 19-8 per cent and for the trans

port sector there has been a decline from 10,4 to 5=4 per cent. Other services in

creased tneir share of GDP from 27-9 to 36.6 per cent over this period. The value

added by the agricultural sector was 21*7 per cent of total GDP in 1977 compared

with 21,3 per cent in 1970,

For manufacturing its share of. GDP.was 6*5 per cent in 1977 a reduction from

tiie 7»6 per cent in 19?0# [There has probably been little growth in this sector
measured at constant prices between 1970 and 1977 due to the effects of the

Zix Lrinisation policy and a shortage'of raw'materials both imported and locally

produced,»

Zaire;"- Table 1, GDP by source, 1970 and 1975 "o 1977 (- V' :..:'•.*"

At cuvr^n^/pr'fcis,. .. r .. .,.

A^rj culture, forestry:,

i'ishing

Mining ■ f .

Llauufac luring

^■.eutvinity etc.

Ocns vnictiou

Wholesale and retail trade

Tra/-s-Dort and communications

Services

O^-'-al GPP at factor on-'.

1970,, ,.

155-4
1-44.2

55"5
8,6

- 44-1

41-6

75-7 „
203,3

P^r^.,,

-c,enU.

■ ,, ^

21,3

1Q.8

7,6

1.2

6.1

5-7
10./.

27*9

-■vn.

-e. .,12'f-^:..r

,, .,,.-. ...

344*7

1.30,7.
168.0

10.2

101 .'!

255-7 .

81,5
■-93-5

■! :,f! < n 0

659.-i

■I45i4.-.--
191=1
■11,6

167,0

491,0

135-0.

893.0 1

693o 3

1977^

340,0

132.5 ■
249.1

15^5
241.O

763.0

207,0.

414.8

8C2.9

ventage,

21.7

• 3.4

6,5
0,4

6.2

19.8

.- -5.4
36.6

100,0

Souro%_*_. ECA estimates.

3• Selected economic sectors

(q) Agriculture, forestry and fj.shi.ngB Zaire ha.:i substantial agi.lcultural
resources measured in terms of both cultivable land, and fo.vest areaa. The rainfall

is generally abundant and a wide range of plants can be gro^in. Moreover 47 Pe*"

cent of Africa1s forest resources are tc be found in Zaire^ Agriculture occupies

v/j:c-?ad 70 per cent of the population and has- traditionally played a large role in

the economy* However since the 196O's there has been a steep decline in agriculture3

narked by a sharp fall in production far expert while large parts 6f the economy

have reverted to ^subsistence production and one result is that some food shortages

have developed in the cities, in particular Kinshasa, According to the #AC> the ■

average" annual" rate of growth of agricultural production haci been only 1,3 per

"between .1970 and 1977 and. population grovTt.h 5."s ,l- . timated. at 3 per cent ■"■
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year so agricultural output and also food output per head has declined. It is

estimated that the volume of agricultural exports has fallen by 5.7 per cent a year
since 1970. Palm oil exports have faller: drastically and so*ton production has fallen
ti the point that local textilcc tea to?±-?? had difficulties over their raw material
supplies and have cut tack on production. The food deficit is a serious aspect of
■the agricultural situation: it is reported that in 1977 imports of maize and wheat
totalled nearly 300,000 tonnes and the prospects for 1978 were for a figure of

nearly 400,000 tonnes, almost double the imports for 1915. The authorities have

taken stock of the situation and in the recovery programme outlined in November 1977,
agriculture has been given a high priority alongside transport and mining. The

deterioration of the road transport system has had an important influence on the
decline in marketed agricultural output and needs to be restored to make it ~onc'e
again possible to move supplies more readily to and from the markets.

(thousand of tonnes)

Coffee

Seed cotton

Palm olusters 1

Groundnuts

Maiso

itix 0 paddy

Jassava 10

Other roots and tubers

Sugar cane

Bananas 1

Pineapples

Bibb e. c

Souxoex T. apart emsnt

sources.

a/ 1972-

1970

72,2

52.0

324*7 a/
180o0

375.0

188,0

000.0

537.4 a/
699-9 a/
592.8 a/

321.5 a/
40«4 a/

149.i a/

du Plan,

1

11

1

1974

77-1
58^3

174.5
303-5
476,8

201.3

447.3

569*4
816.4
655-9
352.8

30.9

1 jo.u

Republi- -w - iu

1

11

1

Zaire.

1975

82.5
54-1

155-5
318.0

506,4
207.^

844.1 1
579.9
813.0

697-4
363-3

158.5

1970 figures

1976

91 o7
51.4

1 134.2

329.3

513.5
212.3

2 229.6

593-9
833.8

1 741.6

370.0

31-9

162.2

from other

Fishing is important in Zaire and the targets in various development plans

had been for a substantial increase in the catch from the level of about 130,000

tonnes a year recorded in the early years of this decade.

i* Mining.. Mining was an.important sector in the Zaire economy when copper

production was profitable as in the years to 1974- It still plays a dominant role

in the country1s export trade. Mining production is very diversified, including

copper, cobalt, zinc, diamonds, tin, manganese, gold, silver and since 1975 crude

pt-trolo-^i. The most important products are copper, cobalt and diamonds. In the

early montL~ of 1974 copper prices were high and the industry was particularly
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profitable "but- there was a very sharp fall in prices from late 1974 and the average

for 1975 was only 60 per cent of the 1974 level. Since 1975 there has been very

little increase in prices while costs have continued to rise. In September 1975

the'Lobito railway through Angola was closed and the subsequent closure of the

Zambian/fihodesia border forced Zaire to use the ports of Durban and East frondon in

South Africa meaning that the ebpper industry had to incur higher transport costs '

on its exports. The fall in copper prices caused the large project being developed

at Tenke-Fungurume to be put in:to moth-balls until'such time as market Qonditions

make it economic to continue the venture. As shown in table 3 copper production

recovered to some extent in 1977 from the depressed 1976 level but in Junp 1978

the Shaba crisis forced mining production to come to a halt for a time. The situation

now appears to be returning to normal and the prospects for an early reopening of

the Dilolo-Lobito railway are also good. For the future the impact of investment .

programme carried out by the main mining company, Gecamines, could lead to a rise

in output capacity to nearly 600,000 tonnes a year but exploitation of this increased

capacity will depend on market conditions. . ' . .

gaire: Table 3. Mineral production, 1970 and 1975 to 1977

1970 1975 1976 1977

Copper (thousand tonnes)

Cobalt (thousand tonnes)
Diamonds (thousand carats)

Zinc concentrate (thousand tonnes)
Manganese ore (thousand tonnes)

Gold (kg)
Silver (tonnes)
Casaiterite (tonnes)

Crude petroleum (thousand barrels)

12

387.0

14.0

408

185.2

347.0

505

46,0

932

nil

12

3

6

495-9

13.4
810

141.6

308.5

247
71.3

386

25.5

1 1

2

5

9

443.9

10.7
821

125.5
182.2

686

76.9
318

075.1

48O.7
...

11 500

• • •

a • a

• a «

. a .

* . .

9 100

Sourcei National data-from Zaire up to 1976.

For 1977 press reports including those in the Marches Tropicaux et

Mediterreneens.

Despite the substantial development of the mining industry to date the

considerable resources of Zaire have not been fully explored. Apart from the rich

copper deposits at Tsnke—Fungurume whose exploitation has been suspended and where

there are reserves of 50 miliion tonnes of 5 per cent copper and 0.4 per cent cobalt,

rich iron ore deposits have been discovered in Haut-Zaire, ,,In other regions there

are indications of gold, monaalte and diamond, while bauxite reserves of 65 million

tonnes have been found in Bas-Zaire. Once the copper market recovers and all

transport links are reopened, the mining industry can expect a period of profitable

exploitation.
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Crude petroleum production started at the end of 1975 and output has been
around 9,100,000 barrels in 1976 and 1977. ' . ,. '

(2) Enerftyv' Energy needs are covered by imported oil, hydro-electric production-'
and fuel wood. Zaire produces crude petroleum but its refinery cannot'process tha ' ;
oil and relies instead on imported feedstocks. Tae hydro-electric resources are : :"
considerable and output has been raised periodically over a long period. At
present In£a_ II is under construction and the low-cost energy expected to' become
available will provide a basis' for a number of high-energy using projects.
Electricity production has increased from 1970 to 1976 in line with the requirements
of the economy growing from 3,230 to 4,015 million ktfh or by 3.7 per cent a year.
The growth rate was not high but was related to a high level of electricity '
production at the start of the period. One energy production potential of the
country has greatly improved with the development of. the Inga project and at the
end of March 1-977, Zaire had an installed capacity" of more than a million kilowatts
compared with 809,400 kilowatts in 1970. In April 1.978' three further generators J"
with a capacity of 477 MW were installed at In*ga. " However, tmergy from these
generators will not be used until a 1,820 km elec.tric power line between Inga and :
Kolwezi is completed and in operation- some tiiae -after- 198o/~ --.---.... *,-.. ' . ■' . >

($) Manufacturing,' There is a fairly wi^e" range of"products^but the sector
as a whole produced only 6,5 per cent of the GJ)P in 1977 ^ £* see*s that output
has grown little in real terms since 197*0. '~Some production figures are give^'in ' "'
table 4. ■ • ■ .:-■■::, .„-■:

• • ■ • • - ■ . ■ . " . ■ .; -ic'O

zaire; Table^ 4, Output of selected, jwnufaotur'ed. products, .1970^ and 1975 to. 1^77 ""'"'"f""

1970 "1975 1976 1977

Sugar (thousand tonnes)

Cigarettes (billion units)

Beer (million hi)
Grey cloth (million m )
Printed fabrics (" ")'

Shoes (million pairs)
lyres (tonnes)'
Cement (^thousand /tonnes)

42.7 -

4.4 ,

. 3-3
67-8 ■

52.n a/

6.0

747 b/
426 . ■ .

.1.9
4.B

770

■43-7
3-2

4.6

78.4
73.6

394
534

53.0

2.9
4.2

71.9
69.3

5-1
700

489 '

Sourcet Based-jon national- data from Zaire,

a/ V971- . -- ':. ■ ' .

5/ 1972.
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There are strong linkages of manufacturing industry with agriculture and mining
^erelsT01" V tW° 1*tter 8ecto?a are .processed in, manufacturing enterprises.

thersecto/hasSalso bee "* ^ ****** °n manufacturin^ Apart'^om^lhest influfn»es
1974/1975. - Because of the shortage of- <iualified- personnfl^^tr-th^factories ^e
^fL^6/03^-^ in P^ction losse, which had the result ^encouraging the

60 per cent of the concerns taken over to the fom^r owners,
an ecting manufacturing was the ■wrd'espTead shortage of

For 1976 and 1977 there has been some recovery in output from this sector and

WO? o^puro^'cigaritterwaflo^^in" ^ firm^had ri^n- ""d with
^ar production hart ly^un ^r va ^« ^1 -u..^ ...± ^^.f^^ \ p?r °en"fc higher7 p cent hi

24 per oetit tut ^ ati11 «*««* of domestic
°f Print?d "l°th "as H

deLTVf ! * of domestic
t"; .Prod"oti°n °f Print?d "l°th "as H per oent more in 1977 than in 1971.
Another important product-cement slows a reduction from its high point in ouiput

tonnes in"i979O5 Tl -??7 4!9'°O° t°'nhe'8 we-e P-°^ced compared with 426,000
)^~ 5 ?? ? ■ ° Ol1 Produ°tipn was 210,000 tonnes ^in 1970 tat appears to
have fallen ve.ry. significantly since .then. -..-._.. . . . .

-i pions to .rail traffic because of the closure of the

bv £™<^ f TniZ6 ■thr01wb An«olft ih :1975 wer^ «*Be4u«itly made' goodby increasing use of other but more expensive otlt t th
f TZ6 ■w « ih :1975 wer^ «*Be4u«itly made good

g use of other but more expensive outlets to the. coast. The possible
reopening of this railway to Lobito would have a-beneficial impact on the export "
and import trade. The renovation of the road system Would also help speed up the
economic recovery of the country. P

~^+ 4ir .traffic has grown significantly since 1970-and statistics sho-w a 51.3 per
cent increase in the number of passengers handled by 1976. ■

im^rtarit P.r°Ject ^ the transport sector is -the proposed Kinshasa-Ilebo
This project has not yet been started but when completed it will enable

iFtll T carried *y-rail from the-mineral rich Shaba province to Matadi at
"cne coast*

4- Expenditure and the GDP

Investment expenditure has been comparatively high this decade and capital
formation plus the increase in stocks made up ".25.6 per cent of GDP in 1970 and 21 5

?orifte^in ■the+t^eeyear; 1975 t0 1977- Wwevev in 1?77 the proportion had fallen
to 18.6 per cent because of the effect that the economic difficulties were having .
on investment and the curtailment of the large new copper mining venture, - ■

Private consumption expenditure was equal to 45.5 per cent of GDP in 1970 but

^L^qV° ^ ;, -Per °ent in 1977 b6CaUSe Of the hi-fh rate of Elation in the period
since 1973. Public consumption expenditure fell over this period from 27.4 to 20.'9

Domestic savings have fallen as a proportion of GDP from 27-1 per oent;iff-1970
I-J'5iel V**;** 1977. In this later-year they.were able --to-finance only two-
thirds.of total investment expenditure., the balance being provided, from external
sourc es • ....,,..
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. Zaire?: Table 5* Expenditure and

(■millions of Zaires)
r

At current prices.

Private consumption

Public consumption

Gross fixed capital for

mation

Chang© in stocks

Exports less imports of

goods and services

GDP at market prices

•

1970

432.7

260.9

202.1

42.2

14.4

952.1

Source: ECA estimates.

SB External trade and balance of

the GDP, 1

Per

centage

45.5 1

27.4

21.2

4.4

1.5

100.0 1

payments

970 and

1975 ■

102.0

437-6

547.5
65.3

-223.0

929-4

1975 to

1976

1 798,9
528.9

650. S
, 89.8

-160.5

2 907.4

1977 .

1977

2 829.5
888.0

688.2

100.6

-259.2

4 247.1

Per

centage

66.6 '

20.9

16.2

2.4

-6*1

100.0

There is some conflict between the figures quoted by various sources but

on the basis of tho data presented in table 6, exports increased in total value

more than imports between 1970 and 1977 so that in 1977 there was a much greater

trade surplus. Howaver, the main reason for the relatively low figure of imports

in 1977 was the strict import controls in operation which naturally had a strong

adverse influence on the level of economic activity by the country as a whole.

Zaire; Table 6 External trade and balance of payment, 1970 and 1975 to 1977
("milU.ons of Zaires) ■

1970 1975 1976 1977

External trade

Exports

Imports

Balanc e

Balance of payments

Goods and services (net)
Private transfers (net)

Public transfers (net

Capital

Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

' Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics Vol. XXX No. 12 Deo. 1977;

vole XXXI No. 11 Nov. 1978 (Balance of payments converted from US dollars).

397.9
267.8

130.1

-21.7

-38.7
28,5

18.6

14.2

-0.9

413.4

452-4

-39-0

-326.8

-31-4 ■

58.4 .
211.4

71.4

17.0

747-
546.

200.

3

6

7

846.

522.

324.

9

7

2
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fcad &e«i a p4*+inul^riy poor **jct©rnnl tl^xde result in 197^'wI'tK

earning less than the oost of imports so that there was a trade deficit of Z, 39 .

million* ■ Ihe strong advance in export earnings in 1976 was due to the" devaluation"

of the currency, the sharp rise in coffee prices and the first full year of production

of crude petroleum. There was a futher increase in export earnings in 1977 with much,

of it due to "the continued advance in coffee prices. It seems that export volume, has .

risen since 1970 despite a fall in the agricultural,exports auch as palm ail. Copper

exports in>1977 were 9 per cent higher, ttian in J.97Q and.coffee exports were 18 per

cent more. The new volume exports of crude petroleum would more than have compensated,

for the fall in' other product exports. Such crude petroleum exports were more than

1 million tonnes in 1977 probably valued at about Z. 90 million- However, it would —i. ..

appear that the average increase in the volume of exports from 1970 to 1977 was probably

in the region of 2 per cent a year. For impor-ts there would have "been a fall in the

volume of about" 2 to 3 per cent a., year*_ '_.' . . ,. . .

The "balance of payments recorded..^ large deficit in 1975 despite a- very ,la'rg.e. .. .

capital inflow. For 1976 the situation appears to have been of approximate-balance -*■■ '

but in 1977 there was a substantial increase in Zaire's international reserves. In

both 1976 and 1977 the net deficit" on goods and services account would have been much

reduced from the hi^h figure of minus 326.8 million Zaires recorded in 1975.'

6« development and external debt

Hiere is.iittle information on .external aid hut the balance of payments figures^ ■

for 1975 in table 6 show that receipts of Government transfers and the capital in

flow were both substantial in that yenr. Data for 1976 and 1977 are not yet-available '.'

but while the net capital inflow was probably reduced in those years, receipts of

Government transfers could have increased.

The public sector external debt is reported to be 1.8 billion.Zires at the end

of 1976 including sums not disbursed, there was a very fast growth in the level of

this debt since 1972.

As. long as export prices for copper and other major export commodities' were high,

reimbursement of debt up to 1974 was not a problem for Zaire. However, the very low .

export earnings in 1975 precipitated"the foreign exchange crisis and a wide—ranging

debt rescheduling was negotiated witn the creditor countries in 1976 and as a result,.

a grace period of three years was granted on 85 Per cent of the debt service charges

outstanding as at June 1976 along with debt repayment for the second half of 1976

and the whole of 1977* However it was also ageed that.the rescheduled debt would be

repaid over a seven-year period. , . ....

7- Government revenue and expenditure

ftie continuous rise in net claims of the banking system on the* Government since

1973 reflects the deficit financing policy in operation. Between December 1973

and 1977 these net claims on the Government rose from Z. 185.6 million to Z. 1,147-.2

million. There were particularly large increases in 1976 and 1977 of Z. 379»4

million and Z. 341-0 million respectively. However, the monetary statistics from

December 1977 to May 1978 suggest that the rate of net borrowing by the state from the

banking system has decreased to some extent.
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Zairei Table 7. Government revenue dndexpenditiire, 1970 and. 1974 to 1976

1970 1974 1975 1976

321.

27.
281.

84.

3
8

4
1

. ■ 538 .,6

53.9

, 688.4-
230.8 a/

. 431.9

55.4
558.0

152.5

507

: 625
181

• 7

•6 '
•4 af

Revenue

Foreign grants

Recurrent expenditure

Capital expenditure

Overall balance -16.4 -326.7 -223.2

Financed by

Domestic sources . 12.6 ; . 211.0 118.4 379-4^ "
Foreign sources 3.8 115-7 104.8 ...

Souroex IMF, International Financial Statistics vol. XXX Ho. 12 Dec. 1977;

ro\* XXXI No. 11 November 1978. Also data from national publications and press reports.

bJ Includes other items of expenditure and extra-budgetary operations

in>1976.

b/ Increase in net nXsAJBLB on Government by banking sector.

No detailed figures are available for 1977 but the budget projected an overall

deficit of Z. 293.1 million with public debt servicing taking Z. 249 million. As

shown above the increase in net claims on the Government in 1977 was Z. 341 million

so the projected deficit was actually surpassed.

8- Money and banking _■■■■..

The growth of money supply has been very fast this decade and by December 1977

money proper had grown on average, by 28,1" per cent a year since 1970 and including

quasi-money the growth rate was 29.2 per cent. Over the period net foreign assets de

clined from Z. 109.5 million to -.6*0«5 million Zaires and the main instigator of the

increase in money was the very .large, rise in domestic credit both to the Government

and to the private sector. With a high rate of expansion of the money supply, there

has been a particularly rapid rise in consumer prices.

The high rate of inflation has had its own impact on the domestic currency and black

market .activities hav«' "become very common with other currencies being used in
transactions. In 1976 the local currency was devalued and towards the end of 1978 a
further devaluation was. made this time of 10 per cent compared with the earlier

devaluation of more than 70 per cent. However, the large discrepancy between the

official parity of the Zaire and its rate of exchange on parallel markets is a con

tinuing major problem.

In 1978 figures for the first five months show some improvement in the level of

net foreign assets and a lower level of credit expansion especially in the private

sector. Die expansion in money and quasi-money in this period was reduced to 9.3

per cent*
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Zaire: Table 8, Monetary survey, 1970 and 1975 to 1978 ( millions of Zaires)

End

1970.

End

1975

End

1976

..End '

1977

May

1978

Net fore:ugti assets

Domestic credit
109*53 -50,6 -50.7 -51.6

.Net claims on Government

Other public sector

Claims on private sector

Money

Quasi—money

Import prepayments

Other items (net)

Source: IMP, International

vol. XXXI No- 11 Nov. 1978.

9* Wa#es and salaries

99-91
• 'A .

42,68 '

186.47
21.53

9".95
34.34

Financial

426.

35.
283.

463.

89.
41.
102.

8:.

8

1

0

1

4

3

Statistics

806.2

28.8

356.2

680.0

99-2

103.7
258.0

Vol.

1

1

XXX

147-2

29.3

507-1 "
058.8

181.7

313.5

69-7

No. 12

1

1

Dec

257.1

20.3

539-5

174.-1
182.1

296.1

113.6

. 1977;

No information on wages and salaries is available since 1974, but the high level

of inflation has had a particular impact on fixed income earners. Consumer prices

have risen rapidly especially from 1974 onwards. Between 1970 and 1973 this rate

of inflation averaged 12.3 per cent a year" but then it accelerated' to 27.4 per cent

in 1974) 30.7 per cent in 1975 and to the.particularly high level of 85,1 per cent
in 1976. In 1977 the rate *was still extremely high at 6^,2, per cent and the increase

between December 1977 and June 1978 was 23.6 per cent*

10. Employment and unemployment

Data are not available on recent trends in employment. The labour force is

growing in line with the total population but with the decline in the GDP in recent

years the urban population is experiencing growing unemployment. This has probably

had the effect along with falling real incomes of reducing the attractions of urban

life leading to some dampening down of migration to the urban areas.

11 - Other social sectors

Csk) Education, In 1975/76 there were 3,529,710 pupils in primary schools,
506,848 in secondary schools and 25,391 students at the national university. En
rolments are still increasing at all levels of education although progress is now

slower for primary education than at the higher levels. ?Jie primary enrolment' rate

in 1975/76 was about 66 per cent of the eligible age group but it varies quite widely
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between provinces. The present growth rate in primary school enrolments of about 3

per cent a; year is only maintaining the 1975/76" enrolment rate. In contrast the increase
in secondary enrolments of some 40,000 pupils a year has raised the proportion of the

children in the age group concerned substantially since 1970, The expansion of

secondary education has been particularly impressive in Kivu, Shaba and Kasai Oriental

provinces. Admissions to the first year of secondary education related to the persons

in the last year of primary school are particularly high in Kinshasa, Bas-Zaire,

Equator and Shamba provinces but low in Kivu, Eastern Kasai and Haut-Zaire. ■

(^) ■ Health. In 1976, there were 1,263 doctors, about half being foreign nat.io.nals

and the doctor/population ratio was about one for every 20,000 persons, a low ratio... ;

but showing an improvement on earlier years. There were also 2,400 qualified nurses;, _,

and 15,000 hospital auxiliaries. The number of hospital beds has not changed in many

years and includes 55,439 in hospitals as such and a substantial number of additional
neds in dispensaries and clinics. _.. .

The present health problems con-tinue to include endemic diseases while the
rural areis are still poSrly served compared to the mam urban .areas where the health
facilities are concentrated. ...... •!>-;

B. MAJOR PfiOBLMS

The present difficulties stem to a large extent from the continuing poor price
of copper on world markets. ' Low export earnings and high transportation costs have
led to a cut-back on imports to. contain the balance of payments* A low volume of

imports is inhibiting progress in the economy at large. ^

Inflation is still high in Zaire although figures for/197§. show a substantial
reduction from the particularly high level recorded in 1976. The money supply growth
rate is also more under control but* the' Government budget is still' depending to a _
considerable extent on credit from the domestic banking system. There are substantial
external loans that will need to start to be repaid in two y^ars time despite the ,
debt rescheduling exercise of 1976-

. Other problem areas include the decline of agriculture and the deterioration ;
of the internal transport system. The developments in neighbouring countries^since
?975 severely restricted Zaire's export outlets. Deficit financing has helped fuel
inflation and the movement away from the local currency is reflected in the level
of black market transactions taking place*

The brief rebellions in the Shaba province in 1977 and then again in 1978 in
terrupted production and caused much anxiety, scarce resources had to be diverted to
security purposes which retarded the country«a attempts at econpmic recovery. ^

Zaire is still in a difficult situation and a Shortage of skilled-manpower in , -
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G. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

At the "beginning of this decade, the Government launched several ambitious

projects, TCiese projects were justified :on the hypothesis of increasing copper

revenues "being available. In 1973. a programme &> take over control of foreign

"businesses was started which was expended to many of the larger enterprises. Zaire

citizens also began to replace foreign nationals in management and other fields.

After a period of difficult transition this Zairinisation policy was revised. The
new policy included, measures to return 60. per cent of the capital to the former

owners. Foreign participation in economic development is being encouraged by a

series of measures including the lifting of restrictions on profit and capital

repatriation* A current requirement is that all industries-including those whioh

are State-owned will have to operate on the basis of economic viability.

In the programme announced in 1977 great femphasis was laid on the development

of transport, agriculture and mining and on an improvement of the efficiency of

public management and administration. Farmers are being encouraged to increase

production of both food and export crops. Mining reorganisation is intended to in

crease productivity and profitability. An important feature of the programme is re
gional decentralisation. It is hoped to stimulate competition by.relaxing foreign

exchange restrictions. Id ensure better management the Government is making certain

policy .changes and is taking a tighter control of public expenditure. Credi* policies

are also aimed at more effective control, . .

In 1978 further steps have be^a taken to assist economic recovery with

assistance being given by the main aid donors and international organisations. In

November 1978 an international conference was held between Zaire and its main economic

partners to discuss measures needed to speed recovery.

D. PBDSPECTS FOR 1978 to 1980

For 1978 itself the possible outcome is for a further reduction in GDP. Copper

output has suffered from the insurgency in Shaba in June. However indications are

that the policy of monetary and fiscal restraint is having its impact especially
on the level of inflation while the strict import controls are enabling the balance

of payments defioit to be contained) in fact international reserves increased in

1978. Throughout 1978 copper prices made a small but continuous rec6ve,ry antl with
a reduction in the stocks overhanging the market the prospects for a further, possibly

substantial, rise in copper prices seem favourable. With a restoration.of real pro

fitability in the copper mining industry at some stage in 1979 and more transport

links available for exports as seems likely, the economic situation should be a lot

easier. Any easing of import controls would of course, improve the prospects in

manufacturing industry and commerce in particular. Thus the recovery of the Zaire

economy should start to show results in 1979 and continue into 1980.
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A* ECONOMIC AND SOCIAI, -DEVELOPMENTS, 1970-1978 ...... . , .-.■: .

*• Introduction ; ... -.- .. <■ . ,. ... t ... *. :-.. ■ ,. ' -u ■., . .-.-

.■. ■ .;•;; ■ ■ ■:'■ ■ . ■•■ - ;-.,.■. ..■ .-. ... s\.l ' .;; .. • ■■ ■ ■ • .;.:■ • " "■ • ■ ~ ■::■- ■

The^ambian economy grew by 2.6 per cent a year beiween >97O and 1977,- which is less
than the growth, rate of the population.!,. Ths reasons for this poer performance "include
a depressed world market .for ooppgr.eoa feast jo* th« operiod, -diffieultie'B over tire external
transport links and balance p£. p$y»en:ts.:probleine«:-.-x .--<■. ' - "-*''" '•*■■ :' " ■'"' ■ ■ r ' ■

Up to. 1974 the growth rate" of. GDP .this decade-.had-beeri75.4 per bent-a"year at
constant prices but in the last thXee.-years growth has been Negative. The world reb^ssi
had a _crucial .impact, on^the de,m^nd fdr jobpper.in .the yeans. J.975 ■** 1977 and even' in 1978
demand was sti3JL.-very. fl,atv ' ■ ■ ... . ;: ■ ,. .■ . . ; .

3 p^. year. Thqre was a particularly high rise-.in.th
production of electricity as new generating, stk'tions. camel into service-*t Kafue and th«
north bank: of Eaniba. * o ^. . - «■.,,■ ... . • - ■

y■■Substantial borrowing from abroad together, with deficit financing since 1974 has led
tb a sharp increase in the level of the public deb*' and high rates of inflation* although
import and exchange controls have been used to"restrict imports in face of the low export
proceeds, the balance-of-payments,position continued- to be tight; At the end of 1977
Zambia's net foreign assets were -I42 million Xwacha and IMF assistance was sought ih
197o to try to redress the difficult situation faced by the country.

The action taken by the central Guvernment in I978 includes a tight programme of
expenditure while the Central Bank: took measures to restrict credit. It is hoped that'
as a result of the measures taken inflationary pressures will he reduoed..

Figures fur the first few months of I978 /suggest that experts could be somewhat less
than in 1977 but that imports will be higher, fgr. the year as a whole. . . .

The outlook for the economy in 1979 is for a continuation of'the difficult conditions
prevailing m 1978. While the copper market was showing some signs of improvement-in
1970 as this survey was being prepared, it is still too;early to expect,the restpratittn
of a price level which will make the "Zambian copper industry profitable again and kelp to
remove the constraints on the economy caused by'inadequate foreign exchange earnings. ;

2. GDP; b.Y industrial, origin , . . . ■ ■< ■ ;■■)■/. '. ..■■:,■

The data given in table 1 cover the years 1970, 1975, 1976 and 1977. They thus
exclude 1974 which was the last good year as regards the price uf copper. In I974 mining
accounted for 32-4 per cent of the GDP and mineral revenues provided 39 per cent of
government current revenue.

Comparing 1970 and 1977 the table shows that at current prices the contribution of
mining to GDP has fallen from 36,3 to only 12.6 per cents for agriculture, forestry and
fishing it has risen from 10.7 to 13.6 per cent and for manufacturing the rise is from
10.2 to I7.9 per cent. Thus the relative share of total GDP of these three major
commodity producing sectors has declined from 57.2 to 44.1 per cent.
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The decline in the contribution of th« commodity producing seotors has been

accompanied by -a&-4ncr-ea^£ ^n--t,he,.fihftr^jo£..--WlxoXfeS.ale. aM..r,etail trade, transport and

communications and especially other services, the rise for the latter being from 18.9

to 2-7.8 per-ceat- •— —~- ,. .. .- ... .. .. .

.Zambia* Tafcle_l. ' GDP" by' source, "1970'arid: 1975-1977 (in millions of kwacha)

At current prices .

Agriculture, forestry, fishing

Mining

* Manufacturing

Electricity etc*

Construction

Wholesale-and -retaiJ. .trade, a/-.
Transport and communications

Services

Import duties less banking charges

GDP at producers1 values

At constant (1^65). prices

Agriculture, forestry, fishing

Industry-manufacturing. _..:

- Mining ■ ., ..■:..

- Oth.er '■. ,;/. :-,

Services ■ . ..,.-. ,..;.

Import duties less banking charges

GDP at 1965 producers1 values

1970 1975 1976 -977

136-1

46O-3
129.2

15.5
90-3

133.6
48.8

239.3

15.4

196.5
208.6

276.4
36.0

150,8

213.5
86,8

418,2

26.0

256.5
335.2

305.3
39*0

181.2

222.5
95*5

477-6

3.4

260,3

241.5
344.0

38o 0

263.0

92.0

534-5
-6-0

1 268.5 1 612.8 1 916,2 1 921.3

113-5
82.1

212.2

67.7
323-3

19.3

128.5
112.5

204.5
119.2

421.6

11.6

135*9

107-9
227.6

126O6

416.8

4.6

137*0

102.0

207.0

109-9
419-0

3-9

818,1 997=9 1 OI9.4 978.8

Sources Republic of Zambia, Central Statistical Office,.Monthly Digest of

• Statistics7 vol. XIV, Nos. 3 to 6, March/June 1978. (Government Printer, Lusaka, July 1978)

&/ Includes hotels and restaurants.

3" Selected economic sectors

(a) Agriculture, forestry and fishing. This sector still provides the livelihood of

the majority of Zambia's people and while its growth rate since 1970 has been only
moderate, there is growing evidence of a much wider range of crops being produced in

larger quantities while livestock slaughterings now no longer include imported animals.

' Unfortunately, figures for marketed production year by year show sharp fluctions

due partly to climatic conditiuns and partly to changing attitudes of p^a

producers to the level of producer prices.

Information on the marketed level uf selected items is given in table 2,



2;vr/biai TableJ^. Commercial agricultural production, 1970 and 1975 to 1977

Item Unit 1970 1975 1976 19.77

*/ '('000 tonnes) 133..3 559.5 750.0 696.5
Sunflower c-ed a/ " " - 8-2 16.0 13-3
Shelled groundnuts a/ " ". . -. 3-7 6.. 5 .. . . 9O ... , 'O
Seed cotton a/ " " 5-4 2.6 3.9 8-9
Sugar cane # .. V ". ■ ,321-6. ., ,,768.2 . 779-6 691.4
Tobacco a/ " " 5.2 7.0 6,5 5*9
Milk delivered (!000 litres) 1 445-3 1 197-3 1 109.5 1 105-8
Cattle slaughtered b/ (!000) 63.4 7L7 77.o
Pigs slaughtered V ^000) 29-7 55.5 50.2
Poultry production ('000) 4 968 13 301 15 641 U 156

Source; Republic of Gambia, Agricultural Statistics Section of Ministry of

.A gviculture*

a/ Delivor-ies to official marketing organizations,

" h/ Slaughterings of local stock only.

Apart from the products shown in table 2, new items grown in the last few years

include soya beans, wheat, tea and coffee. Rice is also being grown on an increasing
"cate. For 1977/1978 deliveries to official marketing organizations were soya beans
^V'51 ba*-.3 of 90 kg. wheat 59,158 bags of 90 kg, paddy rice 23>256 bags of 80 kg,
r-^de toa. 82,446 kg and roasted coffee 43,947 kg. All these crops seem likely to assume
Increasing importance over the next few years. . .:

Agricultural credit has been increasing rapidly; loan advances by commercial banks
and o^her financial institutions were 12.1 million kwacha in 1970/1971, £28 million in
■JQ7A/1975 and probably K40 million ±n-197?/3t9?6. Fer-tiiiaer-usage has also been
tl:c:-'c:'.5tr.£ fr.-:^ the level of 87,592 tonnes in 1974- However, in 1978 there was some
scaling down of the subsidies on ftili

' Consume-^'' subsidies on maize were also reduced. Agricultural producer prices
have -varied somewhat over the period under review although the trend has generally

been upward.

(b) Mining. Although the production target for copper in the second development
■nlanlt 900^000 tonnes for 1976j output varied.between 683,300 tonnes in 1970 and
712,900 tone in 1976. Output in 1977 was 659s8OO tonnes and seems likely to be
'■ignif-cantly less in 1978- 'The export:price of copper was nearly Kl,000 per tonne in
1970 reached a peak of about Kl,250 in 1974 and then fell sharply to only K736 per
tonne in 1975 before recovering to K923 per tonne in 1976 and K969 per tonne m 1977-
In July 1976^the currency was devalued by 20 per cent ,or otherwise prices; m kwacna
for 1976 and 1977 would have ^ieen much lower. Present indications are that the

realised price in 1978 should be higher than in 1977-
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The output data for the major minerals produced in Zambia are given in table 3-

Zambiai Table 3. Mineral production, 1970 and 1975/1977

Unit 1970 1975 1976 1977

Copper,

Copper,

Zinc

Lead

Cobalt

Coal

blister .

electrolytic

Sources As table 1«

(<000 tonnes)
11 11

11 ii

it it

n ii

M II

103.1

580.2

53-5
27.3

2.05

623.2

21.1

619.2

46.8

19.1
I.84

813.9

18.3
694.6

37.1

13.5
1.62

762.0

10.8

649.O

40.0

13.3
1.70

708.1

Production of blister copper fell sharply from 103>100 tonnes in 1970 to a mere

10,800 tonnes in 1977.

As regards other minerals, production in 1977 was substantially less than in

1970 for ainc, lead and cobalt while coal output was higher, although not as high

as iri 1975. " : ": .

.In the first two months of 19?8,1OOS9OO tonnes uf electrolytic copper and 4,700, .

tonnes of blister copper were produced.

It is hoped to double cobalt production over the next few years,

(c) Manufacturing?. Owing to the foreign exchange shortages in recent years
manufacturing output has declined. The index of manufacturing productiun (1.969"" 100)
rose from 111.3 in 1970 to 136.3 in 1975 but fell to 129.6 in 1976 and127.3 in 1977-
The details given in table 4 show that the textiles and clothing and non-metallic

minerals subsediurs are the ones to show falls in productiun in buth 1976.and 1977*

Zambia! Table 4. Manufacturing production, 1970 and 1975 to 1977-(1969 .«. 100)

Subsector 1970 1975 1976 1977

Pood, beverages and tobacco

Textiles and clothing
Wood and wood products

Paper and paper products

Chemicals, rubber, plastics

Non-metallic mineral products

Basic metals

Metal products and other

All manufactures

117.0

116,6

96.2

118.6

109.5
l?0.9

101.9

99-3

111.3

136.1

160.0

92,6

190,5

133.7

145.9

97.3

123.3

136.3

132..7

158.7
67.7
155.4
130.6

129.5
100.3

122.9

129-6

13.2"-7
137.2

97.0

174.5

139.5
119.9
110.1

103.2

127-3

Sources As table 1.
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; A fairly substantial number-of projects was completed in the manufacturing

sector during the 1970s either through installing new production units or expanding

existing ones. Of importance are the petroleum, refinery ..at JiTgtpla, the glass factory

at Kapiri Mposhi, nitrogen chemicals, a second kiln at the Ndol'a Cement factory, the
reconstruction of Zambezi sawmills and the expansion,.of the, Zambia._Sugar Cprnpanyis..
factory at Nakambala.

Electricity. In 1970 Gambia's own generating stations produced only 975

million kWh of electricity but in 1977 the total had risen to 8,683 million kWh and

imports had ceased. Large capacity generating stations had been commissioned at
Kafue .and on the north bank of Kariba. However, consumption within Zambia has not
kept,pace with the increase ,in capacity, having risen from 4,000 million kWh in 1970
to 5*645 million .kWh in 1977.

^Hydro-electric production accounts for pro_bably..as muc.h^as, three, fif.tks. of the_._.
available energy supplies in Zambia, with two thirds of the balance coming from
liquid fuels and one third from coal.

The present surplus electricity production capacity forms a useful basis for the
expansion of industry. The petroleum refinery utilised 820,000 tonnes of crude

petroleum in 1977 which cost some £70 million. In 1970 the total cost of petroleum
imports had been only K14.9 million.

Construction. This sector is subject to wide fluctuations in output. Output
of private contractors at current prices rose from K93.2 million in 1970 to K216

million in 1?75» K27O.2 million in 1976 and k286.3 million in 1977. At the end of
1977 there was 28 weeks1 work in hand for the major contractors compared with a more,
common figure of 46 weeks at the end of each of 'the years 1974, 1975 and 1976.
Employment in the industry fell from 73,810 in June 1975 to 54,790 in June 1976 and

further to 50,270 in December 1976- Much of this fall was due to the completion of
the TAZARA railway.

(f) Transport services. At the end of 1977 the. total paved road in Zambia was
4,948 kilometres and there were in all 35,168 km of roads including 22,550 km
unclassified. In the period 1970 to 19.77 there has been a substantial increase in the
length of paved road in the country.

The numbers of vehicles on ■tire-roads has -risen 'continuously but the total neW~*"*"

vehicles registered was 5>r3^1 in 1976.and 5.?374 .in 1.977 compared, with figures..,of
approximately 13,500 each in 1970 and 1975. , ..

The Zambia Railways traffic figures have been affected by. the border closure ■
with Southern Rhodesia in 1973 and by the closure of railway traffic through Angola

in 1975* The opening of the TAZARA railway in 1975 helped to raise., traffic levels
but the total in 1976 was 4.9 million tonnes compared with 6.8 million tonnes in I972.

at

1977

Air traffic has shown a" rising trend since 1970 with 544,000 passengers handled
airports in 1970, 604,000 in 1975 and 673,000 and 737,000 respectively in 1976 and
'7. ■'.'■.':■
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A very real problem has been the transport links to ports in other countries for

Zambia's imports and exports. After the railway in Angola was closed in 1975, Zambia
made increasing use of both Dar-es-Salaam and Mombasa but when Kenyan trucks were .no

longer able to. move; Zambia^jjo^^ this" means of""aooees was also
closed~"and"increasing use was made of the TAZARA railway to Dar-es-Salaam. In 1978
problems arose due to the long delays in the turn-round-.of rolling stock on this --

railway.,_..Both.-impe^:fcs-and--BXp^rts* were "delayed sometimes for long periods.

4* EtpiSBdlfufe" and" GDP ~" 1. • ■■■ ''■—■■■

Table 5 shows that the.share of public consumption rose substantially from I5.6
per ceivt of GEP at market prices Xp. 4970 to 30.6 in 1977. Similarly the share- of

private consumption rose from 39 per cent to 45.3 per cent respectively and thus the
share .of..dojaeatic-savings fell rougfily"from 45.4 per cent in 1970 to 24.1 per cent' an

1977* ?y©n a-t the .relatively slower rate achieved in 1977 due to the world recession,
Zambia's.savings..performance is reffiSrEable by any standard. , ;.„.:„

Zambia 1 Table *>• Expenditure and GDP, 1970 and 1975 to 1977 nf loraoha)

1970 1975 1976 1977

At ourrent prices

Priva't'e consumption
■ Public- consumption""*' " "

Gross fixed capital formation

Change in stocks

Exports less imports

Total GliP at market prices

494#3

198.5
372.3
-11.5
214.9

827.8

420.0

604.O
+30.0

-269.0

83L5
48O.O
6O5.O

-115.3
U5.0

87ft.O ...

588.O

608.0

-110.0

-35.0

1 268.5 1 612.8 1 916.2 1 921.0

Source: As table 1.

The investment performance is also remarkable with the share of total investment
(including changes in stocks) declining marginally from the figure of 28.4 per cent .
of GDP in X91<5 to 25.8 per cent in 1977.

The total investment in 1977 allowing for stock changes was £497-3 million and
this was financed, 64 per cent from domestic savings and 36 per cent from foreign
resources. In 1975 the proportions were 38 and 62 per cent respectively and in 1970
there was a substantial accumulation of foreign reserves with;all -..the inve&tmen* laeing
financed domestically.

5» External trade and balance of payments

The price of copper and the level of copper sales continue to be the basic

constituents of the external trade and balance-of-payments situation as is shown
clearly in table 6. [
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millions of kwacha

External trade

Exports.;

(Copper)
Imports

Balance : • • •<:

Balance of payments

floods and services (net)

Private transfers (net) ■;■•■
Government transfers (net)
Capital (net)... .... _ „
fieserves and related items
Errors ,and

Sources As- table 1. "

Includes- errors and* omissions.'

7U.97
(681.4)
340.71

521.05
(472,0)
•597.61

751.91
(688.6)
468.59

708.53

(645.9)
529.60

+374.26 ;;;-76.56 +283.32 +178.93

I81.5 :.,:. -359..0,

6* . Development aid and external

ifl" ini978 it is .
relatively important

figures show that net

in earlier years but they «*„*«,
been much higher than aid in ^rant
in Zambia's public debt been

Loa« receipts have
substantial
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7« Government revenue and expenditure

The very large reduction in Government receipts from mineral revenues in the

years 1975 to 1977 led to the appearance of large deficits in the Government account:
These deficits were filled by short term borrowing from the Central Bank-

In 1974 ^ne^al revenues were K252.2 million compared with El71.5 million in 1970c
After falling to £59,5 million in 1975 they were only K11.6 million in I976 and hqjg
actually negative in 1<?77- There, was an over-all cash surplus in 1970, with total :

receipts, in. excess of payments by K5I.4 million. In 1975 the deficit was K208 million,

compared wijfcfc KI89,6 million in 1976 and KI83.4 million in 1977,

s ..,.:Table 7* Government revenue and expenditure 1970 and 1975 to 1978 (nn v,-.---
of itwachaT

■ ■■ ■ ■■- ■ ■ — ■ Budget

1970 1975 1976 1977 1979

Current revenue 432.43 4^8.34 443*02 499.02 53I0S2
Current expenditure 274-99 / 5^0.99 608,89 660*69 6^,'^
Capital receipts 133.28^ 169.79 303*73 138.54 171,03
Capital expenditure 239-33 245.56 327.42 160.28 140,00

Over-all balance +51-39 -208.42 -189*56 -183.41 -89.93

Sources As table 1*

'■'-* Excludes revenue appropriations of K106 million.
mt-J

The incree.Be in current expenditure has been I40 per cent between 1970- and I; 77$
■3Vi57: the same period current revenue has risen by a mere 13 per cent*

In I978 an attempt has been made to improve the budgetary position with
expenditure in the budget below the level of 1977 both on current and or* capital

account. It ^::-expected that the deficit will be only half that recorded in 1977 at
• aaout K90 million,-

0• Money and banking

The monetary aggregates are shown in table 8,

In December I97O net foreign assets were positive to a level of K38I.5 million,
whereas at the end of 1977 they had fallen to -£142,2 million. The- Government was a •
net depositor in the banking system in December 1970 to the amount of'K169.7
in December 1977 it was a net borrower of K822.6 million.
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Zambia: Table 8. Monetary survey, 1970 and 1975 to 1977 (Figures in millions of
kwacha at end year)

1970 1975 1976 1977

Net foreign assets

Domestic credit

Net claims on Government

Claims on private sector

Money

Quasi-money

Other items (net)

381.50 -63.24 -91.73 -142.20

-169.67

I85.96

169.62

-0.81

315.20

394.36

322.09

171.64

152.64

6O4.79

395.79
376.76
246.72

285.39

822.62 /

440.66^
386.48

312.21 /

379.70^

Sources IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXI, No. 3 July I978 and
earlier issues. ———__—_——__«__^_

a/ October 1977.

Over these seven years total money supply including quasi-money almost doubled

registering an average annual rate of increase of 10 per cent. The major factors for

this expansion in money supply were the increased Government reliance on the banking

system as well as the large bank credit extended to the private sector. A good part

of the inflationary impact of such a large expansion in domestic credit was mitigated

by the substantial fall in foreign exchange held by the banking system.

The tight credit policy being followed in 1978 is expected to lead to much lower

rates of increase of the various monetary aggregates.

9* Wages and prices

Average wages of Zambians in employment rose from 1,014 kwacha in the quarter

ending on December 1972 to 1,469 kwacha in the same period in 1976. Against this

increase of 44«9 per cent, consumer prices rose by 50.6 increase between the years

1972 and 1976. This indicates that real wages remained fairly constant.

The rise in consumer prices in 1976 itself was 17.2 per cent and this was

followed by one of 18.6 per cent in 1977. In the first four months of 1978 the rate

of increase was reduced with a rise of 4-7 per cent in this period.

Between 1970 and 1977 consumer prices rose at an average annual rate of 10.3 per

cent with most of the increase occurring since 1974-

10. Employment and unemployment

At the end of 1970 there were only 340,520 Zambians and 27,950 non-Zambians in

wage employment (excluding domestic services). The majority of the labour force was
still dependent on self-employment in such industries as agriculture and trading.

After increasing in the earlier years of this decade wage employment began to

fall in 1975 with the world recession and there was a substantial reduction in 1976 as

employment in the construction industry fell mainly owing to the completion of work on

the TAZARA railway.

The data on unemployment are incomplete but the numbers registered as unemployed

have been around 12,500 for the last few years. This figure is probably an understate

ment of the actual numbers of unemployed.
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II, Other social sectors

(a) Educatiun. Figures on enrolments show substantial growth so far this decade-

In 1970 primary enrolment was 694*670.and preliminary figures for 1976 show a total ■
of 912,600 equal to 86*3 per cent of Zambian children aged 7 to 14. For secondary .

education the increase was from 52,472 to 78,805 and the estimate for 1977 is 84.,030.
The number of students at the University has also grown sharply from 1,231 in 1970 to

2,569 in 1976/77.

Owing to the substantial rise in school enrolment the budget allocations for

recurrent expenditure on education exceeded K100 million in 197^.

(b) Health. Since 1970 progress has been recorded in both the provision uf

health facilities and training facilities. There is still a substantial shortfall in

the numbers of Zambians trained and qualified for the various branches of the health

service but present training facilities are turning out more graduates than in the

past.

In 1976 the Mporokoso hospital was completed and that at Kabompo was virtually

finished. Two training schools and three rural training centres had also been

virtually completed. Six rural health centres were also constructed. In the years

1972 to 1975 six district hospitals, phases II to VI of the University Teaching

Hospital and various other institutions including rural health centres Were

completed. By May 1^76 there were 759 full time health institutions compared with

629 in January 1972. The total number of hospital beds and cots rose from 16,300 to
19,500 over this period. In 1976 s 853 trainees graduated from the' various nursing

schools in the country and by the end of the year over 1,000 medical assistants had

been trained.

In 1977 the three nurses training schools at Ndola, Mansa and Kabwe with a

combined intake of 490 trainees a year were completed and two other schools were

nearing completion. Training facilities for rural health workers are "being

developed. In December 1977 the number of full time health institutions had risen

to 835 but shortages of medical and para-medical personnel continued to present

problems over the proper manning of all these establishments,

B. MAJOR PROBLEMS

The problems for the economy stem almost entirely from the low price of copper

on world markets and the difficulties in moving imports and exports to and from the

ports of Africa via other countries' transport systems. Low copper earnings created

a basic balance-of-payments problem and shortages of foreign exchange inhibit the

adequate supply of imported raw materials and other inputs. Manufacturing industry

in particular suffers badly from such shortages and many plants are running at only

30 to 50 per cent capacity. Shortages of particular commodities in the. shops leads

to a situation in which prices can readily be increased. At the same time

inflationary pressures are accentuated because the1 low level of mineral revenues has

caused the Government to borrow heavily from the banking system to sustain levels of

both current and capital expenditure.

The transport problems caused by the loss of the use of other countries'

transport systems have become progressively worse since 1973 and while there was a

period of improvement in 1977 with the TAZARA railway working fully,in 1978 there
have been numerous and costly delays due to the slow turn-round of rolling stock on

this system.
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C. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES .. '

With the serious .problems created by low copper prices and difficulties over move
ments of imports and exports there has "been a reassessment of development"priorities
and, although the third development .plan is not likely"to be released before October
197& it seems, that in outline the policy likely to be adopted is as follows:

(a) the growth rate target will be substantially less than that uf 6.8 per cent
a year adopted in the second plan period?

(b) particular emphasis will be given to rural development which, besides
agriculture, covers small-scale and cottage industries, rural electrification, feeder

roads and better education and health, facilities^ . . :

employment creation would also receive a high priority, the policy would

stress"the adoption of appropriate technology;

(d) there would be a major shift in favour of the productive sectors and labour-
intensive methods of productions;

(e) in line with this latter policy, both agriculture and manufacturing industry
would be favoured.

Apart from these policy objectives related to the new development plan, the

programme to bring the economy back onto course in 1978 and 1979 includes tight

control of Government expenditure coupled with a restrictive credit policy. The

objective of these measures is to reduce the balance-of-payments deficit and the

inflationary pressures which have accompanied the credit expansion of the years 1975

to 1977.

Subsidies were reduced in 1978 and this has helped to reduce the over-all level

of the Government deficit* A policy of continuing vigilance in the control of

excessive pricing is expected to limit Consumer price rises.

Export promotion is being encouraged and stringent import control and exchange

control will continue? Government imports will also come under strict scrutiny. The

exchange control regulations forbade most persons normally resident in Zambia from

remitting any proportion of their earnings abroad as ttey had beam able to do in the past#

Other restrictions were also introduced in 1978 to reduce the high level of private

transfers from Zambia.

B. PROSPECTS FOR 1978 TO I98O

At the* present time the outlook for both 1978 and 1.979 is not particularly :

hopeful. At best only small growth in GDP can be expected in this period,.while at

worst some further falls could occur. While the price uf copper has strengthened in

the second half of 1978 and there has been some reduction in the world stocks of copper,

the market has not yet reached the stage where a realistic rally is in prospect. The

transport problems which have plagued the economy for so many years have not yet been'

overcome and foreign exchange shortages will continue to limit the effective capacity

in various parts of the economy.

For I98O the ofutlook could be more promising with the long awaited substantial

upward adjustment in copper pricing having its impact.


